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Editorial
I am pleased to say that again, we have some fine
articles in this edition of BJRP. As you can see
from the contents page there is again something
for everyone. As you all are no doubt aware, this
year marks the 200th year of the Battle of
Trafalgar (which is being celebrated in one form
or another), however it is also 100 years since the
Russo/Japanese war and I asked Dr Raymond
Casey if he would be kind enough to write a small
article based around this event to ‘mark the
occasion’. I am pleased to say that he was able to
contribute two articles from this period, in
addition to his Captain’s Log 3. Thank you
Raymond.

BJRP 92/93 marks the tenth issue that I, and my
editorial board colleagues have compiled since
August 1999, six years now and it only seems like
yesterday.
The Society held its annual joint meeting with the
Polish society at SWINPEX 2005 in June at the St
Joseph’s Lower School, Queens Drive, Swindon,
Wiltshire. SWINPEX is a very well organised
event which is supported by quite a number of
dealers. There is always an abundance of other
philatelic societies present either holding half day
or full day meetings in the classrooms that are
available. This is complemented by excellent
catering facilities which are available throughout
the day providing anything from a full English
breakfast to lunch or afternoon tea. BSRP always
have a classroom which enables us to hold a
meeting, arrange for displays from both societies
as well as enjoying the event itself and
‘rummaging’ though the various dealers’ stock
looking for that ‘elusive’ item or ‘bargain’.

As you have gathered from the issue number
BJRP 92/93, this is a double issue. It was a way of
trying to reduce our overall printing and postage
costs (but still maintaining the quality of the
printing & production), by issuing one double
journal as opposed to two smaller issues. I and my
fellow committee members would very much
welcome your views or your preference for two
normal issues per year or one double issue per
year.

Saturday & Sunday the 22nd & 23rd October
2005 brought us to our annual ‘October Meeting’
at the Union Jack Club, Waterloo organised this
year by our President, Alan Blunt. It provided us
with an opportunity to view some excellent
material and displays from various invited
exhibitors and an opportunity for those attending
to bring something of their own for display /
discussion as well as the ever popular bourse.

On that note, enjoy the ‘double’ issue, as
Christmas will soon be upon us

Lenard Tiller

Articles for submission for future Journals
&
Letters to the Editor
Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments.
(This also includes articles for consideration of inclusion in future journals)
Please write to the Editor:
Mr Lenard Tiller,
12, Cumberland Close, Epsom,
Surrey, KT19 9JP, UK
e-mail: BorisLT@aol.com
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The Russo-Japanese War remembered
Raymond Casey
Arthur, and other Chinese territory as spoils of
victory. This did not suit Russia, France and
Germany - the so-called “Dreibund”- who had
their own agendas. Posing as friends of China,
they bullied Japan into accepting a large cash
indemnity instead of territory (Treaty of
Shimonoseki). China was bankrupt. Russia
stepped in and offered a substantial advance
through the medium of the Russo-Chinese Bank,
set up for that purpose in Paris with French money
and Russian directors. France had gained
territorial, railway and customs concessions at the
time of flotation of the Indemnity Loan. Now it
was Russia’s turn to put the squeeze on China.
In a backroom deal with the Chinese Viceroy

As summer drew to a close one hundred years ago
the eyes of the world were on the city of
Portsmouth, on the east coast of America, where a
political drama was being enacted. Since February
1904 Russia and Japan had been locked in a grim
and bloody conflict in China’s eastern provinces
(Manchuria) and the seas around. Already, Russia
had sustained nearly 321,000 casualties from
death or wounds, with a further 68,000 held in
POW camps in Japan. The Japanese had lost about
168,000, including 646 captured; as a proportion
of available manpower, their losses were much
greater than Russia’s. Now it was August 1905
and gunsmoke still hung over the battlefield. On
the initiative of President Theodore Roosevelt of
the USA, the warring
parties were called to a
parley to end the
bloodshed. “Let us have
-·· ....
peace” was the popular
. . . _. ....
cry (figure 1).
. .

The Russo-Japanese War
had its roots in an earlier
confrontation - the SinoJapanese War of 1894
95 - which had erupted
over rival interests in
Korea. It was a walk-over
for Japan, who claimed
the Lyaotung Peninsula,
with the naval base of Port
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Figure 1.
“Let us have peace”
is the message sent on
this card issued to
commemorate the Peace
Conference held at
Portsmouth, USA,
August-September 1905.
Postmarked Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, 14
August 1905 and received
Boston, Massachusetts,
same day.
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Li Hung-chang in Moscow in 1896 Russia was
given far-reaching privileges including the right to
build and control the Chinese Eastern Railway
across Manchuria. Two years later Russia secured
a lease of the southern part of the Lyaotung
Peninsula with the important stronghold of Port
Arthur. The need to protect the railway from the
Boxers and other lawless elements gave Russia
the opportunity to tighten her grip on Manchuria,
which in turn opened the door to an economic and
military penetration of Korea. Tokyo reacted with
anger and dismay. They had been cheated at
Shimonoseki. Without firing a shot, Russia had
taken over what Japan regarded as hers by right of
conquest and had been persuaded to relinquish.
Worse still, her interests in Korea - her own
backyard - were threatened by the advancing
Russian tide. Russia’s promise to withdraw her
occupying forces from Manchurian territory
outside the Lyaotung Leasehold did not
materialise. In the meantime, Britain had entered
into an accord with Japan over Korea,
acknowledging that Japanese interests in that part
of Asia were paramount. In vain Japan tried to
reach a similar understanding with St.Petersburg,
being prepare to concede Manchuria as a sphere of

Russian influence in return for a Russian “hands
off” policy towards Korea. Russia dragged out the
negotiations unreasonably. When patience had run
out the Japanese struck.
Russia entered the war with unbounded confidence
and contempt for the Japanese (figure 2). “Little
monkeys”, said the Tsar. The world saw it as a
David and Goliath encounter with the smart
money on Goliath as the victor. Russia and the
world had underestimated the strength and resolve
of the Japanese armed forces. Moreover, the Land
of the Rising Sun had a psychological advantage 
motivation. Every Japanese schoolchild had
learned the story of Shimonoseki and the need for
Japan to settle its account with Russia. By
contrast, except for the officer class, the average
Russian serviceman, though not lacking in
fighting spirit, was illiterate and had little or no
idea of what the war was about.
The Japanese seized the initiative and maintained
it throughout the campaign. They surprised the
Russian fleet at anchor at Port Arthur in February
1904, forced the Russian lines on the Yalu river,
separating Manchuria and Korea, in April, took

Figure 2.
The Russian perspective. Egged on by Britain, a belligerent Japan threatens a nonchalant Russia, while
Uncle Sam looks on. Russian comic card used postally from Yuzovka to London 14 VI 1904.
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Dalny in May and invested Port Arthur in August.
They captured Lyaoyang in September and
Mukden in March 1905. In the following July the

Japanese commenced their invasion of Sakhalin
Island. By that time Port Arthur had fallen and
riots had broken out in St. Petersburg (figure 3).

Figure 3A
Port Arthur. Miniature sheet commemorating the centenary of
the heroic defence of Russia’s main stronghold in the Far
East. The 10 rouble stamp shows, the medal issued to
survivors. Port Arthur was surrendered on 2 January 1905 (=
20 December 1904 Old Style) after heavy fighting, disease and
Japan’s big siege guns had taken a terrible toll.
(Reproduced full size. Collection J Moyes)
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Figure 3B,
Lt.-General Baron Anatole Mikhailovich Stoessel, one-time
governor and commander of the Port Arthur fortress. Refused to
hand over his command to Lt.-General Smirnov, who had been sent
to replace him. Responsible for the surrender of Port Arthur to the
Japanese General Baron Nogi, for which action he was court
martialled after the war and sentenced to be shot. He escaped the
firing-squad but served a long term in prison. General Nogi, of the
old Samurai school, was so appalled at the great loss of life,
including his own son’s, in the long battle for Port Arthur and his
failure to force a speedier conclusion that he later committed
suicide in the traditional Japanese manner.
(Reproduced at 75%)
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Figure 3C
Japanese card sent by a government clerk
captured at Port Arthur to inform the
Head Artillery Administration in St.
Petersburg that he and his daughter are
well, dated Port Arthur 22 December
.
1904 (= 4 January 1905 New Style);
posted over two months later (8 March
.
1905) from Yokohama, Japan, with
straight “Service des Prisonniers de
Guerre” and rectangular Japanese chop,
both in red.
(Reproduced at 75%)
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Figure 4.
General Alexei Nikolaievich Kuropatkin, Commander-in-Chief of Russia’s Manchurian armies.
Former Minister of War, he embodied the confidence of the Russian people in victory. In the early
days of the war he suffered from interference from the Viceroy in the Far East. He lacked the boldness
of his Japanese adversaries and was let down by his subordinates. Relieved of his command in March
1905 after the disastrous defeat at Mukden Served in the army in the Great War, he died in 1923 after
working as a village clerk and school-teacher under the Soviets. The coloured card shows the General,
be-medalled and surrounded by laurel and oak leaves, set against a battlefield scene.
Postally used from Odessa to Trieste 19 VI 1904.
The Russian people had pinned their hopes of
victory on General Alexei Kuropatkin, a former
War Minister and popular among the troops
(figure 4). Although appointed Commander of the
Manchurian armies, in the early days of the war he
was outranked by Admiral Alexeiev, Viceroy in
the Far East, who would countermand
Kuropatkin’s orders if he thought it necessary - a
clear case where two heads were not better than
one. This intolerable situation lasted until October
1904, when Admiral Alexeiev was compelled to
resign from military affairs, leaving Kuropatkin a
free hand. Unfortunately, many of his staff and
field officers were incompetent. Attempts to
relieve Port Arthur by land had failed and counter-

attacks to stem the Japanese advance had had little
success. General Kuropatkin was forced to adopt a
mainly defensive strategy. Stunned disbelief
gripped the Russian nation as Kuropatkin
continued to retreat. The fall of Mukden (10
March 1905) was the last straw. Kuropatkin had
lost one-third of his armies in the battle - 20,000
killed or missing, 20,000 captured, nearly 50,000
wounded. A few days later the Tsar ordered
Kuropatkin to hand over command to Lt-General
N. Linievich; at his own request, he was permitted
to soldier on in a subordinate capacity. For his
military failure and subsequent demotion
Kuropatkin was undeservedly lampooned by the
people (figure 5).
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Figure 5.
The fallen idol. No longer a national hero, removed
from leadership of the Russian armies in Manchuria,
General Kuropatkin was cruelly caricatured in
comic postcards. In one he is depicted as a decrepit
figure, bag packed and homeward bound. In another
he cringes behind his wife’s skirts while a diminutive
Japanese officer tells her not to worry as he is not
interested in swine.

!loMoli.

At sea Russia had fared no better,
outgunned and out-manoeuvred by a
superior navy. For much of the time
her warships had been bottled up in Port Arthur
and Vladivostok and when they ventured out they
found that courage was no match for accurate
gunnery. If the Battle of the Yellow Sea (August
1904) had cost Russia dearly in ships and men, the
destruction of her Second and Third Pacific
Squadrons in the Straits of Tsushima (May 1905)
was an unparalleled catastrophe and ended all
hopes of breaking Japan’s supremacy at sea.
As the Japanese forces moved from success to
success red lights winked on the dashboard in
Washington. The thought of a rampant Japan
controlling the sea-lanes of the Pacific, pressing
on north through Harbin to Vladivostok and south
through Korea to the Phillipines, which the United
States had taken into possession, must have given
sleepless nights in the White House. It was in
America’s interests to stop the war before the total
collapse of Russia’s forces let loose the “Yellow
Peril”. President Roosevelt sent his daughter Alice
on a secret mission to Tokyo to sound out the
Japanese leadership. In a series of diplomatic
exchanges between Japan, Russia and the USA,
the scene was set for a peace conference in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Behind the scenes,
the United States had already reached an
understanding with Japan (Taft-Katsura

8
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Agreement) that recognized Japanese suzerainty
of Korea in exchange for assurances that Japan
harboured no designs on the Phillipines.
Russian leadership at the conference was given to
Serge Witte, former Minister of Finance and
mastermind of the Trans-Siberian railway, out of
favour with the Tsar but the best man for the job.
Foreign Minister Baron Komura was chosen to
head the Japanese delegation. Formal negotiations
began at Portsmouth on 8 August. The peace plan
presented to the delegates by Komura was widesweeping. It demanded Russia’s withdrawal from
Manchuria, the transfer to Japan of the Lyaotung
Leasehold with Port Arthur and the railway
connecting it to Harbin, the limitation of Russian
naval strength in the Far East, surrender of
Russian warships captured by Japan or interned in
foreign ports and cession of the island of Sakhalin.
In addition, Japan wanted a substantial indemnity
to reimburse her for the cost of the war. The
Russian delegation was prepared to meet much of
Komura’s demands but the conference was
deadlocked over the surrender of Sakhalin and the
payment of a vast indemnity. By 28 August
collapse of the conference and a return to
hostilities appeared inevitable. Late that day, as
the Russians prepared to pack their bags, Komura
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received instructions from Tokyo to abandon the
claim for indemnity. A compromise was reached
whereby Japan took over the Lyaotung Leasehold
and the southern half of the Port Arthur-Harbin
railway and the southern half of Sakhalin Island.
Each side agreed to evacuate its forces from
Manchuria (except for the Lyaotung Leasehold)
and to retain only small contingents to police the
railways. The Treaty of Portsmouth was signed by
both delegations on 5 September 1905.
An armistice in the field was fixed for 16
September. Duplicate copies of the Treaty were

signed by the Tsar and the Emperor on 14 October
1905, thus officially terminating the RussoJapanese War. Russia and been defeated but had
kept her dignity. The terms of the Treaty were not
so well received by the Japanese public, which
had expected acquisition of the whole of Sakhalin
Island and an indemnity big enough to cover the
entire cost of the war. It was Shimonoseki all over
again. Japan had been robbed once more and fury
was turned on Komura, other government
ministers and, especially, the Americans.
President Theodore Roosevelt was unabashed
when collecting his Nobel Peace Prize.
The Treaty of Portsmouth
was a defining moment in
history. It marked the
emergence of Japan as a
global power and the end
of Russia’s dream of
dominion in the Far East.
Winding down of the
Russian military machine
was a lengthy process,
though
started
immediately (figure 6).
Total evacuation of the
troops did not take place
until April 1907.
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Figure 6.
A Cossack officer sends his photograph on a registered postcard from Maimaikai, Manchuria, to a lady
friend in Kramatorskaya a few days after the Armistice. “Greetings from far-away Manchuria”, he writes,
“In two days we shall go to Bukai, near Harbin, where we shall be dispersed.... You cannot break a
Cossack...” Pair 5k arms issue cancelled FIELD POST OFFICE GENERAL HEADQUARTERS 2nd
MANCHURIAN ARMY (3) 13 IX 1905 (= 26 IX New Style)
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By that time most of the field post and telegraph
offices opened during the Manchurian occupation
and war had closed down. The Head FPO at
Harbin, however, continued to use its military
cancellers and labels until at least 1908 and the
oval datestamps of the Harbin-Port Arthur line,
out of date when they were introduced late in
1904, continued with their misleading inscription
until the first part of 1906 (figure 7). Port Arthur

had been cut off from rail communication as early
as May 1904. An accumulation of mail piled up in
the Port Arthur post office was seized by the
Japanese after the stronghold had capitulated on 2
January 1905. It was recovered after the war by
the Russian Imperial Mission to Japan and taken
to Khabarovsk for dispatch to the addressees in
the late summer of 1906, two years after the
original posting (figure 8).

OLO. - 0. Ji'RIED E
Jlaruin
fa 11 h u r i a.

Figure 7.
Chinese Eastern mail train with guards riding on flat-bed wagon at rear, pictured on Red Cross charity
postcard sent from Station Hailar to Moscow and cancelled on Harbin-Port Arthur line (265) 7 3 05, and
cover from Harbin to Chicago with 10k ‘Kitai’ stamp cancelled on same line 11 1 06.
The railway link to Port Arthur was severed in May 1904 and was never reopened under Imperial Russian
control. Nevertheless, late in 1904 an optimistic Postal Administration produced new cancellers inscribed
"Harbin-Port Arthur" and "Port Arthur-Harbin" which remained in use until early 1906. In August 1906
the southern terminus of Line 265/266 was moved to Kwangchentze (Changchun) when Japan took over the
southern part of the line and renamed it The South Manchuria Railway.
(Postmarks reproduced full size)
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Figure 8.
Cover from Russian-Chinese Bank in Port Arthur to St.Petersburg, 7k stamp
cancelled Port Arthur Type 2G dated 7 9 04. Printed label on reverse reads:
“This letter was among correspondence captured by the Japanese at the time of the
surrender of Port Arthur and returned through the Russian Imperial Mission to Japan
to Khabarovsk post-telegraph office, from where it was dispatched to the addressee.”
Arrived St. Petersburg 11 9 06, more than two years after original posting.
(Reproduced full size)

(A joint bibliography for this and a related article appears on page 87)
Editor’s note: Postmarks are reproduced at full size; other illustrations at 90% except where otherwise stated.
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The use of machines for the acceptance of
registered letters in Russia
Lev Ratner (St. Petersburg)

Translated by Alan Garside, BSRP

This article looks at the questions surrounding the use of the first automatic appliances (henceforth –
(automatic) machines) for the acceptance of registered letters and the work of the Postal Department
of the country from 1911 to 1914 in extending their use.
Harry von Hofmann’s previously published in-depth analysis of the acceptance of registered letters by
machines established their precise location and the temporary framework for their operation. However,
a great deal of information about the use of machines in Russia for the acceptance of registered letters
has hitherto remained unknown.
The present article has been written on the basis of documents from the archives of the General Post
and Telegraph Administration (GPTA), the St. Petersburg Head Post Office and the 1st Railway Postal
Division. In the main, the article provides new, previously unknown information.
An industrial exhibition took place at Tsarskoe
Selo (a suburb of St. Petersburg) in September
1911 at which a number of postal machines
were on display. A list with their functions is
set out by an engineer, A. Tupalski, in a letter
dated 12th September 1911 to the Head of
GPTA, suggesting that these machines should
be used to meet the needs of the Postal
Department:
“1. An appliance for the acceptance of
registered letters, issuing a receipt with date,
place of issue and a consecutive number.
(Author’s note: Here and henceforth in the quoted text
“receipt” refers to a postal receipt issued by a machine in
confirmation of acceptance of letters).

2. An appliance issuing automatically …
5 open letters at 3 kopecks each.
3. An appliance issuing automatically …
2 postage stamps at 7 kopecks each and 1
kopeck change.
4.
A small hand appliance issuing …
one 10 kopeck stamp”.
In addition, A. Tupalski also stated: “These
appliances … are made by The Joint Stock
Company for Postal and Railway Automatic
Machines, Berlin. … I am forming a company
for the production and operation of these
appliances in Russia”. [1]

12

The German name of the company producing
the machines is shown in the album enclosed
with the letter as: “Deutsche Post-und
Eisenbahnaktiengesellschaft (Dapag Efubag),
Berlin”.
In a letter to the Head of GPTA dated 10th
December 1911 A. Tupalski reiterates his desire
to get started on the production of automatic
postal machines in Russia: “Enjoying the
exclusive manufacturing rights for these
appliances in Russian factories I shall be in a
position to go into full-scale production if I
receive an order for a sizeable number of these
selfsame appliances”.
In this letter the operation of the various
automatic postal machines is described. About
the machine for the acceptance of registered
letters it says: “…the flap on the appliance is
opened and the letter inserted into the aperture.
With the letter pushed in the flap must be
closed – this movement causes the letter to drop
onto its designated place. The handle is rotated;
on the first rotation the stamp is applied to the
letter and on the second rotation an identical
stamp is applied to the receipt”. It was also
explained that after the second rotation of the
handle the number on the stamp changed and
the letter dropped into a closed box. The
machine was so constructed that no receipt
could be issued if no letter was inserted;
therefore the number on the receipt would
always correspond to the number on the letter.
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Figure 1
Attached to the description of the operation of the
machine for acceptance of registered letters is a
photograph with an external view (figure 1) and a
receipt issued by this type of machine described as
“… a specimen of a receipt issued by a machine
installed at No. 9 Post Office, Potsdam Square,
Berlin”. [2] Figure 2 shows the cachet
stamped on this receipt.

JOL.1311

Figure 2
the reverse side of the receipt issued by the
machine as on the enclosed specimen”. There is
no specimen of the Moscow Head Post Office
receipt in the archive documents. The receipts
issued by machines in St. Petersburg known to
exist to date (figure 3) have blank reverse sides.
At this point the Moscow Postal Director points
out: “In case of insertion into the machine of
letters which are not fully paid the machine will
carry the warning: “a registered letter being
inserted into the machine must bear postage
stamps for full payment before insertion. Double
the amount of any underpayment is recoverable
from the addressee”. [3] (Author’s note: The text is
underlined as in the original document).

In later descriptions of the machine for
the acceptance of registered letters it
says that after a thousand numbers the
stamp resets at number one and also
that the machine came equipped with
all necessary GPTA inscriptions.
On 12th September 1911, the same
date as A. Tupalski’s letter, the
Moscow Postal Director sent a report
to the Head of GPTA. He wrote:
“… it is being planned by me to install
in the Head Post Office an automatic
machine ordered from Germany for
the handing in of registered letters by
the public. …on the insertion into the
machine of a fully paid registered
letter …it will issue a receipt showing
place of despatch, registered number
of the letter, and time of posting into
the machine. The same stamp is
applied to the registered letter
inserted. It is planned to print the
regulations for registered letters on

Figure 3
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The Head of GPTA permitted the use of the
machine in Moscow on an experimental basis but
observed that “…the installation of machines is
inexpedient in places where the public congregate
or where there is no acceptance of registered
letters, but it should not be in the Head Post
Office itself either, since …the installation of an
automatic machine would not bring about a
significant reduction in the number of registered
letters handed over to staff”. [4]
Notwithstanding these observations by the Head
of GPTA the first automatic machine for the
acceptance of registered letters in Russia was
installed in the Head Post Office in Moscow
because use “on an experimental basis” required
the constant monitoring of its operation.
Concerning the results of the experimental use of
the machine for the acceptance of registered letters
the Moscow Postal Director reported to the Head
of GPTA on 3rd February 1912: “This machine
works very well … but demands the constant
supervision of an official. … A large section of the
public cannot be bothered with
postal legislation … even
putting in cash on delivery
letters”. The Moscow Postal
Director goes on to name the
date of commencing use of the
machine: “For the time of
operation of the machine, that
is from 18th November
1911…”, and reports that,
“there are now passing through
the machine from 150 to 400
letters per day”. [5]

installation of automatic machines at a head post
office as superfluous, both machines were
installed in the location for acceptance of
telegrams at the offices of the newspaper
“Evening Times” at 52 Nevski Prospect.
The commencing date for use of these machines is
known from correspondence of the St. Petersburg
Postal Director, who in July 1912 wrote: “Two
automatic machines have been acquired by the
Head Post Office: for the sale of postage stamps
and for the acceptance of registered letters. …
The machines have been installed in our location
at the offices of the newspaper “Evening Times”
since 1st March and have worked perfectly to
date”. [6]
In the middle of March 1912 a notice appeared in
the “Evening Times” headed “Automatic Machine
for Acceptance of Registered Letters” which said:
“In the “telegram hall” of the “Evening Times”,
52 Nevski Prospect (on the corner of Sadovaya
Street) an automatic machine for the acceptance
of registered letters has been installed, the first in
St. Petersburg. … Letters can
be posted from 10 am to 10 pm
and a special postman collects
the letters every two hours”.
[7]

3G.n ElEP6YPln
t-26

From the above it can be
considered an established fact
that t h e acceptance of
registered letters by automatic
machine began in Russia on
18th November 1911 at the
Moscow Head Post Office.
St. Petersburg Head Post Office
was permitted to acquire
machines for the acceptance of
registered letters and for the
sale of stamps on 21st
December 1911. Taking into
account the opinion of the
Head of GPTA regarding the
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Figure 4

3C.0 ETEP61Prb
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The machine at 52 Nevski
Prospect was located in the
collection area of No.11 City
Post Office and the registered
letters accepted by the machine
are cancelled with the dated
postmark of this office. No.11
post office is situated at 15
Italian Street, which is five to
seven minutes on foot from the
installation point of the
machine.
In the description of the
machine’s operation it was
explained that the same stamp
was applied to the receipt as to
the accepted letter, but the
machine installed at the
“Evening Times” offices
stamped a different cachet of
smaller dimensions (figures 4
& 5).

Figure 5
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Figure 7

A few of these machines for the acceptance of
registered post were used in St. Petersburg. The
numbers of these machines, starting from 2 was
engraved on their registration stamps (figures 6
8). Information about the date and place of
installation of these machines (Numbers 2-4) has
not been discovered.

aC.nerep4)'prb 4

Not infrequently letters were put into a machine
without an address or with an address which did
not exist as well as letters which had no envelope
or were underfranked, and even scraps of paper
were inserted.

494

The circular of the Head of GPTA No.17 of 3rd
March 1912 clarified the procedure for forwarding
and delivery of underfranked registered letters
accepted by machines. Double the postage due
began to be recovered from the addressee.
For some time registered letters accepted by
machines which did not comply with other postal
regulations in Moscow were generally not sent to
their destination and in St. Petersburg were sent as
ordinary post. This problem was examined by
GPTA and it was decided that:
“letters with no envelope or scraps of paper
were to be forwarded as registered post if they
bore the recipient’s address;

H. S.PereRSboURG

HOSl -2 13
Figure 8

Station in Riga. He said that a similar machine
would be installed at the Warsaw station in
October of that year and requested permission to
install a machine for the acceptance of registered
letters at Tsarskoe Selo railway station. (Author’s
note: The station referred to in the correspondence as
Tsarskoe Selo station, «Царскосельский вокзал», was at that
time called Vitebsk station, «Витебский вокзал». However,
the stamps in the machines were only engraved with the
initials of the stations and the letters «ВВ» were already
allocated to Варшавский вокзал (Warsaw station).
Therefore, in this correspondence Vitebsk station was
referred to by its former name – Царскосельский вокзал
(Tsarskoe Selo station). Consequently, the machine installed
at this station had a stamp with the letters «ЦВ»).

the selfsame type of letter but without an
address or with an address that did not exist was
not to be forwarded but kept with undelivered
mail.”

Information from the railway post office at
Nikolaevski station, St. Petersburg about the
operation of the machine for acceptance of
registered letters was submitted from 10th August
1912. Here the machine accepted:

In September 1912 the Head of the 1st Railway
Postal Division reported to the Head of GPTA
about the installation of machines for the
acceptance of registered letters at Nikolaevski
station in St. Petersburg and at the Riga-Orel

10th to 31st August
1st to 7th September
8th to 15th September
16th to 23rd September
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- 9438 letters
- 3526 letters
- 4506 letters
- 4199 letters. [8]
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Among the archival documents of GPTA there is a
bill dated 3rd November 1912 from the engineer
A. Tupalski “for the following installed at
Tsarskoe Selo railway station: 1 machine for the
acceptance of registered letters – 450 roubles, 1
machine for the sale of postage stamps – 750
roubles”. [9]
In December 1912 the Head of the 1st Railway Postal
Division once again submitted information about the
operation of the machine at Nikolaevski station, St.
Petersburg, where in the month of November the
machine accepted 20626 registered letters and from
1st to 12th December – 7190 letters. [10]
Only registration stamps with Russian text were
used in the machines at first.
Therefore it was necessary to affix
the regulatory international registered
labels showing the place of posting in
French to international registered
letters accepted by the machines.
On 16th November 1912 GPTA sent
to the St. Petersburg and Moscow
Postal Directors and to the Head of
1st Railway Postal Division the
i n st ructio n:
“Th e Pr in ci pa l
Administration has prescribed a
cachet with Russian and French text
and has informed the supplier of
automatic postal machines, the
engineer Tupalski, of the necessity
that only this cachet should be
printed by the machines. … Once the
stamp for it is available for
registered mail the affixing of printed labels to
international registered mail accepted by
machines must be discontinued” .[11]

A specimen of the prescribed cachet in Russian
and French has been preserved in the archives of
GPTA (figure 9). The specimen is drawn on a 110
x 95 mm sheet of light grey Whatman paper.
(Translator’s note: A rough-surfaced, rugged drawing paper
named after J. Whatman, an 18th Century English
Industrialist). The frame of the cachet is drawn in

ordinary pencil and the text and numbers are
written in black Indian ink. The size of the frame
is 35 x 29 mm. A pencilled note has been made on
the paper: “no more than 10R.” apparently
indicating the maximum price for preparing a new
stamp.
In practice the stamp used printed a cachet which
varied slightly from the specimen (figures 10 &
10a).

Figure 10
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Figure 10a
Judging by mail known to have been accepted by
machines the new stamp in two languages was
already in use during the first ten days of
December 1912. From this it can be surmised that
machines with stamps in Russian only were no
longer installed after December 1912.
Figure 9
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In several machines the stamps in
Russian only were not re-engraved
and continued in use after 1912
(figures 11 & 11a).

A51 KAPT
Jl51 OTB11TA

As can be seen from the instruction of ~I
GPTA referred to above, the t.V
engraving of registration stamps was
carried out by the firm of A. Tupalski,
who was described as follows in the
“All St. Petersburg” 1912 Directory:
Tupalski, Alexander Alexandrovich,
.
board director of the joint stock
company of a timber treatment
factory; representative of a Warsaw
spiri t refini ng co mp any; Th e
Company for Postal and Railway
Automat ic machines; Wi rel ess
Telegraph and Telephone.
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Figure 11

The cachets from machines for acceptance of
registered letters are mostly in red but black
impressions are sometimes encountered.
A number of letters accepted by machines are
stamped “Accepted by machine” or “Accepted
from machine” (figures 12 – 14). There are no
instructions recorded for the use of this kind of
mark, its purpose is not understood and it was
rarely used. From a series of tentative clues it
could be conjectured that it was stamped on
registered letters accepted by machines outside
working hours.

nDIIIH~TO
ABT.OMATOMb
Figure 12

Figure 11a

In 1911 the Moscow Postal Director raised the
question of action to be taken on letters posted
into the machine “at
a time not prescribed
by postal regulations,
that is after close of
operations”.
In
St. Petersburg, for
instance, the post
offices’ last round for
collection of post finished no later than 6 to 7 pm.
A registered letter posted in the machine at 52
Nevski Prospect at 9 pm would be collected by the
duty postman from the box in the machine, taken
to No.11 post office and stamped, but the letter
could not be forwarded to the Head Post office
before the first morning round.

ITI PHH Hro asroMaTOM b.f
Figure 13

nPWH51TO
H 3b ABT OM AT A
Figure 14
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Likewise, a letter accepted by
the machine at Nikolaevski
station, St. Petersburg late
evening could only be sent via
some of the railway lines on
the following day. Thus the
delay to the despatch of
registered letters accepted by
machines late in the evening
could amount to ten hours or
more. Given the strict
deadlines set by the Postal
Ad mi ni str ation fo r t h e
forwarding of mail (within 3
to 6 hours) the abovementioned marks could have
been used as an explanation
for delay on letters accepted
outside working hours.

. .

.0/11,up,r/kl-' .
J,,~ff~ ~--~
/4,;~~o/~o/.,7
~

.---;

~~/1,i~;;~?

It is hard to pursue the truth of
t h e a b o v e s u g ge s t i o n .
According to regulations
letters had to be stamped with
a dated postmark showing the
current day of acceptance.
Furthermore, a proportion of
letters accepted by machines
during the evening at
Nikolaevski station, St.
Petersburg could be sent, for
example, to Moscow by night
train without delay. However,
in certain cases a delay is
clearly evident.
Figure 15 shows a letter with
the mark “Accepted by
machine” (from the magazine
“Philately in the USSR”,
No.6, 1990). The letter has a
registration cachet dated 26th
December 1912 and the
postmark of Nikolaevski station with exactly the
same date. The date on the postmark of the
Ehkspeditsiya of the city post is 27th December
1912. This confirms that the letter was transferred
to the Head Post Office on the first morning round
of the day following acceptance by the machine.
Delay in forwarding mail with the mark
“Accepted by machine” can also be seen on a
succession of other letters.
The Head of GPTA gave permission for the
acquisition of machines for the acceptance of
registered letters and allocated funds for their
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Figure 15
purchase. From the middle of 1912 until the
beginning of 1914 GPTA received a huge number
of requests for the installation of these machines
from post-telegraph districts and railway postal
divisions. Unfortunately, many documents from
this period are missing. For example, there exist
registered letters accepted by machines in
Mogilev, Minsk and so on but requests from the
heads of post-telegraph districts or permission
from GPTA do not exist. No decisions by GPTA
are known on requests to permit the installation of
machines in Odessa, Archangel, Dvinsk,
Kishinev, Pskov, Novgorod etc.
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Among the GPTA documents have been preserved
refusals to requests for the installation of
machines for the acceptance of registered mail in
Warsaw, Kharkov, at the Kazan and Northern
railway stations in Moscow etc.
Information is also preserved which points the
way towards a further search for registered letters
accepted by machines. For example, permission is
known to have been given in February 1914 for
the installation of machines in the cities of Baku,
Nizhni Novgorod, Penza, Tambov and Tiflis.

Cachets on registered letters make it possible to
talk about almost twenty machines being in use in
Russia. In the archives there is only mention of
twelve of them. The information about these
machines set out in Table 1 makes it possible to
show more precisely the commencing date of their
use, and/or their earliest mention in documents
and in a number of cases to confirm the precise
site of their installation. In column 4 of the table
use is made of information set out in articles by
Harry von Hofmann.

Table 1
Name of city

Place of installation

Date of installation

Earliest date
On mail

In archives

4

5

Station

04.11.13

09.10.12

Central Post Office

23.07.14

09.10.12

Minsk

Post Telegraph Office (PTO)

18.03.15

18.01.14

Mogilev

PTO

30.10.14

18.01.14

Moscow

Head Post Office

18.11.11

23.01.12

03.02.12

Riga

Railway Post Office

August 1912

12.12.12

11.08.12

14.01.14

18.01.14

1
Vilno

2

3

Rostov on Don
St. Petersburg

“Evening Times” Offices

01.03.12

01.09.12

14.07.12

Nikolaevski Station

08.08.12

09.12.12

25.09.12

October 1912

19.05.13

25.09.12

Tsarskoe Selo (Vitebsk) Station

29.07.13

03.12.12

Birzha PTO No.1

03.02.14

15.07.13

Warsaw Station

Saratov
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Imperial PS cards of the 1907 and 1909 issues
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)
Notwithstanding the long time that has passed, the
postal stationery of Imperial Russia with a few
exceptions is still little investigated. In particular,
this concerns the PS cards. It his hardly believable
that the catalogue of postal stationery of the whole
world compiled and published by Ascher in the
twenties of the last century [1] remained up to the
very recent times the best in listing them, although
there are some errors. Other catalogues, e.g. [2-6],
only repeat the Ascher’s listing, sometimes even
making it worse. Only the paper by Sklarevski [7]
published in the Rossica journal in the sixties with
some addenda [8] gives still more detailed listing
as well as does the Ilyushin & Forafontov
catalogue recently published in Russia [9]. There
were also several articles published in Russian
during the eighties where some newly discovered
varieties were reported.
The present paper, dealing with the PS cards of
similar design issued in 1907 and 1909 is based on
the present author’s own research as well as
summary of the previous works mentioned above,
including [10-12].

OTKP bITOE nvtCbMO

Figure 1
3k PS card of the 1907 issue.

1907 ISSUE
Design and overall features
Russian PS cards of the design issued first in 1889
in two (black & red) colours and from 1890 in a
single (red) colour were in use for about 16 years,
much longer than any previous issue. Thus, the
necessity of replacing them by a new design was
long overdue. This happened in the second half of
the 1900s. While most PS catalogues [3-6]
following the Ascher catalogue [1] date the new
issue by 1906, some other sources, e.g. the Soviet
SFA catalogue under the editorship of F. Chuchin
[2] indicates 1907 as the year of issue. We hold to
the latter, since no copies used earlier have been
found up to now.
As the previous issue, this one included single and
double (with the reply paid) postcards with face
values of 3k and 3k+3k (for the inland mail) and
4k and 4k+4k (for the mail abroad).
The new PS cards differed from the previous ones,
apart from the general appearance, by a new
design of the imprinted stamp on the
upper right and of the Imperial coat-ofarms on the upper left, which was now
framed by leaves; besides, there is no
longer a note on the postcard bottom
(figures 1 to 4).

BCEM !PHbJV! TIOLITOBblVI COID3b
UNION POSTALE UN IVER_SELLE
POCCI5l - RUSS.IE
OTKPblTOE TIIIJCbMO - CARTE POSTALE

Figure 2
4k PS card of the 1907 issue.
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OTKPbITOE nvICbMO
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Figure 3 (a)
3k+3k double PS card of the
1907 issue. - Dispatch half.

Figure 3 (b)
3k+3k double PS card of the
1907 issue. - Reply half.

B·c EM IP H bi Yl n O 4 TO B bi 11 C O 10 3 b
UNIO N PO ST ALE UN IVER SELL E
POCCIB -R USS! E
OTI<Pb!TOE ITHCbMO : CARTE POS TALE
Cb OnJJA'lEHHbl,\\b OTB'l>TO,\\b •

AVEC RtPONSE PAYtc

BCEMIPHbl l1 IT04TOBblH COI03b

UN IO N POS TALE UNIVERSELLE
POCCl51 - RU SS IE
OTKPbITOE ITHCbMO I CAR TE POSTALE
.llJJH OTB·llTA

REPONSE

Figure 4 (a)
4k+4k double PS card of the
1907 issue. - Dispatch half.
The following distinguishing features
that may vary are chosen to describe the
plate varieties of this and the next issue:
1 Dotting of the address line
measured as the number of dots in a
length of 2 cm of the address line. Two types of
dotting were used in these issues: thick (Tk) with
31 dots in 2 cm and thin (Tn) with 26 (for the
1907 issue) or 24 (for the 1909 issue) in 2 cm.
With practice, one can distinguish between both
dottings without counting the dots.
2 Length of the main text ОТКРЫТОЕ
ПИСЬМО (1907) or ПОЧТОВАЯ КАРТОЧКА
(1909) (a)
3
Distance between of the lower edge of
the main text and the upper address line (b)
4
Distance between the vertical centre
line of the coat-of-arms and the left edge of the
imprinted stamp (c)
5
Length of the word РОССИЯ in the third
line of the main text (for 4k and 4k+4k only) (d)

Figure 4 (b)
4k+4k double PS card of the
1907 issue. - Reply half.
6
Overall height of four lines of the main
text (for 4k and 4k+4k only) (e)
7
Diagonal size of the imprinted stamp (f)
8
Gap between the leaves of the coat-ofarms on the top (g) (see figure 5)

Figure 5
Types of the coat-of-arms: a) g = 0,
b) g = 0.2 mm, c) g = 0.5 mm.
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Table 1
Face
value
3k

3k+3k
4k

4k+4k

No.

Dots

a
(mm)

b
(mm)

c
d
e
f
g
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

17A

Tn

65.5

24

102.5

-

17B

Tn

66

25.5

102.5

-

19

Tk

63

21.5

103.5


18A

Tn

45.5

16

104

18Ba

Tk

45

15

18Bb

Tk

45

18Bc

Tk

20

Tk

27

0.2

27

0.5

-

27

0

19

41.5

27

0.2

102

19

40.5

27

0.5

16

102

19

40.5

27

0.5

45

17

102

19

40.5

27

0.5

39

18.5

103

18.5

36.5

27.5

0

Table 1 includes the varieties found (the basic
numbers are indicated according to the MichelEurope PS catalogue [6]):
This table does not include a variety of the
3k+3k PS card mentioned (but not listed) in the
Ilyushin & Forafontov catalogue [9], which
should exist and be distinguished by the gap “g”
having a definite width. Unfortunately, having no
corresponding copy, I can neither indicate the
typical dimensions, nor list it.



“b” (24 against 25.5 mm) and a narrower gap
between the leaves “g” (0.2 against 0.5 mm). The
length a = 64.5 mm indicated by Ascher [1] is not
confirmed nor the differing height of the main
text which remains constant, being equal to 4
mm. Both printings of the 3k PS card have the
thin dotting as well as the 1st printing of the 4k
PS card, while the 2nd printing of the latter has
the thick dotting. There are other differences
between both printings of the 4k PS card evident
from the table; besides, the 1st printing has a
longer upper address line (89 against 80 mm).
However, the dimension “d” remains 19 mm for
both printings; no postcards with d = 19.5 mm
indicated by Ascher were found. There are also
differences in the dimension “b” (15 to 17 mm)
for the 2nd printing, which are believed to be
inherent to different positions of the postcard in
the sheet. Both double PS cards are known only
with the thick dotting.

The PS cards of this issue were printed by
typographic process on a smooth yellowish-buff
stock 0.18 to 0.21 mm thick. However, the sort of
stock (smooth or rough) is not included in the
distinguished features because of lack of
objective methods of assessing this quality apart
of the simple ‘finger touching’. Ascher reports
also the 3k PS card on thin stock but does not
indicate the particular thickness, so this assertion
still remains under doubt. Thus, there are
The figures in Table 2 [13] showing the number
of PS cards sold officially during 1907 to 1909
probably no important varieties as to the stock
give some notion of the relative quantities printed
thickness. There seem to be, at least, two
or issued.
printings of the single PS cards, the second
printing having appeared in 1908, and a sole
Table 2
printing each of both double PS cards.
However, as the PS cards were printed
Year
1907*
1908
1909**
actually in sheets including probably 16 to
Face value
32 individual postcards, it is not always
possible to judge without having such
82,385,227
90,469,222
97,197,000
3k
complete sheets (which do not remain)
3k+3k
6,875,811
7,202,101
7,828,871
whether a PS card variety represents a
separate printing or particular position in the
4k
2,192,011
2,145,769
2,248,731
sheet.
4k+4k
102,035
93,786
102,666
The 1st printing of the 3k PS card differs
* including PS cards of the 1890 issue
from the 2nd one by a little shorter main text
** including a small amount of PS cards of the 1909 issue
“a” (65.5 against 66 mm), lesser height
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Postal use
The PS cards of this issue were in use for a rather
short period of about 3 years. The 3k and 3k+3k
PS cards were valid for postage till January 1,
1911 [14]. Apart from all the post offices in
Russia proper and abroad (Manchuria, Bukhara,

Khiva), they were used also in Finland for the
mail addressed to Russia proper and abroad
(figures 6 to 9).
The following quantities were delivered to Finland
in 1907-1909:
3k – 1,060,000;
3k+3k – 17,000;
4k – 200,000 [15].

Figure 6
3k PS card of the 1907 issue used in
Finland from Pori/Byerneborg (29.V.09
NS) to St. Petersburg (17.5.09 OS).

Figure 7
4k PS card of the 1907 issue used
from Warsaw-Vienna railway station
(1.7.09) to Paris.

Figure 8
3k+3k PS card of the 1907 issue
(reply half) used from Vladikavkaz
(20.1.09) to Stavropol’ (22.1.09).

Figure 9
4k+4k PS card of the 1907 issue (dispatch half) used from Warsaw
(28.2.09) to Nervi, Italy.
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1909 ISSUE
Design and overall features
New postal regulations were introduced in 1909
where, in particular, the term ОТКРЫТОЕ
ПИСЬМО, literally “open letter”, was replaced by

ПОЧТОВАЯ КАРТОЧКА, i.e. “postcard”. This
was the reason for a new issue of PS card of the
same design with only this text replaced. These PS
cards seem to appear on sale in the last months of
1909, the 4k PS card probably a little earlier than
its 3k counterpart (figures 10 to 13).

(a)

n04TOBA5I KAPT04KA

(b)

n04TOBA51 KAPT04KA

Figure 10
3k PS card of the 1909 issue of
(a) earlier and (b) later printing:
stock shade varieties

BCEM IPHbl v! n04TOBbl vl COI03b
UN ION POSTA L E UNIVERSEL L E
POCCI5! RUSSIE
n04TOBMl f{APT04!{A - CARTE POSTALE

BCEM!PHb!vl n01..JTOBblvf COl:03b
UNION POSTALE UNIVERS.ELLE
POCCI5! - RUSS IE
IT04TOBA5! KAPTOYKA - CARTE POSTALE

Figure 11
4k PS card of the 1909 issue:
the 1st (bottom) and later (top)
printings.

---------------------............................ ,, ........ ,, .........

(a)

·-----···· ··· ·· ····-------·········

.. ••··· .......... , ....... ,, .................

TT04TOBA5I KAPT04KA
Cb onJIA'-lEHHblM'b OT81>T0Mb

(b)

n04TOBA5I KAPT04K A
11n51 o rn-1r11A

Figure 12
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue:
(a) dispatch half, ( b) reply half.
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(a)
BCEMIPHblH n04TOBbll1 COI03b
U 10 1 POSTALE UN IVER.SELLE
POCCI5l - RUSS I E
CARTE POS TALE
n04TOBA51 KAPT041{A

BCEM I PHbl vl n04TOBblH COI03'b
U ION POSTALE UN JVERSELLE
RUSSIE
POCClr!
CARTE POSTALE
nOLITQRA51 l<APTQqKA
ll.'1 51 OTB·t,T A

REPONSE

Figure 13
4k+4k PS card of the 1909 issue:
a) dispatch half, b) reply half.

(b)
The following Table 3 shows the plate varieties
found for the 1909 issue:
The dispatch and reply parts of the double 3k+3k
and 4k+4k PS cards were printed partly from
plates with the distinguishing features differing.
There were found the following combinations:
3k+3k:
23A – 23N, 23E-23B, 23L – 23F, 23M – 23H,
23O-23H;
4k+4k:
24Ad - 24Dd, 24Dc - 24Aa, 24Dh - 24Dg, 24Da 
24De, 24Df - 24De, 24C - 24B.
On the other hand, there are found also 3k+3k PS
cards with both parts having the same
characteristics: 23A, 23B, 23K, 23O.
Contrary to the previous issue, there were
numerous printings of this issue. Of course, their
exact number cannot be ascertained. However, it
seems that the PS cards, especially 3k, were
printed almost every year from 1909 to 1911 or
1912 and then from 1914 to 1917; few or no PS
cards of this issue were printed and probably
released in 1912-1913, since the State printing
office equipment was busy with printing the
Romanov Jubilee issue. All the printings of the
1909 issue can be divided into the pre-war (1900
to 1914) and war-time (1915 to 1917) ones.
The pre-war printings are characterized by a
smooth or rough, yellowish-buff, i.e. light stock of
medium thickness (0.18 to 0.24 mm). Ascher [1]
and Prigara [4] report that these PS cards were

printed first on rough, then on smooth and later on
rough stock again; however, this assertion can be
neither proved nor rejected.
Mostly thin dotting is inherent to the 1910-1912
printings. However, also mixed dotting, when
some address lines have another dotting as the
others, is also found in this period for the 3k+3k
and 4k PS cards. In the above table, mixed dotting
is shown by two symbols: the first shows the
dotting peculiar to the majority of the five address
lines, the second indicates the dotting of the
minority of the address lines, the figures in
brackets designating the ordinal number of the
address lines counting from the top (for example,
Tk:Tn(3,4) shows that the 3rd and 4th line from
the top have thin and the rest of lines thick
dotting). From 1914 on, the thin dotting prevails,
although mixed dotting still persists, including
also the 4k+4k PS card.
As one can see, the very first printing of the 4k PS
card differs distinctly from the subsequent
printings by a larger dimension “e” = 40.5 mm as
in the corresponding PS card of the previous issue
as well as by the gap “g” missing in the later
printings. This dimension was reduced in the
su b s eq ue n t p rin t i n gs hav i ng bec o me
approximately equal to that by the 4k+4k PS card.
Strangely enough, the most widespread PS card,
i.e. 3k, is not found with mixed dotting despite its
numerous printings. However, this PS card has an
interesting variety 21B with a gap “g” of 0.2 mm
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Table 3
a (mm)

b (mm)

c (mm)

d (mm)

e (mm)

3k

Face value

21A
21B
21C

Tk
Tk
Tn

69
69
68

26.5
26.5
26.5

104
104
103

-

-

27
27
27.5

0
0.2
0

light
light
light & dark

3k+3k

23A
23B
23C*
23D**
23E
23F**
23G**
23H**
23I**

Tk
Tk:Tn(1)
Tk:Tn(3)
Tk:Tn(1,2)
Tk:Tn(1,3)
Tk:Tn(1,5)
Tk:Tn(2,5)
Tk:Tn(3,4)
Tn:Tk(1,3)

69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

25
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104

-

-

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

light
light & dark
light
dark
light
light & dark

23J*
23K
23L*
23M*
23N**
23O

Tn:Tk(1,4)
Tn:Tk(1,5)
Tn:TK(3,5)
Tn:Tk(4)
Tn:Tk(5)
Tn

69
69
69
69
69
69

24
24
24
24
24
24

104
104
104
104
104
104

-

-

27
27
27
27
27
27

0
0
0
0
0
0

22A

Tk

50

16

105

19

40.5

27

0.5

22Ba
22Bb
22C
22D
22E
22F
22G
22H
22I
22J
22K
22L
22M

Tk
Tk
Tk:Tn(1)
Tk:Tn(2)
Tk:Tn(3)
Tk:TN(4)
Tk:Tn(5)
Tk:Tn(1,2)
Tk:Tn(1,4)
Tk:Tn(1,5)
Tk:Tn(3,4)
Tn:Tk(1,2)
Tn:Tk(2,5)

49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5

16
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

22N
22O
22P
22Q
22R

Tn:Tk(4,5)
Tn:Tk(1)
Tn:Tk(4)
Tn:Tk(5)
Tn

49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5
49.5

15
15
15
15
15

104
104
104
104
104

19
19
19
19
19

35
35
35
35
35

27
27
27
27
27

0
0
0
0
0

24Aa**
24Ab**

Tk
Tk

43
43

17
18

103.5
103.5

18
18

35.5
35.5

27
27

0
0

24Ac*

Tk

43

19

103,5

18

35.5

27

0

24Ad*

Tk

43

17.5

103.5

18

36

27

0

24B**

Tk:Tn(1)

43

18.5

103.5

18

36

27

0

24C*
24Da*

Tk:Tn(1,2)
Tn

43
43

18
17

103.5
103.5

18
18

36
36

27
27

0
0

4k

4k+4k

No.

Dots

f (mm) g (mm)

24Db**

Tn

43

17.5

103.5

18

35.5

27

0

24Dc*

Tn

43

17.5

103.5

18

36

27

0

24Dd**
24De**

Tn
Tn

43
43

18
18.5

103.5
103.5

18
18

35.5
35.5

27
27

0
0

24Df*
24Dg**
24Dh*

Tn
Tn
Tn

43
43
43

18.5
19
19

103.5
103.5
103.5

18
18
18

36
35.5
36

27
27
27

0
0
0

Shade of stock ***

light

light
light & dark
light
light
light & dark

*Only dispatch part found ** Only reply part found *** The shade of stock is given only to the 3 k and 3+3 k PS cards, i.e. where they are well
pronounced. They are not indicated for the varieties, which were available to us only as black & white photocopies or illustrations.
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Figure 14
Rare variety of the 3k PS card of the
1909 issue (21B) used from Zgerzh
(15.1.14) to Revel (17.1.14).

ce:i~~,. . . . . . . . . . . .

.........................................................~ . . . .... .............. ............... ........ .......

,·

~~~~

-·······························~ ~ ~ ....

.......... ..

probably no printings of them in 1917 and even
1916. It is worth mentioning also that it was
announced in May 1917 that the State printing
office stopped temporarily manufacturing the PS
cards because of shortage of stock.

as in the 1st printing of the 3k PS card of the
previous issue, while usually there is no such gap
in this PS card. This variety reported first by
Ilyushin [12] is a rare one and known used at the
end of 1913 and beginning of 1914 (figure 14). It
remains uncertain whether it represents a separate
printing or particular position in the printing sheet.

From 15 August and 1 September 1917, the postal
rates were raised for inland and foreign mail,
respectively, and preparations for printing new,
the so-called Kerenski 5k PS cards started. Thus it
is possible that March or April 1917 was the date
of the last printings of the 1909 issue PS cards.

The war-time printings were realized on a worse
quality stock of considerably darker shades from
brownish buff to light brown both rough and
smooth. Thin dotting prevails, although items with
a mixed dotting are found for all values, except
3k. There are also noticeable shade varieties of the
stock within each of the two groups of printings,
and it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between the pre-war and war-time printings,
especially for the 4k and 4k+4k PS cards, for
which these shade varieties are considerably less
pronounced. It seems though that because of
reduction of the scope of correspondence with
foreign countries during the war, printing of the
latter was also reduced considerably: there were

Table 4 includes the official data on the number of
PS cards sold during 1909 to 1915 [13]. There
were no data published for 1916 and 1917.
Note the drastic reduction in selling the 4k and
4k+4k PS cards for the mail abroad in 1915
caused by the war, first of all, because of stopping
the correspondence with Germany and AustroHungary, the enemies of Russia in WWI.

Table 4
Year

1910*

1911

1912

1913**

1914***

1915***

Face value
103,005,142

116,915,279

126,892,567

136,767,209

146,452,444

150,876,664

3k+3k

8,737,702

8,745,724

9,367,907

10,068,003

10,253,338

8,729,905

4k

2,472,660

2,435,314

2,526,548

2,826,756

2,374,743

943,707

121,433

123,133

115,167

146,940

113,173

38,934

3k

4k+4k

* including PS cards of the 1907 issue
** consisting mainly of PS cards of the Romanov Jubilee 1913 issue
*** including Romanov Jubilee PS cards of the 1913 issue
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Postal use
The period of postal use of these PS cards was very
long having been ended only in 1926. Conventionally,
this period can be divided into two sub-periods: 1) use
at the face value and 2) use as blanks. Respectively,
each of these sub-periods has its own peculiarities.
When these PS cards were released in 1909, the postal
rates for postcards were 3k for ordinary inland mail, 4k
for ordinary foreign mail, 7k for inland registration and
10k for foreign registration. In September 1914, i.e.
after the beginning of the WWI, the inland registration
rate was raised to 10k. These inland rates persisted till
15 August 1917 and foreign rates till 1 September 1917.

As with the PS cards of the previous issue, these PS
cards were used too at the Russian post offices abroad,
i.e. in Manchuria, Sing-Kiang, Bukhara, Khiva, and
Persia as well as in Finland for the mail to Russia proper
and abroad. The following quantities were delivered to
Finland in 1909-1917:
3k – 8,500,000;
3+3k – 210,000;
4k – 1,300,000;
4+4k – 80,000 [15].
During the WWI, the use abroad included also Russian
army field post offices in the occupied territories of
enemy States (Galicia and Bukovina, East Prussia,
Turkish Armenia and Lazistan) and foreign territories of
the allied (Romania) or neutral (Persia) States where
Russian troops were quartered (figures 15
to 26).

Figure 15
3k PS card of the 1909 issue cancelled
with a mute postmark of Gazenpot in
August 1914 and addressed to Libava
where censored.

n04T

T

,.•·i,'""'

"BoT

Figure 16
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue (dispatch
half) used from Tver’ (9.11.16) to
Petrograd where, having arrived at the
7th town post branch (10.11.16), it was
handed over to the 53rd town post branch
(11.11.16) and a red triangle label
affixed.

.

. . ~W.1/_,

·- ~ -·-··JfdM~ ....$

...................

1~ . / ~ µ . ~ .lL .l . .
~ . .A..... .......... ...... • .......lit._ . . .. .

........... .
, ./C,U/L/1

Figure 17
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue (reply
half) used from Chardzhui railway.
station, Khanat of Bukhara (22.11.14) to
Yakhroma (30.11.14).
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S1 KAPT04K
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Figure 18
3k PS card of the 1909 issue used in
Finland from Lappeenranta/
Vilmanstrand (5.X.16 NS) to Torgel’.
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Figure 19
3k PS card of the 1909 issue registered
at Simbirsk (23.3.10), supplementary
franked with a 7k Imperial Arms stamp
according to the rate in force and
addressed to St. Petersburg (26.3.10).

e, t/j •. ~
r~£~·f .~
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c..·. ··-~:..~·· · ·~ · ·-·· --·· - · · ·- - · ··-·
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.

31Jfa1:~~~A~
-·
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····· . . . . :Jr//
·/,,-::-(4'.

Figure 20
3k PS card of the 1909 issue registered at
Izak (7.3.17), complementary franked with
a 7k Romanov Jubilee stamp surcharged
to 10k according to the rate then in force
and addressed to Petrograd.
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Figure 21
4k PS card of the 1909 issue (1st printing)
used from TPO 27 Warsaw-Alexandrov
(30.1.11) to Berlin.
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' 11<1--JTOBA5l
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Figure 22
4k+4k PS card of the 1909 issue (dispatch
half) cancelled with a mute postmark of
Kishinev in August 1916 and addressed to
Kopenhagen via Odessa (30.8.18) where
censored,

· I I I I

I \ \ \

BCEM I P H bi i1 nobJTQBbI VI
UN IO N POSTALE U I VERSEL
POCC1 5l ~ RUSSIE
nOYTOBA 5l I<A.PTO Yl<A . CAR T E

RE

Figure 23
4k+4k PS card of the 1909 issue (reply
half) properly used from Stockholm
(28.9.11 NS) to Turku/Abo, Finland
(30.IX.11 NS).
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Figure 24
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 1k Imperial
Arms stamp and used from the ship post
office Batum-Odessa (1.3.12) to
Rotterdam (22.3.12 NS).
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Figure 25
3k PS card of the 1909 issue used from the
Field Line-and-Communications Post/
Telegraph No. 213 (18.5.17) in Eastern
Galicia occupied by Russian troops with
complementary franking by two 1k
Imperial Arms stamps and addressed to
Debica in Western Galicia under the
Austrian administration. It is a mystery,
how this card could be accepted for
delivery and delivered (if delivered!) while
the war was going on.
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Figure 26
4k PS card of the 1909 issue (1st printing)
with complementary franking by a 10k
Imperial Arms stamp registered at St.
Petersburg (27.11.09) to Germany.
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As from 15 August 1917 the inland postal rates
were raised to 5k for ordinary postcards and to
20k for registration. A little later, namely from
1 September, the foreign rates were doubled, i.e.

8k for ordinary postcard and 20k for registration.
From those dates, the PS cards were sold at post
offices usually with additional adhesive(s) affixed
to match the new rates (figures 27 to 30).

- 00-4T-OBA
\

Figure 27
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked by a 2k Imperial
Arms stamp according to the inland rate
of 15 August 1917 and used from St.
Petersburg (18.8.17, 3 days after the
introduction of the new rates) to Antsen
(22.8.17).
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Figure 28
3k+3k PS card (reply half) of the 1909
issue complementary franked with two 1k
Imperial Arms stamps according to the
inland rate of 15 August 1917 and used
from Pskov, addressed to Vitebsk
(21/22.11.17) where also censored.
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flfolJ TOB
Figure 29
3k PS card of the 1909 issue registered at
Pskov (2.11.17) with complementary
franking by two 2k and two 1k Imperial
Arms stamps surcharged to 10k according
to the inland rate of 15 August 1917 and
addressed to Ekaterinodar (22.11.17).
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Figure 30
4k PS card of the 1909 issue (a later
printing) with complementary franking by
two 2k Imperial Arms stamps according to
the foreign rate of 1 September 1917 used
from Moscow (5.3.18) to France.

·

postcard, 70k registration), then reduced as from
15 September 1918 (10k ordinary postcard, 25k
registration). The foreign rates were raised once as
from 10 March (12k ordinary postcard, 30k
registration) (figures 31 to 36).

The postal use of PS cards of this issue at the face
value continued under the Soviet administration
until the beginning of 1919. In the meantime, the
inland postal rates were changed twice: first
increased as from 28 February 1918 (20k ordinary

Figure 31
4k PS card of the 1909 issue (a later printing)
registered at Minsk (17.10.17) with
complementary franking by two 10k and a 5k
Imperial Arms stamps according to the foreign
rate of 1 September 1917 (overfranked by 1k)
and addressed to New York via the Minsk
Return Field Post Office (18.10.17) where also
censored.
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nOLJTOBA91
Figure 32
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 15k and a
2k Imperial Arms stamps according to the
inland rate of 28 February 1918 and used
from Moscow-Bryansk railway station
(4.3.18) to Kharkov (11.3.18).
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BCEMIPHblvl TTO YT OBblvl COK>
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Figure 33
4k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 15k and
an 1k Imperial Arms stamps according to
the inland rate of 28 February 1918 and
used from Petrograd (5.3.18) to Moscow.

,ilOYTOBA51 KAPTOL!KA _,,__ CARTI

Figure 34
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 5k and
four 1k Imperial Arms stamps according
to the foreign rate of 10 March 1918
used from Krivoe Ozero, Saratov
province (25.7.18) to Halle, Germany;
censored both in Moscow and Germany

Figure 35
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 15k and a
2k Imperial Arms stamps according to the
inland rate of 28 February 1918 instead
of a lower foreign rate and used from
Kyappeselga, Olonets province (22.8.18)
to Revel under the German occupation;
censored both at Petrograd (Russian
censorship) and Riga (German
censorship).
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Figure 36
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue
(dispatch half) complementary franked
with seven 1k Imperial Arms stamps
according to the inland rate of
15 September 1918 and used from
Vilgort, Perm province (27.9.18) to
Vologda province; censored at the Red
3rd Army HQ.
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Use of the same PS cards continued also in the
territories under the anti-Bolsheviks ‘White” or
national governments formed in the territory of
the former Empire. The period of use on the
original face value either ended with surcharging
or overprinting the remainder stocks (September
1918 in the Ukraine, November 1918 in the Don
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territory, summer 1919 in Armenia, 1920 in the
Far East) or persisted during 1919-1920 until the
collapse of these administrations (Siberia, North
and Northwest Russia, South Russia, including the
Kuban’ territory and the Crimea). In almost all of
these territories, postal rates different from those
of Soviet Russia, were in effect (figures 37 to 40).
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Figure 37
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue
(dispatch half) complementary franked
with a 5k, a 2k and an 1k Imperial Arms
stamps, on 11 k in total, i.e. over-franked
by 1k against the postal rate of 10k then
in effect in the Ukraine and used at the
TPO Odessa-310-Bakhmach (29.4.18) to
Vienna, where censored.

Figure 38
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with four 3k
Imperial Arms stamps according to the
inland postal rate of 15k in effect in the
1st half of 1919 in South Russia under
the ‘White’ armies used from
Zhleznovodsk (27.3.19) to
Novocherkassk (9.5.19).
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Figure 39
3k PS card of the 1909 issue
complementary franked with a 10k, two
5k and a 2k Imperial Arms stamps
according to the inland postal rate of
15 May 1919 in Siberia under the
Kolchak’s government used from Tomsk
(25.5.19) to Novonikolaevsk (27.5.19).
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The second period, i.e. period of use of the PS
cards as blanks, started at the beginning of 1919 in
Soviet Russia, when the Soviet Central Postal
Administration (People Commissariat of Postsand-Telegraphs) issued a circular demanding the
available stocks of PS cards (together with other
postal stationery) to be put on sale as blanks at an
uniform price of 10k (double cards at 20k) and the
imprinted stamp design annulled by crossing it out
or another way [16]. Later on, such circulars were
repeated several times with the selling price every

✓-

Figure 40
3k+3k PS card of the 1909 issue (reply
half) registered at Perm (17.5.19) to New
York (22.8.19) with a complementary
franking of a 50k, two 20k and a 5k
Imperial Arms stamps, i.e. on 98k (not
taking into account the imprinted stamp)
according to the inland rate of 15 May
1919 what at this instance was higher than
the still unaltered foreign rate (42k).

__,,_ ,

time increased to cope with the overall inflation.
However, PS cards with such annulations are
rarely found; mostly the imprinted stamp
remained untouched.
As from 1 January 1919 to 14 August 1921, inland
(till September 1920 also foreign) ordinary
postcards in Soviet Russia as well as in other
temporarily sovietised territories in the European
part of the former Empire (Ukraine, White Russia
and Lithuania, Latvia), were forwarded post-free,
no stamps should be affixed to them.
Only registered mail should be franked
additionally with stamps according to
the rate currently in force (figures 41 &
42).
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Figure 41
3k PS card of the 1909 issue used as
blank for a post-free ordinary postcard
from Riga (21.4.19) to Ligat (22.4.19) in
the time of the Soviet Republic of Latvia.
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Figure 42
3k PS card of the 1909 issue used as
blank for registered postcard from
Selishchenskie Kazarmy, Novgorod
province (14.9.20) via Petrograd
(17.9.20) to Tartu, Estonia (20.X.20); the
franking of a 5k and 2k Imperial Arms
stamps revalued 100 times each, i.e. on
7r in total (the imprinted stamp is not
taken into account) corresponds to the
foreign rate of June 1920.

The post-free delivery of inland mail was
abolished as from 15 August 1921 and also

ordinary mail should now be franked (figures 43
& 44).
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Figure 43
4k PS card of the 1909 issue used as
blank for an ordinary local postcard used
in Moscow (23.1.22) and franked with a
10r Control stamp; while this stamp
approved for postage and officially
revalued to 250r seemingly over-franks
the sending (the corresponding rate in
force was 100r), there is not excluded its
local use at 100r.
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Figure 44
3k PS card of the 1909 issue used as
blank for an ordinary postcard from
Irkutsk (13.9.21) to Chita (22.9.21) and
franked with a 100r RSFSR definitive in
accordance with the rate of 15 August
1921 in force.
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In 1923, the remainder stocks of PS cards,
including those of the 1909 issue, were supplied
with cachets which indicated their belonging to
the particular postal/telegraphic or communication
district or post office. It was done to protect the
financial interests of the post under the conditions
of galloping inflation followed by frequent rise of
prices for postal stationery. However, this measure
was abandoned at the end of 1923 in connection
with introduction of gold currency. Nevertheless,

the senders were recommended to cover the
Imperial coat-of-arms by stamps affixed to it.
Often, such PS cards were sold at post offices with
handstamps of various forms applied over the
coat-of-arms and imprinted stamp design.
However, PS cards of the 1909 issue are rarely
found used after 1920-1921, since their remainder
stocks were too negligible in comparison with
those of the ‘Kerenski’ PS cards. Using these PS
card was ultimately abolished in 1926.
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Some notes on Imperial Russian revenues
Jack Moyes
The scarcity of most revenues precludes
detailed study of many issues. Over the last
forty years I have sought out this material for
collection and study but still I know very little
about most revenue stamps. I cannot be alone
in this predicament. This article offers
snippets of information accumulated over the
years which hopefully will add to knowledge
of the subject.

A 500r value is known as an imperforated
“specimen” perfin. See figure 1. I know of an
example in Russia, while Marcovitch also had
one. Was this issued?

GENERAL PURPOSE ISSUES
I still adhere to my classification of these
issues in ROSSICA 128-9 of October 1997.
Other published listings vary but I believe
them to be wrong. If anyone can prove me
wrong then do so, please do so, as I wish to
get to the truth of the matter.
Since that article was published I have
obtained two blocks of forty (8 x 5). The first
is of the 1886 60k and the second is the 40k of
1900. Unfortunately neither has any selvedge.
The 1905 series was printed in two panes of
forty with a central gutter. My two blocks of
the earlier issues indicate a similar sheet lay
out.
CONSULAR FEE 1913
I have nearly all the values between lk and
7r 50k in sheets. They are all printed in 5 x 5
sheets of twenty-five. I suspect that at the
State Printing Works they were originally
printed in large sheets of two or even four
panes of twenty-five and cut before
distribution.
I have a sheet of the 10r which is twelve
stamps (3 x 4). As the other high values are
the same size I presume they were printed the
same way.
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Figure 1

After the abdication of the Tsar most
consulates obliterated the Imperial arms when
these stamps were placed on documents. I
have some pieces cut from passports which
bear low value Consular Fee stamps with a
75k handstruck surcharge used at two French
consulates, Nice and Marseilles in 1919-20.
GENERAL LAW COURT ISSUES 1887
Court Fee and Document Tax
The kopeck values are exactly the same size
as postage stamps of the time and are printed
in the same sheet lay-out as those postal
issues, four panes of twenty-five with vertical
and horizontal gutters.
The rouble values are also printed in four
panes of twenty-five with gutters but on the
left of the sheet there is a series of V’s
inverted one to the other, four pairs in all. The
linked semi-circles which form the
background all point the same way on my
sheets, showing that the direction of these
semi-circles is not variable on the plate and
that direction is only due to print-feed.
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Figure 2

Magistrates Courts
The similar stamps for these courts to the
Court Fee and Document Tax issue are
printed identically.
15k Delivery of Court Papers
This is a very common stamp in loose
condition but not on documents. Figure 2
shows the only example I have seen of one of
these stamps on a sub-poena.
It is to a woman of Yaroslavki village,
Letichevski okrug, Podolsk telling her to
appear at the Magistrates Court of the 2nd
section of the Letichevski okrug at the town
of Medzhibozh at 10 o’clock on the 3rd
November 1899. It is dated 31st October
1899. Without a precise address, delivery has
been effected through the Yaroslavki Village
Elder. His cachet is in blue at the base and has
been signed.
25k Court Messengers (Bailiffs)
This stamp can be found in large multiples, as
can the previous 15k My largest is a block of
sixteen on a simple receipt from the Petrograd
Court Treasury.

The special issue from St. Petersburg serving
the same purpose as the general issue can also
be found in large multiples. I have four pieces
bearing these stamps,
a) with thirteen 15k
b) with nine 25k and a 15k
c) six 25k
d) six 50k
I am inclined to believe that at some time all
of these stamps were used up as normal Court
Fee issues instead of their specific purpose.
MUNICIPAL LAW COURT ISSUES
Baku District Court
Anyone interested in this issue should refer to
my article in The Revenue Journal of Great
Britain No. 26 of September 1996. A copy is
in the BSRP library.
Moscow Court Chambers
The second line of the inscription on these
stamps has the word for receipt,
“Kvitantsiya”. Several of my copies have an
error with the second letter spelt with a “B”
rather than a “V”. This is only on the 30k, and
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must be a constant error on several stamps in
the sheet. Fabergé believed this issue was
printed in sheets of eighty. See figure 3.
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Saratov Magistrates Court
A spelling error is shown in figure 4. It is on
my type 9 from my classification of these
stamps in ROSSICA 137 of 2001.
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The second letter of the first word on the
penultimate line of the inscription is a “ya”
instead of an “I” (detail in figure 4a). It is
on a document from the 7th section of the
court.
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Starokonstantinov Magistrates Court
Figure 5 shows a stamp from this court which I
believe has not been recorded before. It is
unusual for this style of stamp in that the cost of
each page of the petition is given as 20k rather
than l0k. However the 20k has been crossed
through and only l0k has been charged, so it
looks to be an error.
Warsaw Commercial Court
The 10k in blue and the 30k in red were
supplemented by a 20k in blue and a 40k in red.
As the purpose of different colours for different
values is to help distinguish the values quickly
by sight it can be safely assumed that these
stamps were issued because of a rate rise.
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Warsaw District Court
The 10k and 30k imperforate issue both have an
error in the spelling of “Kantselyarskaya”. The
second “Ya” is reversed to make an “R”. See
figures 6 and 7. This was corrected for the
perforated issue.
These stamps were produced by the State
Printing Works as a key type issue and an
error like this was most unusual. A
lithographed 30k exists. Presumably this
was a locally produced printing at a time
of shortage. I have not seen a
corresponding l0k. This litho stamp
reproduces the “Ya” error and is thus a
direct copy of the imperforate issue. It is
easily distinguished by the rougher
appearance and the guide-lines in the
corner margins. See figure 8.

Figure 5 (150%)

Figure 7 (150%)

Figure 6 (150%)

PASSPORT VISA ISSUES
Estland Gubernia
The 50k stamp can be found in blue and red. I
have the blue stamp in a passport book issued to
a woman and the red stamp in a passport book
issued to a man. It would seem that the colours
could be for the different sexes.
Kislovodsk
The 2r stamp from here can be found perforated
l2.5 or 13.3 and the issue date brought forward
to 1909 from one of my dated copies.
Figure 8 (150%)
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Trebizond
See figure 9 for an
example of this stamp
which is invariably
produced elsewhere
from a photocopy of a
photocopy
of
a
photocopy.
This stamp was printed
from one of the State
Printing Works key
types also used for the
Riga Coast issue. I
have only one copy but
Figure 9 (150%)
have seen several
others always in pristine unused condition.
Considering the nature of the occupation and
wartime conditions could there have been
many civilians travelling through? My
suspicion is that these stamps were never
issued and those around which found their
way into collections came from the archives.
GENERAL THEATRE TICKET TAX
Suvorin’s Russian Calendar of 1906 gives the
tax rates as follows
a) Tickets up to 50k taxed at 2k.
b) Tickets up to 1r taxed at 5k.
c) Tickets over 1r taxed at 10k.
For performances at the Imperial Theatres
there was a supplementary tax of 10%.
I have a ticket from the Solodovnikov
Theatre, Moscow costing 80k with 5k tax
added plus an extra 15k “for the upkeep of
costumes.”
I have many used copies of the first issue of
1892. They are all intact so it would appear
this series was not torn across the counterfoil
as were the later issues. A pen stroke seems to
have been the way in which they were
annulled.

A provisional issue was made between the
second and third series. The second issue 2k
was surcharged with the following values
twice; once across the counterfoil and once
over the stamp design at the right.
1k in black
20k in red
30k in green
40k in light blue
60k in blue
1r in red (vertical surcharge)
3r in green (vertical surcharge)
The date of issue is unknown but probably
around 1915.
The third designated issue needs a full listing
and is given below
lk claret-brown on yellow
5k blue on pale blue
l0k red on pale red
20k deep claret on pale claret
30k dark green on pale green
35k apple-green on light green
40k dark blue on pale pink
50k brown on straw
80k orange-brown on pale orange-yellow
1r deep brown-claret on pale brownishyellow
3r green on green
As with the others this is typographed,
perforated l4 x l4½ and without watermark.
Year of issue is unknown but is probably
1916. Ants Kulo in his “Russian revenue
stamps used in Estonia 1875-1917” published
by the International Estonian Philatelic
Society, Tallinn 2001 suggests 1915 but then
contradicts this by illustrating a ticket with a
5k dated 1907.I suspect Kulo’s item has had
the stamp added at a later date. Nevertheless
his booklet is a handy work to have on the
bookshelf. I only have one complete sheet
from any of the series. It is a 2k second issue,
and is printed in four panes of twenty-five.

There are five values in the second series
from 1898. Barefoot’s catalogue confuses the
third series for the second. There is no 20k
value.
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THEATRE TICKET TAX
Irkutsk
Figures 10-14 show the full set which is five
values not four.
1k Yellow
5k Blue
10k Orange
20k Green
30k Pale red

Figure 10 (150%)

Figure 11 (150%)

The inscription at the base reads “counterfoil”
and in the centre reads “tax on shows and
entertainments”. They are lithographed and
perforated 11½.
These stamps are well produced and designed.
They do not look like a late production.
Lukyanov’s privately printed fiscal catalogue
(undated) suggests 1915 and I would not
disagree.

Figure 12 (150%)

Kharbin
I first saw these listed in Yvert et Tellier’s
1919 publication on WW1 labels and stamps.
Trachtenberg did the Russian listing and he
included these revenues. He would have
known that these had nothing to do with the
war so I suspect he had plenty of them to sell.
He listed three values but there are four. They
are typographed and perforated 13.3. The high
standard of printing suggest they are State

Figure 14 (150%)

Figure 13 (150%)

Printing Works productions. Date of issue is
unknown.
2k Brown
5k Blue
10k red
40k Green
Figures 15-19 show the four values and a
ticket from the F. Ya. Izako circus for a seat
priced at 3r with 20k tax paid via two 10k
stamps placed over the ticket and counterfoil
and torn across on issue.
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Figure 17 (150%)

Figure 18 (150%)
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Warsaw
The first time I saw this issue mentioned in
print was in “Vignettes of Russia” by
Marcovitch, published by William Ittel in
1971. Page 69 shows two of these under the
heading of charity vignettes.
He could be forgiven for misidentifying
them as his examples were unused and
intact, while the inscription reads “For the
benefit of charity institutions of the city of
Warsaw”.

Figure 20

He illustrates a 5k in Polish and a 10k in
Russian. I can add two others, both in Russian.
Probably all three exist in both languages.

JA .

2k Blue (in Russian)
5k Green (in Russian or Polish)
10k Red (in Russian)

poHa.-

,,.,-

See figures 20-21 both of which are dated
November 1911 on the back. Figure 20 is an
entrance ticket to a charity bazaar so all forms of
ticket seem to have been taxed in Warsaw.
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Figure 21

HOSPITAL TAX
Moscow
Figure 22 shows a
cachet applied to a
passport
which
bears a visa from
the Moscow Police
dated March 1893.
This cachet reads
“Hospital Tax up to
22nd
Februar y
1894.”
No
adhesives
are
known for this tax
from Moscow and
the cachet does not
mention any fee,
although there must
have been a fee or
why else apply the
cachet?
I only have the one
example.
Can
anyone shed light
on the matter?
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St. Petersburg
I wrote an article on this issue in Rossica 126
of April 1996. In it I illustrated a cachet
showing the payment of the tax from 1886.
Since then I have found more examples dating
back to 1882.
Also in that article I suggested that the
accepted date for the first adhesive issue
i.e. 1886 was incorrect. At that time I had five
loose stamps and a passport bearing a copy.
All were dated between January-March 1889.
Since then I have added several more copies
and the dates on these all match the same
three month in 1889. The full time span is 7th
January until the 15th March. I think it safe to
assume that the first issue was in January
1889 matching the dates of introduction of the
Residence Permit adhesives. My earliest date
for the second issue is now 25th March 1889.
Figure 23 shows a cachet from a passport
which reads “Exacted (collected) at the
Okhtenski Section (Vyborg Quarter) 1st
December 1888.” The sum of 1r is given at
the top. I have a similar cachet from the Narva
Quarter dated 21st October 1888. This style of

Figure 23

cachet must have replaced the earlier
octagonal type some time after 1886 and been
used until the introduction of adhesives.
OTHER TAXES
Kolpino
The 10k value was printed first then the
values in the corners were erased from the
plate and the new value of 5 added.. Figure 24
shows a pair of the 5k and the remains of the
erased 10’s can be seen in the corners. This is
a scarce issue and the indication of the above
is that only one printing was made and thus
had a short period of use.
Pskov Toll Tax
These stamps have been listed several times.
All copies I have seen have been printed on
the back with official forms. See figures 25
27.
Several years ago a Russian correspondent
told me that during a paper shortage sheets of
these stamps were found and used up for
office purposes. I have not seen these without
the printing on the back. Can anyone produce
one?

Figure 25

Figure 27
Figure 24

Figure 26
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St. Petersburg Building Permits
Fabergé believed that the three values were
for the following:
75k Tax per page on proposed
architectural changes.
1r Tax per page on plans for wooden
houses.
3r Tax per page on plans for brick or stone
houses.
Jacques Possell also thought the same way but
probably got the information from Fabergé, as
he too was in correspondence with him.

Passport Visas for Household Serfs
Household serfs were generally those without
land who were taken into domestic service, or
used as tradesmen or clerks. From 1844 they
could buy their freedom.

I do not think the first issue has been
illustrated before. See figures 28-29. A 75k
has not been recorded from the first issue.
Both the 1r and 3r are in black on white paper.
These two copies are somewhat aged, but the
stamps are rare and beggars cannot be
choosers.

Figure 31 shows the arms of Alexander II and
would date from 1855 until 1861 when
serfdom was abolished.

Figures 30-31 show two cut-outs from
stamped paper. Figure 30 shows the arms of
Nicholas 1 and is in the design of 1820s
onward stamped paper which continued in use
for many years, and so could date from 1820
1850.

The inscription on both reads “For written
permits (visas) for household serfs in the
capitals.”

Figure 29

Figure 28
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Forgeries of early Zemstvo stamps:
Ustsysolsk No. 1 (1872)
Ortwin Greis, A.I.E.P. (Hamburg)
Some of the early Zemstvo stamps are rather rare
because they were often printed in small numbers
only. Moreover, certain issues were recognised by
collectors much later than when they were actually
used by their Zemstvo posts. In these cases,
collectors had difficulty in obtaining the stamps
either directly from the Zemstvo administrations
or from the very few dealers who had Zemstvos in
stock. However, to fill the gaps in their collections
they used reproductions from illustrations in the
contemporary philatelic literature mainly
published by Moens (e.g. [1-4]). These
illustrations were printed from clichés engraved in
wood which were first used in the journal [1] and
later re-used in the catalogues (e.g. [2-4]). They
can be distinguished from each other because their
quality alters from [1] to [4], mainly due to
gradually diminishing hatchings. The analogous
illustration in the catalogue by Lübkert [5] is
certainly also a reproduction of this cliché.
However, the illustrations from the Lübkert
catalogue [5] were seldom used for reproductions
because this catalogue was less widely distributed.
There was absolutely nothing wrong if a collector
made a (black & white) copy for his personal use,
filling the gap in his collection until he could
replace it with an original stamp. However, the
situation is different in the case of certain fakers
who produced such “stamps” in larger numbers,
also reproducing the colour and passing them off
as “genuine”.
Such “rarities” can often be found in collections
offered as “untouched for years”. Recently, I was
asked to have a “first look” at such a collection by
a dealer who indicated that he would even ask for
A.I.E.P. Certificates for some of the greater
rarities. He told me that this remarkable collection
came from a collector who had even published a
Zemstvo stamp catalogue. Well, the collection
was almost complete. Most of the rarer stamps
were stored in so-called Hawid mounts.
Unfortunately, many of them were forgeries and
not just black & white gap fillers but the coloured
and therefore more dangerous reproductions. The
dealer was not impressed by my comments but
told me that the collection is now going to be
offered “as it is” and no expert evaluation would
be needed.

I

Once more, we can learn from such a story that
the Zemstvo collector has to protect himself by
knowledge. He has to study the standard Zemstvo
catalogues but also the literature on forgeries. As
we do not yet have a monograph on Zemstvo
forgeries, the collector has to obtain the
information from journals dealing with classical
Russian philately (e.g. [6-11]). In this article, I
would like to describe the first stamp of the
Zemstvo post of the Ustsysolsk district in Vologda
province (S1 = C1 [12, 13], 3 kopeks,
lithographically printed in black on yellow paper,
issued in 1872). It is a rare stamp, rated by
Schmidt [12] at 350 RM and by Chuchin [13] as
R, meaning that less than 30 examples are known.
There exist forgeries of this stamp and we find
two not very detailed publications on them in the
philatelic literature, one by M. Minski [14] and the
other by G. Werbizky [15], the latter being more
or less a translation of the first.
Most collectors will get their first information on a
certain stamp from the Chuchin catalogue,
commonly available in the version re-issued in
1988 [13]. As far as Ustsysolsk No. 1 is
concerned, the collector finds little text and an
illustration in a quality much too low for a proper
judgement (though the stamp is genuine). But he
might be delighted because the title page of the
catalogue shows “Ustsysolsk No. 1” highly
magnified and nearly in the original colours (black
on yellow paper). Unfortunately, this figure
actually shows a forgery as pointed out by Oleg
Fabergé immediately after the catalogue reprint
appeared on the market. Well, he had 19 (!)
originals to compare it with [16, 17]. But what can
Mr. Everyman do to find out about this? There are
hardly any catalogues with illustrations of the
necessary quality except the recent catalogue from
Russia [18]. Here, a colour illustration of a
genuine stamp is shown and a comment is given
on the existence of forgeries but without any
useful details. The famous Schmidt catalogue [12]
gives a wordy description of the genuine stamp
but has no illustration. The forgeries are not
mentioned.
In my opinion, it is rather difficult for a non
expert to judge the character of an Ustsysolsk
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stamp No. 1 if offered on the market. I recently received
phone calls asking me about such a stamp being up for
sale. But what can I say without seeing the stamp on my
desk? And to form a judgment based on an illustration
shown in an auction catalogue or on the Internet is not
the way I do it. Therefore, philatelists need a good
reference work to make their own judgement. The
present paper is devoted to a detailed description of a
genuine and a faked “Ustsysolsk No. 1”.

Table 1 shows illustrations of entire stamps comparing
them with illustrations from philatelic literature. At a
first glance, it is obvious that the Moens clichés were
used for the production of the forgery. Considering that
the figure “3” in the right upper corner now looks
almost like a “2” rotated through 180°, one could even
assume that Fig. 3983 from the 1883 Moens catalogue
[3] has been reproduced. The figure of this cliché with
the distorted “3” in the upper right corner appeared in

Table 1: Comparison of a genuine and a forged “Ustsysolsk No. 1” stamp with catalogue illustrations
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Genuine stamp (Greis collection) - 260%

Forged stamp (Greis collection) - 260%

Illustration from Timbre-Poste 1874 [1]

Figure 3983 from Moens catalogue 1883 [3]

Figure 4557 from Moens catalogue 1892 [4]

Illustration from the title page of Chuchin 1988 [13]
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the Koprowski catalogue [2] for the first time in
1875.
The yellow paper of the genuine stamp is 0.065
mm thick, while the yellow-brown paper of the
forgery is 0.135 mm thick. The thickness was
measured on both mint stamps on areas without
gum. The size of the outer frame measures 27.3
(±0.2) x 20.0 mm on the genuine stamp but 28.0
(±0.1) x 20.5 mm on the forgery. The width was
measured in the middle of the stamp to allow for
the trapezoid character of the frame, because the
upper line is somewhat shorter than the baseline.

Table 2 shows several details for distinguishing
the genuine from the forged stamp displaying
these details also from the Moens cliché as shown
in the catalogue of 1883 [3], though the details of
the illustration from the Koprowski catalogue [2]
would be rather similar. The inscription of the
stamp (УСТЬСЫСОЛЬСКАЯ ЗЕМСКАЯ
ПОЧТОВАЯ МАРКА = stamp of the Zemstvo
post of Ustsysolsk) is shown with a larger height/
width ratio to show more clearly the
differences between the respective letters
(here underlined). However, I would like to
point out that the letters are much less
distinctive than the five numbers “3” and the

Table 2: Comparison of details of the Zemstvo stamp Ustsysolsk No. 1 and its forgery with the analogous
sections of the cliché in the Moens catalogue of 1883 [3]
Genuine stamp S1 = C1

Forgery

Moens catalogue 1883 [3]

I ,KAil lE~ I
r1AJlMilK{ 1
1st row: Compare the two numbers “3” in the upper left corner and the hatchings.
2nd row: Compare also the section below the head of the bear, which looks in the forgery like a beard with
four parallel lines but is actually the lower part of a tree with three divergent lines. The eye of the bear is
much clearer in the forgery. Compare also the number “3” in the right upper corner.
3rd row: Compare the letters У, Т, Л, and Ь.
4th row: Compare the letters К, Я, and З.
5th row: Compare the letters С, Я, and Ч.
6th row: Compare the letters В, Я, and К.
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hatching in the drawing. The importance of the
letters is over-stressed in reference [14].
The forgery of “Ustsysolsk No. 1” described here
may not be the only one. It is possible that other
reproductions may exist, either as individual items to
fill a gap in a collector’s album or in larger numbers
manufactured by fakers to deceive collectors. The
above forgery used an old cliché from before 1900, a
so-called Moens cliché widely used also by
catalogue editors not related to Moens (such as for
example [19]). The actual date when this forgery was
made is unknown. Herrick [20] was the first to
publish an illustration of a genuine Ustsysolsk No. 1,
but its bad quality and the raster technique employed
prevented its use for fakes.
Nowadays, however, fakers are much more
experienced and may use genuine stamps for their
reproductions, employing vector graphics rather than

raster techniques which always display dots, which
can sometimes only be seen with magnifications at
the level of pixels employing stereo microscopes or
scans of 600 and even up to 2400 dpi. They will also
use genuine stamps themselves and not their
illustrations shown in Zemstvo handbooks /
catalogues (such as for example [16, 18]) or in
auction catalogues (for example [17, 21, 22]),
whatever their quality might be. Therefore, great care
is necessary to characterise doubtful “stamps”.
Hopefully, this article may help the reader to
recognise at least some of the older forgeries of the
“Ustsysolsk No. 1”. For similar articles see the
various issues of reference [6]. I intend to write over
the next year or so similar articles on individual
Zemstvo forgeries to combine them later in a
handbook on Zemstvo forgeries. Therefore, I am
asking collectors and dealers to offer and submit
forgeries for my reference collection.
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Russian Postal Museum re-opens
after 27 years of closure
Marcus A. Sherwood-Jenkins
The A.S.Popov Central Museum of Post and
Telecommunications, situated in that most
beautiful of Russian cities, the Venice of the
North, St.Petersburg, re-opened its doors to the
public in December 2003 and it has to be said
that the efforts of staff and sponsors has
produced a world class philatelic museum.
For those who had seen the parlous state of the
museum just a few years ago the
transformation is nothing if not spectacular,
gone are the cramped offices of the Soviet era
and the decaying courtyards. The old
Bezborodko palace has been restored to
something approaching its former glory and
the long hidden murals of the marble grotto,
which features in Tolstoy’s War & Peace, have
been rediscovered.

Main telecoms exhibit
The Museum has benefited through its designation
as a museum of “communications” rather than just
philately as this designation and the collections of
early telecommunications equipment have
provided a springboard for attracting the
sponsorship of companies such as Ericsson. The
assistance of such technology companies has also
provided the museum with an envious range of
cutting edge technologies which allow for
interactive exhibits and a lot more besides.
The museum’s collections cover communications
from the time of old Muscovy to the satellite age
and even the most
ardent philatelist
cannot but help
being fascinated by
Kizelli’s
“fax”
machine of 1854
which succeeded in
transmitting
pictures the 650
mil es
be tween
St .Pete rsburg and Mosco w. Lik ewis e
St. Petersburg’s first telephone exchange
(Ericsson) or the Tsar’s personal telegraph
encrypter.

Some methods of transporting the mail

Moving on to the more obviously postal, the
Popov has a marvellous collection of award
winning diorama models, prepared for the 1900
Paris exhibition, which shows the various means
by which the Imperial posts were carried. This
includes, Troikas, dog sleds, camels and ox-drawn
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carts to name but a few. During the 1930s
Aerosans, propeller driven vehicles mounted on
skis were added to the list of post office transport
and these are also represented in the museum.
There is also a collection of Postal uniforms and
weaponry and a wide selection of postboxes and
stamp vending machines.
This last collection includes a Stamp Vending
machine from the Imperial period prior to 1917 –
something that I did not know existed until I
began my association with the museum back in
the mid 1990s. Subsequent investigation amongst
members of both the BSRP (British Society of
Russian Philately) and Rossica, its US equivalent,
revealed that no one else knew of this either. The
museum’s archives, whilst detailing the item and
its operation, give no indication of its general
adoption, siting or numbers produced. At present
it has to be assumed that it was an experimental
machine.
Another very interesting exhibit is an interactive
scale model of the whole “postal quarter” around
Pochtamptskaya
Street
and
the
“Glavpochtampt” (Head Post Office). This postal
quarter included not only the Post Office itself but
the house of the postmaster, a hospital for postal
workers together with their flats, stables and the
postal workers church which now forms the
exquisite main conference hall of the museum.
The philatelic displays are divided into two
sections, the first in the general halls of the
museum, will consist of regularly rotated
exhibitions from the extensive collections and the
second, the “treasures” which are displayed in a
state of the art climatically controlled vault in
purpose built cabinets and frames.
Currently the general exhibits on display cover
five aspects of Russian stamps and postal history.
1 The Romanov tercentenary issue of 1913, which
comprises examples from all stages of production
from drawings, proofs, dies etc upwards and many
items which have not been publicly displayed
before.
2 Several frames of proofs, artwork and varieties
of the Soviet stamps of the classical 1930s period.
3 A thematic exhibition of Olympic stamps, again
including not just the stamps but artwork etc.
4 A display of “mail art” – hand decorated covers,
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Post boxes and vending machines
mailed by enthusiasts around the world, which use
envelopes as a canvas for artwork of many types
and variations. The exhibition is the modern
equivalent of a showing of hand-drawn Victorian
envelopes and was both unusual and inspiring.
5 An exhibition of period watercolours and prints
showing the Glavpochtampt in St. Petersburg, the
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post office at Tsarskoe Selo, post office interiors,
stables and the general workings of the Imperial
posts.
So with the general displays providing such a feast
what of the “treasures” in the vault? The displays
here have to be seen to be believed and will keep a
keen Russian philatelist salivating for hours. The
displays are open to the public once or twice daily
and groups of 10-12 visitors can be
accommodated in the vault so I would advise that
you check the possibility of a visit to the vaults as
a priority when you visit the museum.
The “treasures” begin with a range of pre
adhesives commencing 1743 and continue section
by section up until the 1930s. Highlights of the
displays include several display drawers of
Zemstvo material, much of it unique and all
carefully annotated by the museum’s chief
philatelist and Zemstvo expert Larissa Ryl’kova.
This is accompanied by design proofs for the
imperial posts signed by the likes of the Tsars, and
the giants of the 19th century Russian political
establishment such as Stolypin and Gorymekin.
The collection of design essays is breathtakingly
beautiful and looking at some of the rejected
designs one cannot but feel that the philatelic
world was denied some masterpieces of the
engravers art.
The proofs and essays are also interesting from the
point of postal history as the continuity of
designers and design types across the Imperial/
Soviet divide is clearly shown. Artists such as
Richard Zarinsh are represented in both periods
and the frame of a 1910 rejected design
illustrating postal transport appears in a later

Soviet design on the same theme.
Postal stationery is well represented with a range
of the scarce folded advertising covers of the
1890s-1910s opened out and skilfully mounted in
double sided frames to allow a full view of both
sides. As with the stamps, the postal stationery
exhibits include essays, errors and artwork.
For the Postal historian there is a range of rare
handstamps markings and high value usages to
study including a heavyweight cover bearing no
less than eight St.Petersburg City Post stamps,
naturally the largest known multiple on cover.
In conclusion I would advise any philatelist,
whether or not your passion is Russia, to visit the
museum. The setting is one of St. Petersburg’s
historical palaces; the exhibits are second to none
and the facilities, which include an internet café
and a fully operational museum post office, first
class.
Finally on behalf of Russian philatelists
everywhere I would like to express my thanks to
the museum’s staff and especially the philatelic
staff who kept the spirit of the museum alive and
nursed its collections during some 27 years of
closure. Staff, who during the 1990s went without
salary for months at a time, received a pittance
when it did arrive and who have laboured
tirelessly under difficult conditions over the last 5
years or so to bring the museum to its current
standard. The museum now stands as a philatelic
beacon and its partnerships with sponsors,
societies and the art institutes of St. Petersburg
provide a model that other philatelic museums
would do well to examine.

~-------------------------------------------------■
~
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BSRP Website
To find out more about the Society or catch up on information on
meeting dates or planned events visit the BSRP website.
You will also find illustrations of fine examples of philatelic
material from members of the Society.
www.bsrp.org
~

~-
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The Maikop-Armavir mail-van
(taking in the Tuapse-Armavir line and Armavir
and Tuapse stations)
Leonard Tann
The map shown here (figure 1) shows the
railway line from Armavir, which was on
the main line running south from RostovTikhoryotzkaya-Kavkazskaya-ArmavirMinoralniya Vodi to Vladikavkaz. Armavir
was in the Kuban Oblast and the line to
Tuapse, on the Black Sea shores, crossed
into the Chornomoskaya Oblast (Black Sea
District). There were two intermediate
stations on the line - Kurgannaya and BLACK
Byeloryeshchenskaya - otherwise the - SEA -----.
Trans-Caucasian
Railway
railway ran direct to Tuapse. Plans were
--->
--~✓
made to extend the railway from Tuapse
¾ircct,
down the Black Sea coast to link up Sochi,
Adler, Gagri, Sukhum.... and link up with
the Poti-Samtredi branch of the TransCaucasian Railway at Kvaloni. It is
indicated on the map as a ‘broken rail-line’.
This projected line was not built in the
Figure 1
imperial era - perhaps members with later
trains there - in the same way as mail from other
soviet maps can confirm whether this line was
‘twig branch-lines’ was taken to a main station
built later.
[eg - mail from Feodosia, taken to Vladislavovka
on the main Crimean-branch Kerch-Dzhankoi].
From the town of Byeloryeshchenskaya a short
The evidence is of this mail-route operating in a
branch was built to Maikop. An unnumbered
very narrow time-span - at its widest, February
railway post-van ran between Armavir and
(January?) 1913 - end of 1914 (possibly end of
Maikop. Let me express sincere thanks to Philip
February 1915?).
Robinson for his help and assistance with many of
these details. Illustrations of the actual postal
In figure 2 - again with thanks to Philip - we see
items are from my own collection.
the two types of oval postmarks used on the
Armavir-Maikop line. Type ‘a’ shows thicker
The existence of the Maikop-Armavir postal-van
lettering, and at the base the abbreviation;
is not mentioned in any of the official listings. It is
POCHT. VAG. (postal van). Type ‘b’ shows
not in the 1916 Post Office list - it had almost
thinner lettering, a serial ‘a’ at the right, and at the
certainly ceased to operate by then - see further
base the abbreviation POCHT. VAGON.
on - nor in the earlier listing - it had not started
yet. We have the evidence from the postmarks that
it operated from mid-February 1913, to July
1914...it may have continued up to the end of
1914. Certainly, on March 1 1915 the postal-vans
assigned route numbers 317/318 - ArmavirTuapse - began operating. There would certainly
have been no need for two different postal-vans
operating on the same line - one surely closed as
the other began. Maikop itself could have been
served by bagged-mail being taken to
Figure 2
Byeloryeshchenskaya and being put on the mail
Type ‘a’
Type ‘b’
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Why two types? My guess is that there were two
postal vans on this route - as one train and its van
went ‘up’ the line, the other was travelling in the
reverse direction. There would have been no need
for two cancellers if there was only one ‘shuttle’
post-van, and if two had been made for the one
post-van, they would have been identical.
Although there is no evidence at all of a ‘reverse’
journey - both cancellers are clearly marked
MAIKOP-ARMAVIR - and they would have been

used on mail in whichever direction the vans were
travelling.
Figure 3 shows a very fine cover addressed to
Moravia - in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, of 62-14, with Type ‘a’ cancellations. Figure 4 shows
a postcard to Giaginskaya Kuban Obl, franked
with 2k Romanoff + 1k Arms stamps also with
Type ‘a’ postmarks of 19-2-13, at the moment, the
earliest date we have for this unnumbered line.
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Figure 3
(reduced to 75%)

Figure 4
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Figure 5 shows a
postcard
with
Type ‘b’ postmark,
to Mikhailovka in
Tauride Province
14-4-14. As chance
would have it,
figure 6 has a
postcard
with
Type ‘b’ of the
same
date
to
Kishinyov. Figure 7
shows a postcard
addressed to a town
in
the
Kuban
District with Type ‘a’
of 11-3-14.

Figure 5
We would like to
see
other
examples of the
Maikop-Armavir
unnumbered
postal-vans,
particularly if we
can extend the
dates, earlier or
later.
Figure 6

Figure 7
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Armavir-Tuapse railway mail-van, 317/318
This numbered rail-route was opened on March 1
1915. All the routes numbered ‘300’ upwards are
scarce, as they were introduced quite late in the
czarist period. The route 317 operated from
Armavir down to Tuapse; 318 was from Tuapse to
Armavir. It is as true of this branch line - as of
many other branch lines - that far more mail went
‘up’ the line into mainland Russia and abroad,
than went ‘down’ the line to Tuapse. Therefore
there will be far more ‘318s’ than ‘317s’. Philip
advises me that the 317 route has been recorded

for May 1917 - but of course there ought to be
examples much earlier. I have no examples of a
‘317’ to show. But I can show some ‘318s’ 
Figure 8 shows a postcard of 23-9-1916 to
Petrograd with strike of the TUAPSE - 318 
ARMAVIR, serial ‘be’. Figure 9 shows a postcard
of 31-12-1916 to Moscow with the same
postmark, also serial ‘be’ - the picture is of Tuapse
harbour and port. Figure 10 shows a postcard also
to Moscow, 23-10-1916, serial ‘g’ - the picture
side shows the sea-front at Sochi. Philip has
recorded serial ‘a’ of the 318 as late as 1923.

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10
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Armavir Station Post Office

Tuapse Station Post Office

Armavir station post office was operating by
March 1907, using the standard oval type
ARMAVIR / VOKZAL. It appears - although it
was a busy station and busy post office - that the
same canceller was in continual use till its last
recorded use- it may have continued after that
too! - in August 1924! Figure 11 shows a postcard
to Petrograd of 11-4-1917. There is of course
enormous scope for this postmark before and after
that date! But it’s the only one I have!

The railway station at Tuapse - the terminus of
this line - had a post office but it was administered
by the State Postal Department, not the Railway
Postal Department. Thus it had circular
postmarks - in keeping with all state post offices
located at/near railway stations - reading;
TUAPSE CHERNOM. VOKZAL (Tuapse BlackSea District Station). Figure 12 shows a nice
cover to Essentuki dated 10-8-1916. Figure 13
(next page) shows a postcard with the same
postmark dated 27-10-1915 to Petrograd.

Figure 11
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Figure 13
To tabulate the information so far; adding in
information recorded by Philip Robinson.

MAIKOP-ARMAVIR UNNUMBERED
POSTAL-VAN. Feb 1913 - Dec 1914(?)
Type ‘a’ oval. Thicker lettering, base reading;
Pocht.Vag.
Type ‘b’ oval. Thinner lettering, base reading;
Pocht. Vagon. Serial ‘a’.

TUAPSE CHERNOM VOKZAL.
Recorded so far Aug 1915 July 1917.
I hope these notes will spur other collectors to
show us other material of this line and its
stations - particularly examples of the scarcer 317,
and anything that extends dates of use.

ADDENDUM.

ARMAVIR-TUAPSE.
ROUTE
NUMBERED 317 / 318. March 1. 1915 1917 (-23).

Since writing the original notes above [Spring
2005] some more information has come to light.

Armavir-317-Tuapse. Serial ‘g’. May 1917...
Tuapse-318-Armavir. Serial ‘a’, Oct 1915, March
1923.
Tuapse-318-Armavir. Serial ‘be’ - May 1915, Oct
& Dec 1916. Tuapse-318-Armavir. Serial ‘g’ May 1915, Oct 1916.
There must, of course, have been other ovals with
serial letters ‘a’ , ‘be’ and ‘ve’.

There are other examples of railways being built
where the constructed part has been opened and
used a mail-van with a ‘temporary’ postmark, that
has subsequently been replaced or adjusted when
the whole route has been opened. The extremely
scarce oval ‘Kuenga-Uryum’ on a part of the
Trans-Siberian Railway extension east of Chita is
an example, having a short life, when the whole
section became operable.

ARMAVIR STATION POST OFFICE
Standard oval reading; ARMAVIR / VOKZAL.
Recorded March 1907 - Aug 1924.

TUAPSE STATION POST OFFICE.
State post office at/near the station. Circular type,
29mm, reading;

I believe that the intention was to build the entire
line from Armavir through to Tuapse on the Black
Sea coast - via Byeloryeshchenskaya - and when
that point was reached - with the ‘twig-branch’ to
Maikop - this was opened as a mail route
sometime early in 1913. While the unnumbered
mail-vans operated on this section, work
continued to complete the line through to Tuapse.
When this was completed early in 1915, the line
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and its operating mail-vans routes 317/318 opened
on March 1st 1915.
I illustrate here (Figure 14) a postcard addressed
to Petrograd dated 3-6-15 with oval postmarks of
TUAPSE / VOKZAL. I have it on good authority
that a postcard has been seen with this oval
postmark dated 1-3-15 - which would have been
in my opinion ‘first day of use at the new Tuapse
Station Post Office’. Thus we can now say that
Tuapse had two post offices - one - the circular

type shown in the original notes - TUAPSE
CHERNOM VOKZAL - the state post office near/
at the station, and an oval type TUAPSE /
VOKZAL being the station post office as
generally understood.. Both of these are far from
common, the oval type in my opinion being rated
around ‘E -F’ in the Robinson-Kiryushkin
valuation scale. A registered cover with a
registration label from either of these post offices
would be delightful too!

Figure 14
Editor’s note : Except for figure 1, all illustrations are reproduced at 100%

SERIOUS COLLECTOR
of Zemstvo rarities and specialities, interested in early items, special studies of
different districts and postal history, would like to contact other students
of Zemstvo Philately.
I am willing to exchange and/or buy interesting and rare material.
I am also interested in Imperial pre 1840 stampless covers and would
consider purchasing a collection or fine individual items. Please contact
Dr Ilya A. Strebulaev
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University
518 Memorial Way
Stanford, CA 94305-5015
USA

e-mail istrebulaev@london.edu
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Voyage to oblivion
Raymond Casey
When reflecting on the centenary of the conclusion of
the Russo-Japanese War this autumn, it is well to recall
an episode that did much to hasten the end of hostilities 
the voyage of the Russian Baltic Fleet which sailed
halfway round the world to be annihilated in the Straits
of Tsushima, between Korea and Japan, in the greatest
naval disaster of modern times. Months before this epic
voyage had reached its climax the Fleet had run into
trouble in the North Sea. Many people today would be
surprised to learn that an encounter with these warships
off the Dogger Bank in 1904 had brought Britain to the
brink of war on the side of Japan. This was one of many
trials and tribulations that beset the Baltic Fleet in its
long and arduous adventure, dubbed “The Journey of the
Damned” by Warner & Warner (1974). Detailed
accounts have been provided by these and other authors
(see bibliography). The present outline aims to give new
life to the story using postal and other ephemera of the
day, naturally, with a Russian slant.

The war at sea
Command of the sea was essential for a successful
Figure 1.
Japanese invasion of Russian-occupied Manchuria.
Vice-Admiral
Haihachiro
Togo and his flagship
After she had severed diplomatic relations with
“Mikasa”,
Japanese
hero,
victor at the Battle of
St. Petersburg and two days before her formal
Tsushima. Single-minded and ruthless with little
declaration of war, Japan struck at the Russian Pacific
Squadron riding peacefully at anchor in the roadstead respect for international law, he was the scourge of
the Russian navy. As a cadet he had studied in
outside Port Arthur. Shortly before midnight on
Britain at Greenwich Naval College.
8 February 1904 three flotillas of destroyers, under
orders from the Japanese Admiral Togo
"Kopeem," Mopexo,rna11
nonenboot •o/ejefa«.
(figure 1), let loose their torpedoes among
\/'
•Koreetz•.
the sitting ducks. Three of Russia's biggest
ships were put out of action, the battleships
.r'
“Retvizan” and “Tsarevich” and the cruiser
“Pallada”. On 7 February the Japanese had
seized a Russian merchantman, the
“Rossiya”, in the Korean port of Fusan and
almost simultaneously with the attack on
Port Arthur had started landing troops at
Chemulpo, both actions in violation of
Korean neutrality. Three Russian warships,
unprepared for battle, were caught at
Chemulpo and after putting up a brave fight
against impossible odds, were destroyed in
Figure 2.
the harbour by their own crews - the cruiser
Old Russian gunboat “Koreets”, blown up in Chemulpo
“Varyag”, the gunboat “Koreets” (figure 2)
and the transport “Sungari”. The prophetic harbour by her own crew after an engagement with Japanese
significance of Japanese contempt for warships 9 February 1904. Credited with firing the first shot in
international rules of warfare was to emerge the Russo-Japanese War, though the captain always maintained
in the distant future at a place called Pearl he did not open fire until he saw oncoming enemy torpedoes.
(Reduced to 70%)
Harbour.
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While engineers were busy pumping
out, repairing and refloating the
warships wrecked in Port Arthur
harbour by the Japanese pre-emptive
strike, Togo, intent on immobilizing
the Pacific Squadron, waited out to
sea, his big ships safely beyond the
range of the shore batteries, his
torpedo-boats slipping in and out
laying mines at the approaches to the
port. A suicide squad sent in to seal
off the harbour with blockships was
only partially successful,
leaving a wide channel
through which Port
Arthur could still receive
supplies by sea.
Lo u d cheers rang
through the Pacific
Squadron when the news
broke that the Admiralty
was sending the renowned ViceAdmiral S. O. Makarov, the “Little
Grandfather of the Fleet”, to take
over command. He arrived on
7 March and almost immediately
went on the offensive, dispatching
destroyer flotillas to hunt for
Japanese minelayers. When enemy
ship appeared off Port Arthur and
began bombarding the port on 22
March, Makarov himself took to sea
in the cruiser “Askold” (figure 3)
with other ships of the squadron,
surprising the Japanese with his new
aggressive tactics. The inspiration
that Admiral Makarov had brought to
Port Arthur was short-lived. Lured
beyond the protection of the forts by
a Japanese decoy of small vessels, the
Pacific Squadron had embarked with
the Admiral flying his flag in the
battleship “Petropavlovsk”.

Figure 3.
4k stationery card to Berlin, written 8 III 1904 by officer on cruiser “Askold” at Port Arthur, cancelled two
days later. Moscow transit. The day this card was written enemy ships appeared off Port Arthur and began
bombarding the port next morning. In response, the “Askold”, shown above, with Admiral Makarov on
board, and other ships of the squadron put to sea, returning the same afternoon (9 111/22 III 1904).
The “Askold” was badly damaged in the Battle of the Yellow Sea. She escaped to the neutral port of
Shanghai, where she was disarmed and the crew interned on 1 September 1904.
During World War I she served with the Allied Fleets in the Far East, renamed by the British “Glory IV”.
Laid up in the Gareloch, Firth of Clyde, 1919.
(Reduced to 75%)
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whole of Russia (figure 4), The Tsar wrote of “the
unspeakably mournful news”. Without the
leadership of Makarov, the depleted and
demoralised Pacific Squadron was reluctant to
leave the shelter of Port Arthur and the protective
guns of the fortress.

When the mist lifted and Togo’s force of six
battleships and six cruisers came into sight,
Makarov’s squadron raced back to port in some
disarray. The “Petropavlovsk” struck a mine and
went down in flames, taking with her the Admiral
and 635 officers and men (31 March/13 April
1904). Makarov’s death cast gloom over the
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Figure 4.
Memorial card for Vice-Admiral S. O. Makarov, one of the best loved figures in the navy, killed in action
off Port Arthur 31 March/ 13 April 1904. Sent to St. Petersburg from Irekte, a station of the Chinese
Eastern Railway east of Manchuli, 3k stamp cancelled POSTAL WAGON No. 261 (5) 13 5 1904.
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If the Port Arthur squadron was over-cautious, the
second of Russia's great naval bases in the Far
East, Vladivostok, showed more fight. As soon as
the winter ice had melted from the harbour, RearAdmiral von Yessen ventured out with a flotilla of
fast cruisers - “Rurik”, “Rossiya”, “Gromoboi”
and “Bogatyr” - searching for Japanese transports
and merchantmen. Oddly enough, the very day
von Yessen had put to sea Togo had ordered ViceAdmiral Kamimura, commander of the Japanese
Second Fleet, to close off Vladivostok with mines.
In the fog-bound icy waters of the Sea of Japan
the two fleets passed without sighting each other.

On the morning of 26 April the Russian flotilla
spotted a Japanese transport, the “Kinshu Maru”,
with troops of the 37th Infantry Regiment aboard
The ship refused to surrender and was sunk by
torpedoes. As the ship went down officers
committed suicide in their cabins and soldiers
bayoneted each other on the decks rather than face
the disgrace of capture. A few sailors and
labourers were plucked from the water by the
“Rossiya”, but not a single soldier. The sinking of
the unarmed “Kinshu Maru” brought widespread
condemnation from the world’s press, but Japan
had set the precedent herself and the Vladivostok
Squadron continued to take its toll of enemy
transports and supply ships without a twinge of
conscience.
The sinking of the “Kinshu Maru” is
commemorated in the Russian postcard shown in
figure 5A, while figure 5B (next page) is a card
from one of the survivors of that incident.
Figure 5c shows a group of Japanese prisoners of
war.

Figure 5A
Sinking of Japanese transport “Kinshu Maru” in
the Sea of Japan, April 1904, by Russian cruisers
under Rear-Admiral K. P. Yessen (insert top
right), artist's impression. Postally used to
Rudolstadt, Germany, 4k stamp cancelled
St. Petersburg 13 7 04 (=26 7 04 new style),
arrived 31 7 04.
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Figure 5B
Japanese postcard sent post-free to Madison, USA, from Japanese survivor of the “Kinshu Maru” ,
postmarked St. Petersburg 20 VIII 1905. Straight-line violet CORRESPONDANCE DES PRISONNIERS
DE GUERRE and circular Red Cross cachet in French translating BUREAU FOR INFORMATION ON
PRISONERS OF WAR, ST. PETERSBURG.

·~
C. MellBt.llb.
rpy-nna. :eoenn:o~u.11tnn1;,1A."!i, .fJnonuco1i y no~ttonoii uepKsn .

Figure 5C.
Postcard depicting a group of Japanese POWs held at village of Medved, from near St.
Petersburg, and postally used from that city to Tomsk 27 12 1906. Japanese soldiers
fought to the death. To be captured alive was the ultimate degradation. Russian soldiers
were horrified to see their enemies bayoneting or decapitating each other when capture
appeared inevitable. Only 646 Japanese were taken prisoner during the whole of the
war compared with nearly 168,000 Russians
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Back at Port Arthur, Admiral Togo’s
repeated attempts to paralyse the
Pacific Squadron by blocking its exit
from the harbour again fell short of
expectations. Nevertheless, his
optimistic report to Tokyo signalled
the go-ahead for the army’s sea-borne
invasion of the Lyaotung Peninsula.
By the end of May Japanese troops
had taken the port of Dalny and cut the
railway link between Port Arthur and
Harbin (figure 6).
508.

A. G. Riedel

~

Rost off

a-0 on.

Russland.

Figure 6.
Registered cover sent by crew-member of the battleship “Retvizan”, pictured above, from Port Arthur to
Rostov-on-Don 21 IV 1904 (= 4 V 1904 New Style). One of the last letters dispatched from Port Arthur
while in Russian hands; the mail trains were halted by Japanese landings north of the port the following
day (5 V 1904) and the line was severed a few days later. The “Retvizan” was one of the ships put out of
action during Japan’s initial strike of Port Arthur (February 1904). Repaired, she was again badly
damaged in the Battle of the Yellow Sea (August 1904) and, finally, was sunk in the harbour at Port Arthur
by Japanese land batteries on 6 December 1904 (see figure 12).
(Card & cover reduced to 75%)
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Direct command of the Pacific Squadron had
reverted to Admiral Alexeiev, Viceroy in the Far
East, but when the situation in Port Arthur became
too hot for comfort he departed on 5 May to the
safety of Mukden. Rear-Admiral V. K. Vitgeft
(figure 7) who had taken over, was not a man of
action and had to be prodded by Tsar Nicholas
himself to make offensive sorties against the
Japanese, now establishing their beachheads along
the coast. Togo’s efforts to prevent the Russian
ships coming out had unexpected consequences
when two of his first-class battleships ran into
mines outside the harbour and sank. These were
the 15,000-ton “Hatsuse” and the 13,000-ton
“Yashima”, both carrying twelve-inch guns. The
extent of the losses was concealed from the
Japanese public and the incident almost cost Togo
his command. On 23 June Vitgeft led his squadron
out, planning to join up with the Vladivostok
Squadron while it was still possible to escape. The
line was headed by the “Tsarevich”, flying the
B. K. B11HE<llTb.
Admiral’s flag, followed by five
other battleships, cruisers and
destroyers to a total of 18 ships.
Twenty-three miles out to sea,
Vitgeft was shocked to see
Togo’s waiting armada of 53
vessels and led his squadron back
to Port Arthur with all speed,
Japanese destroyers and torpedoboats in pursuit. With the
Japanese Third Army ever
tightening its stranglehold on Port
Arthur, ships in the harbour were
in danger of destruction from
land-based artillery.. Flight to
Vladivostok was now imperative.
On 10 August Admiral Vitgeft in
the “Tsarevich” steamed out to
sea with his squadron. In the
Figure 7.
resulting Battle of the Yellow Sea
Rear-Admiral V. K. Vitgeft and his flagship “Tsarevich”. Timid
the Russians fought nobly, commander of the Pacific Squadron at Port Arthur 6 May-10 August
inflicting heavy casualties on the
1904. Blown to bits in the Battle of the Yellow Sea. The crippled
Japanese, but were forced to “Tsarevich” reached the German-leased port of Kiao-chou, where she
abandon their objective of
and the surviving crew were disarmed and interned.
reaching Vladivostok. Admiral
(Reduced to 75%)
Togo, on the “Mikasa”, had a
narrow shave, a shell splinter
drawing blood. The Russian commander fared
with the Baltic Fleet, did not go in for the kill.
worse. A hail of twelve-inch shells riddled the
Apart from the scuttled “Novik”, not a Russian
“Tsarevich”, bringing down her foremast and
ship was sunk or captured, though many were put
conning tower. Every man on the bridge and
out of action for the duration of the war by
conning tower was killed or injured. Admiral
seeking refuge in neutral ports. The crippled
Vitgeft was literally blown to pieces, only part of
“Tsarevich” limped in to the German port of Kiao
one leg was found. Admiral Togo, anxious to keep
chou, where she was interned with three Russian
his powder dry for the oncoming confrontation
destroyers.
1<011Tp'b•"Af"l>tp~,n,
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The cruiser “Askold” and the destroyer
“Grosovoi” reached Shanghai, hauling down their
flags and disarming on 1 September. Another
cruiser, “Diana” put into Saigon for repairs on 25
f

August but was eventually obliged by the French
authorities to disarm and submit to internment on
10 September (figure 8).
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Figure 8A.
Registered cover from Naval
Headquarters, St.Petersburg, 1R stamp
cancelled 24 July 1905. Addressed in
French to Commander of the Russian
cruiser “Diana” at Saigon, CochinChina (now Vietnam). Received Saigon
7 September 1905.
(Reduced to 75%)
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Figure 8B
The “Diana” was badly damaged in the Battle of the Yellow Sea and put in to the neutral port of Saigon for
repairs on 25 August 1904 but was forced to strike her colours and submit to internment on 10 September. Her
(then) Commander, Vladimir Semenov, broke his parole, returned to Russia and joined the Baltic Squadron.
He survived the sinking of the Russian flagship “Kniaz Suvarov” at the Battle of Tsushima.
(Reduced to 75%)
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The cruiser “Novik” (figure 9), the swiftest ship in the
Russian fleet, after coaling at Kiao-chou, broke through
the Japanese blockade of the Straits of Tsushima and
headed north. Fast Japanese cruisers gave chase and
cornered her at Korsakovsk, Sakhalin Island.

After putting up a plucky fight at close quarters, the
crew of the “Novik” beached the ship in shallow water,
where she was finished off by enemy gunfire on 31
August 1904.

.J'{j,e,,c,p,. ]Jp . .,:J£t1uo•"
K amm1au1 2 p. ificH& 3cc.eHC6.
Figure 9.
Kanuma,c~ 2 p. l!tano-,H 6.
The cruiser “Novik” depicted on a Red
ll,i.(li,st111-i, .. .!f>Zovl4f-"
Cross charity card used from Ostrog to
Versailles, France, 12 II 1906.
(Information on commanders out of
date). Though rated as a second class
cruiser, her crew put up a first-class
fight in many encounters with the
enemy. The only ship in the Port Arthur
squadron to break the Japanese
blockade during the Battle of the Yellow
Sea. Chased as far north as Korsakovsk,
Sakhalin Island, where, after a robust
exchange of gunfire at close quarters
with Japanese cruisers, she was
beached by her crew and finished off by enemy shells (31 August 1904) Her crew took to the boats and
reached the mainland. They then walked hundreds of miles through wild country for 45 days to report for
duty at Vladivostok. (Reduced to 75%)
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Figure 10.
Cruiser “Rossiya”. While the ship is
confined to Vladivostok, two of the
crew find time to send greetings back
home - to Warsaw (2 3 05) and
Helsinki (12 4 05) respectively; the
latter depicts the ship and was sent as
an Easter card . Both carry a violet
circular free-frank cachet reading
below the Imperial Eagle CRUISER
FIRST-CLASS/ “ROSSIYA”.
The “Rossiya” operated from Vladivostok as a marauder, attacking Japanese transports and merchantmen
in the Sea of Japan. Badly damaged in the Battle of Ulsan (August 1904), she returned to Vladivostok for
repairs and shortly afterwards found herself bottled up there by enemy mines. Refitted in 1907 and served
in World War I. (Reduced to 75%)
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About three weeks earlier the battered remnants of
the Pacific Squadron had returned to Port Arthur,
now exposed to bombardment from land and sea.
News of the failure of the Pacific Squadron to beat
the Japanese blockade and the dispersal of the
Russian ships did not reach Vladivostok until late
the following day. A detachment of cruisers under
Rear-Admiral von Yessen steamed south on 13
August to assist the beleaguered squadron in Port
Arthur - “Rossiya” (flagship) (figure 10),
“Gromoboi” (figure 11) and “Rurik”. This move
had been anticipated by the Japanese command
and Admiral Kamimura was lying in ambush off
the coast of Korea. On the morning of 14 August
the two sides made visual contact off Ulsan,
northeast of Fusan. Immediately the Russian ships
took evasive action in face of the larger Japanese
force. At this critical moment “Rurik’s” steering
gear broke down and she was turning helplessly in
circles. The Japanese cruisers closed in,
concentrating their fire on the stricken vessel.

“Rossiya” and “Gromoboi” turned back to draw
fire from the “Rurik” to no avail. The “Rurik”
went down with her two remaining guns still
firing. One hundred and seventy officers and men
were killed and the Japanese picked up 625 others.
In the exchange of broadsides the “Rossiya”
sustained eleven holes below the waterline, she
was on fire and many of her guns silenced.
“Gromoboi” had received six shells below the
waterline and both ships had taken heavy
casualties. By some miracle they stayed afloat
long enough to reach their home port of
Vladivostok two days later. Repairs to the
“Rossiya” and “Gromoboi” were completed early
in October, but the good fortune which had
favoured them at the Battle of Ulsan now deserted
them. On her trials the “Gromoboi” ran into a rock
at great speed and was taken back into dock again.
Made ready for the sea once more, she ventured
out from port in February 1905 only to be trapped
in the dense minefield Admiral Kamimura had
laid at the entrance to Peter the Great Bay at
Vladivostok.
Port Arthur had
capitulated the
month before.

Figure 11.
Cruiser “Gromoboi”. Serviceman’s cover
from Vladivostok 15 12 04, received St.
Petersburg 5 1 05. Red circular free-frank
cachet on reverse reads below Imperial
Eagle CRUISER FIRST-CLASS/
GROMOBOI/ VLADIVOSTOK.
The “Gromoboi”, shown right,, operated
from Vladivostok as a marauder attacking
enemy transports and merchantmen in the
Sea of Japan. She survived the Battle of
Ulsan with heavy losses (August 1904) and
two months later was put in dock again by
running onto a rock. In February 1905 she struck a mine while attempting to run the Japanese blockade of
Vladivostok. Refitted in 1907 and served in World War I. (Reduced to 75%)
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With the depleted Vladivostok Squadron now
safely bottled up and once-proud warships of the
Pacific Squadron reduced to sunken hulks in Port
Arthur harbour (figures 12, 13), Togo felt he could
concentrate his attention on preparations for the

forthcoming encounter with Russia’s Baltic Fleet.
Destruction of the Pacific Squadron had cost
Japan more than 64,000 killed and wounded.
Many more lives were to be lost on both sides
before the war at sea was ended.

Figure 12.
The battleship “Retvizan”, sunk in Port Arthur harbour on 6 December
1904 by Japanese 11-inch howitzers, her guns removed for defence of the fortress. The
battleships “Pobyeda” and “Poltava”, the cruisers “Bayan” and “Pallada”, and the gunboat
“Gilyak” suffered the same fate from enemy land batteries.
(Reduced to 75%)

Figure 13A
The “Perezvyet” carried the flag of Rear-Admiral Prince Ukhtomski. On
7 December she was scuttled in the harbour at Port Arthur after being
severely damaged by Japanese shellfire, her guns removed for defence of
the fortress. The crew was taken prisoner when Port Arthur capitulated
on 2 January 1905. .
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Figure 13B.
Cover sent to Prisoner-of-War
Enquiry Bureau in St. Petersburg for
transmission to Tokyo, the sender
seeking information about a sailor
from the battleship “Perezvyet”.
Postmarked Romanovzkaya Kuban 10
7 05 with oval tax mark (‘doplatit’)
applied in error, such mail being
post-free. Red Japanese chop (arrow)
translating Narashino with barrack
number ‘3957’ added in red crayon.
The Narashino POW camp was
opened in Japan on 26 March 1905
and held 1790 Russian NCOs and
10,001 other ranks
(Reduced to 75%)

The Baltic Fleet makes ready
Just before his death in April 1904 Admiral
Makarov had mooted the question of reinforcing
the Pacific Squadron with ships of the Baltic
Fleet, half a world away at the opposite end of the

Dogger Ban~
Hull

Empire (figure 14). The idea was taken up at a
meeting of Tsar Nicholas and the Higher Naval
Board at Tsarskoe Selo in the middle of June. It
was decided to send the Baltic Fleet, under Rear-
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Figure 14.
Map showing the routes taken by the two divisions of the Russian Second Pacific Fleet.
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Figure 15.
Vice-Admiral Z. P. Rozhdestvenski and his flagship “Kniaz Suvarov”. A
courageous, if irascible, Commander-in-chief. Given the unenviable task
of knocking into shape a second-rate fleet and inexperienced sailors and
leading them on a marathon journey to the Far East. Severely wounded
in the Battle of Tsushima, rescued from his sinking ship but captured by
the Japanese. Exonerated from blame for surrender of his fleet. Onetime Naval Attaché to the Russian Embassy in London (Card at 70%)
(later Vice-) Admiral Zinovi Petrovich
Rozhdestvenski (figure 15), to assist the Far East
squadrons in their endeavour to break Japan’s
supremacy at sea. Rozhdestvenski’s task was not
an easy one. He worked round the clock, fitting up
ships of all types, some so old they had served in
the Russo-Turkish War of 1877. Food for the
fleet’s twelve thousand seamen had to be
provided, along with clothing suitable for both
arctic and tropical climes. Tons of shells,
torpedoes and mines needed to be loaded, along
with live cattle and, of course, crates of vodka and
champagne for the officers. The ships were
manned by motley crews; some individuals had
never been to sea before, others were political
trouble-makers, nearly all were reluctant to face
the dangers of the long voyage ahead. There was a
shortage of qualified artificers and engineer
officers and large numbers had to be conscripted
from private shipping companies. But
Rozhdestvenski’s biggest headache was obtaining
fuel for his fifty ships on their 18,000 miles
odyssey. There were no Russian bases along the
way; international law forbade neutral ports to
service the ships and coal had been declared
contraband. Nevertheless, France agreed to let the
fleet take on sufficient coal at her colonial ports to
get it to the next stop. Kaiser Wilhelm arranged
for a fleet of sixty German colliers to enable
Rozhdestvenski’s ships to refill their bunkers at
sea beyond the three-mile limit of territorial
waters.

The Baltic Fleet, now renamed the Second Pacific
Squadron, consisted of seven battleships - “Kniaz
Suvarov”, “Imperator Alexander III”, “Borodino”
and “Orel”, modern sister ships carrying four
twelve-inch guns, and the older “Oslyaba”,
“Navarin” and “Sissoi Veliki”. The eight cruisers
included the veterans “Dmitri Donskoi” and
“Svetlana” and the relatively modern “Admiral
Nakhimov”, “Oleg”, “Zhemchug”, “Avrora” and
“Izumrud” along with the “Almaz”, originally the
private yacht of Admiral Alexeiev. In addition
there were auxiliary cruisers drawn from merchant
ships of the Russian Volunteer Fleet - “Kherson”,
“Peterburg” and “Smolensk” - and nine torpedoboat destroyers. A flotilla of supporting craft
included tugs and transports, mainly supplied by
the RVF, the refrigerated food ship “Esperance”,
an icebreaker and the repair ship “Kamchatka”,
which was to prove to be a rogue element in the
fleet.
Rozhdestvenski was dismayed at the poor
performance of his ships during gunnery and other
training exercises and exasperated by the
accidents and mechanical breakdowns that
plagued the fleet before it had even started on its
nerve-testing journey When all appeared to be
seaworthy, he was given a send-off at Kronshtadt,
the big naval base protecting St. Petersburg, on
14 August, flying his flag on the “Kniaz Suvarov”.
He was yet to spend several weeks in Reval and
Libau before the official departure ceremony,
attended by Tsar Nicholas and family.
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The Dogger Bank incident
With bands playing and crowds cheering, the
nascent Second Pacific Squadron steamed out of
Libau on 15 October 1904, its crews jittery and
apprehensive from rumours of Japanese torpedoboats in the area. Moving at the pace of the
slowest vessel, it threaded its way through the
narrow waters of the Danish Straits into the
Kattegat and Skagerrak and steamed westward
through thick fog to the open sea. When the fog
had cleared, on the night of 21/22 October, the
squadron found itself among a group of trawlers
fishing off the Dogger Bank, a vast area of
underwater sand-dunes in the middle of the North
Sea. It was the “Gamecock Fleet” (so called
because of the emblem of a red gamecock
displayed on the black funnels) out of Hull, on the
estuary of the River Humber. Suddenly the repair
ship “Kamchatka” reported to the flagship that she
was being chased by torpedo-boats. A frantic
exchange of messages between the two ships

elicited the information that the “Kamchatka” was
being approached from all directions by about
eight torpedo-boats, though no torpedoes had yet
been discharged. Pandemonium broke out on the
Russian warships. A cry of “torpedo-boats!”
brought the flagship to action stations; men ran for
lifebelts and gunners fired blindly into the
darkness. The searchlights picked out a small
steamer with a single funnel (figure 16). The
battleships “Alexander” and “Suvarov” poured a
hail of shellfire on the tiny craft, until it sank. It
was the trawler “Crane”. The skipper, George
Henry Smith, and the third hand, William Leggett,
were both decapitated; most other members of the
crew were wounded, including the skipper’s son
William. Only the cook escaped injury, together
with his little brother, also sons of the skipper.
The survivors of the “Crane” were picked up by a
sister trawler, the “Gull”, herself damaged by
shellfire. Other warships fired on other trawlers.

~ -dto -e,n.a,~c_

-J ~i::-{)-o44-Figure 16.
Artist’s impression of the Russian attack on Hull fishing fleet, postally used to Saltcoats, Scotland, from
Ardrossan 29 October 1904, with KEVII halfpenny stamp. To meet popular demand picture-postcards relating
to the event were rushed out within a matter of days and distributed all over the country by at least 10 firms.
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Though peppered with shot, the “Snipe”,
“Majestic”, “Mino” and “Moulmein” (figure 17)
managed to stay afloat.

Many others had cut their nets and run. The
“Orel” alone had fired 17 six-inch shells and five
hundred of smaller calibre.

A
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Figure 17.
A, Crowd at St. Andrew’s Dock, Hull, inspecting damage to the trawlers of the “Gamecock Fleet”, “Mino”
and “Moulmein”. Postally used from Liverpool to Cardiff 28 October 1904, with KEVII halfpenny stamp.
B, the crew of the steam-trawler “Moulmein” exhibiting one of the shell-holes inflicted by a Russian
battleship. Postally used from Liverpool to Denbigh with KEVII halfpenny stamp
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Figure 18.
First-class cruiser “Avrora”. Suffered damage and a fatality
from “friendly fire” in the Dogger Bank fiasco. Interned in
Manila after the Battle of Tsushima.
Served in the Baltic Fleet during World War I and credited
with firing the shot that signalled the start of the “October”
Revolution in Petrograd in November 1917.
Featured on a stamp commemorating the 60th anniversary of
the Revolution (SG No.4704 - right).
Now moored in the River Neva at St.Petersburg as a
showpiece.

Five of her shells had hit the cruiser
“Avrora” (figure 18), taking off the hand of the
ship's chaplain and causing severe damage to the
ship itself. “Dmitri Donskoi” was another victim
of “friendly fire”. “Kamchatka”, the repair ship
which had started all the trouble, boasted of the
300 shells she had let loose among the “enemy”.
After about 20 minutes a ceasefire was called and,
without a backwards glance, the Russian squadron
steamed on southwest towards the Straits of Dover
and the English Channel.
With flags at half-mast, the “Gamecock Fleet”
made its way back to Hull, carrying its dead and
wounded. Crowds made for the dockside to see
the battered trawlers and to hear the story firsthand from the crews. The funeral for the two dead
trawlermen took place in Hull on 27 October. A
card similar to that shown in figure 17A was sent
the same day by an eye-witness to a friend in
Northampton. “..it was a grand and sad sight never
to be forgotten Twenty-five coaches besides
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Mayor’s and Town Clerk’s carriages, Buffalo
Band, Salvation Army Band, Jack Tars,
fishermen... all following. It took 25 minutes to
pass our house. Mounted police led the procession
and a company of police on foot closed it. The
line of the route was filled by thousands”
(figure 19).
King Edward himself sent a letter of sympathy to
the city authorities and enclosed 200 guineas
(£210) for distribution among the victims and
their families. Queen Alexandra followed with a
personal gift of £100 (a sum then worth more than
two years’ wages for the average trawlerman).
Anger swept the country. The British press
denounced the Russians. “The Times” thought it
“..almost inconceivable that any men calling
themselves seamen, however frightened they
might be, could spend twenty minutes bombarding
a fleet of fishing boats without discovering the
nature of their target. It is still harder to suppose
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Figure 19.
Picture-postcard of the funeral procession for the trawlermen killed in the Dogger Bank incident, held in Hull
on 27 October 1904. Sent from Sheffield to Spilsby, Lincs. 15 November 1904 with KEVII halfpenny stamp.
that officers wearing the uniform of any civilized
seizure of another, the “Malacca”, in the Red Sea
power could suspect they had been butchering
by a Russian auxiliary cruiser. Now the gloves
poor fishermen with the guns of a great fleet and
were off. A flurry of diplomatic activity ensued.
then steam away without endeavouring to rescue
the victims of their unpardonable mistake”.
In letters to his uncle King Edward, Tsar Nicholas
Abroad, the naval correspondent of the “Berliner
was sympathetic and conciliatory, but in private
Tageblatt” hinted that the officers commanding
he spoke of the “mangy English” and their threat
the Russian ships must have been mentally
of superior sea-power. His fears were well
unbalanced and questioned whether a squadron
founded. Britain was now on the brink of war. The
led
as
this
Home Fleet was
ordered
squadron
was
from
led should be
Scottish waters
to
take
up
allowed to sail
the seas. Britain
position
at
was
still
Portland, in the
smarting from
English Channel
the sinking of
one
of
its
Gibraltar
was
me r c h a n t me n ,
put on a war
th e
“Kni gh t
footing and the
Commander”, in
Channel
Fleet
the Sea of Japan
lying there was
b y
t h e
cleared for action
Figure 20.
V l a d i v o s t o k Line of British battleships off Gibraltar, cleared for action and waiting (figure 20).
Squadron
and for orders to engage the Russian Second Pacific Squadron during the
the
i l l e g a l crisis of October/November 1904. The orders never came and the fleet
was stood down.
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The Mediterranean Fleet, in the Adriatic on a
friendly visit to Italy, got up steam and re
deployed at Malta and other strategic points. Each
of these fleets was capable of blowing Admiral
Rozhdestvenski and his squadron out of the water.
Their combined weight of 28 battleships, 22
cruisers and scores of smaller craft, all in fighting
trim, gave the Russians food for thought. Though
still insisting that her ships had come under attack
in the North Sea, Russia agreed to an international
commission to inquire into the matter. Admiral
Rozhdestvenski and his officers drank to the
downfall and damnation of the British Navy.

report the incident to neighbouring maritime
powers. Russia agreed to pay £65,000 in
compensation to the families of the dead and
injured and to supply new trawlers to replace
those lost or damaged. War had been averted and
British honour satisfied, though many thought
Rozhdestvenski and his officers had got off too
lightly. In Hull a monument was erected in 1905
in memory of the victims of the Dogger Bank
outrage.

The long haul
The Russian squadron ploughed its way through
the English Channel unaware of the strength of
feeling it had stirred up over the Dogger Bank
affair. Arriving at Vigo on 26 October,
Rozhdestvenski was disinclined to talk about it to
reporters. The Russian government issued a
statement repeating the torpedo-boat myth and it
was understood that a portion of the squadron
would remain in Vigo pending the setting up of
the Inquiry Commission in Paris. In the event,
after taking on coal in breach of Spanish
neutrality, Rozhdestvenski and his ships slipped
away to Tangier, leaving only four witnesses to
answer to the Commission, none of them senior
officers. On the way to the Moroccan port the
Russian squadron was given an unwanted escort
by the Royal Navy.

The North Sea Inquiry Commission was set up in
Paris under the presidency of the French Admiral
Fournier and with Commissioners from Britain,
Russia, Austria and the United States in
attendance, together with Legal Assessors for each
of the contending sides. The sessions lasted from
December 1904 to February 1905, during which
officers from the Russian ships involved, the
trawlermen and other witnesses and interested
parties were rigorously cross-examined
(figure 21). Russia’s case was that her ships had
defended themselves from hostile action and that
the damage and casualties caused to the English
trawlers in the course of this defence was
unintentional and deeply regretted. Reparation
would be made willingly. The conclusions of the
Commission were promulgated on 26 February
1905. All the
Commissioners
except
the
Russian were of
the opinion that
there were no
torpedo-boats on
the spot and that
the fire opened
by
Admiral
Rozhdestvenski
w a s
n o t
justifiable.
In
v i e w
o f
mitigating
circumstances,
however,
the
Admiral
was
m e r e l y
admonished for
not stopping to
rescue
the
Figure 21.
fishermen
and North Sea Inquiry Commission, Paris, January 1905. The British delegation. Trawler
for failing to
company owners and senior management at the back, with managers, captains and
fishermen on the steps below.
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One of the auxiliary vessels to join the squadron at
Tangier was the British-built “Orel” (figure 26)
(not to be confused with the battleship of the same
name), the first clipper type passenger ship of the
Russian Volunteer Fleet, now having been fitted
out as a hospital ship at Toulon.
Painted white with a big red cross on her funnels,
she carried a complement of naval surgeons and
100 Sisters of Mercy (nurses). Her first patient
was the unfortunate chaplain of the “Avrora”, who
had lost a hand from “friendly fire” in the Dogger
Bank incident. The wound had turned septic and
he died of blood poisoning. The squadron’s first
fatality was self-inflicted.

At Tangier it was decided to split the squadron
into two. One division, under Rear Admiral
Felkerzam, (figure 22) was to proceed through the
Mediterranean and the Suez Canal. The main
body, under Rear-Admiral Enquist (figure 23),
was to take the longer route round the Cape. Both
divisions were to join up off the northern tip of
Madagascar.
The Commander-in-Chief, Admiral
Rozhdestvenski, gave no reasons for this move,
though it was assumed that Felkerzam’s ships
were too decrepit to risk the long haul round
Africa.
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Figure 22.
A, Rear-Admiral Baron Dmitri von Felkerzam, Commander of
the “Suez” division of the Second Pacific Squadron. Died from
natural causes two days before the Battle of Tsushima.
B, the ragtag and bobtail of the Second Pacific Squadron
entering the Suez Canal. (Reduced to 75%)

Figure 23.
Rear-Admiral Oscar Adolvich Enquist, Commander of the main
body of the Second Pacific Squadron, under the Commander-in 
Chief Vice-Admiral Rozhdestvenski. Admiral Enquist was
distinguished by having the longest, bushiest and whitest beard
in the navy. Escaped to Manila with some of his ships after the
Battle of Tsushima. (Reduced to 70%)
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Admiral Felkersham took off at 9 pm on the night
of 3 November with the “Sissoi Veliki” (flagship),
“Navarin”, “Svetlana”, “Zhemchug” and “Almaz”
and various auxiliary ships. Next day the main
division moved out. Almost immediately the
battleships “Orel” and “Suvarov” broke down and
another ship fouled an underwater cable, cutting
off Tangier’s telegraphic links with the outside
world for several days. At Dakar German colliers
were waiting with 30,000 tons of coal to be taken
on board ships already overloaded. Everything
depended on coal. When the bunkers were full it
was stowed in every possible corner and piled
loose on deck until vessels were in danger of

capsizing. Working with shovels in the oppressive
heat, men collapsed and one young officer died of
sunstroke. On the way to Gabon the squadron got
lost and overshot its destination by 30 miles, being
obliged to cross the equator twice as it retraced its
steps. Mechanical breakdowns, sickness, bad
weather and sagging morale bedevilled
Rozhdestvenski’s ships as they made their way
down the west coast of Africa. “Kamchatka” again
signalled the appearance of enemy torpedo-boats
in repetition of her disastrous blunder in the North
Sea, but this time hastily corrected her error.
Arriving at the French penal colony of Sainte
Marie, east of Madagascar, at the end of
December, Rozhdestvenski heard that Felkersham
was already at Nossi-Bé, on the other side of the
island, though his ships would not be ready to
move for another two weeks. Worse news was to
follow. As the ships were leaving Sainte Marie
they received the news all had been dreading Port Arthur had fallen and the First Pacific
Squadron ceased to exist. Hopes of reversing the
fortunes of war by a naval tour de force, never
high, now evaporated. An even deeper gloom
descended on an already depressed squadron. The
last straw for Admiral Rozhdestvenski was the
information that a Third Pacific Squadron under
Rear-Admiral Nicholai Nebogatov (figure 24) was
in preparation and that he was to await its arrival
in eight or ten weeks’ time. The new
squadron was made up of ships rejected
by Rozhdestvenski as unseaworthy for
the long voyage, many fit only for the
breaker’s yard, and he saw them as a
hindrance rather than a help in the task
ahead. He sent a message to St.
Petersburg asking to be relieved of his
command. From the comfort of his
palace, the Tsar ordered him to carry on
and gain mastery of the sea, after which
he was to press on to the relief of
Vladivostok. Presumably God would
see off the Japanese.

The combined squadron anchored off
the big island of Nossi-Bé. The town
Figure 24.
was
aptly named Helville. As the weeks
Rear-Admiral Nicholai Nebogatov and his flagship, the battleship
went
by men and ships slipped into a
“Imperator Nikolai I”, Commander of the Third Pacific
state
of
decay. Men contracted malaria,
Squadron, a floating scrap-heap sent as back-up to the Second
dysentery,
typhoid; others scratched
Pacific Squadron. At the Battle of Tsushima Nebogatov took over
themselves raw from a tropical eczema;
command of the remnants of the Russian fleet from the
unconscious Rozhdestvenski. For surrendering the fleet to the suicides were not uncommon. Birds and
Japanese he was court-martialled after the war and sentenced to animals brought on board as pets turned
the warships into floating menageries,
death, the sentence commuted to a long term in prison.
with monkeys swinging from the
(Reduced to 75%)
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rigging, exotic birds perched everywhere and
small crocodiles crawling about the officers’
wardroom. There was slime and filth everywhere
and the ships stank. Training exercises at sea had
proved a dismal failure.
Several of the ships that were constantly breaking
down were sent back to Russia, including the
“Malay”, loaded with men whose health and
sanity had cracked, and the cold-storage vessel
“Esperance” with its clapped-out refrigeration
plant, requiring more than 700 tons of rotting meat
to be jettisoned. Food had now become a big
problem. Some of the hungry sailors mutinied;
others turned to drink. Throughout the voyage
Rozhdestvenski had maintained strict discipline.
He had shot men for insubordination. He had shot
men for talking to reporters. Now he found it
impossible to execute men expected to follow him
to the death in battle. Mechanical and structural
defects manifested themselves daily The
“Kamchatka” was found to be sinking, with men
up to their chests in water in the engine room.
Underwater repairs were made hazardous by the
swarms of sharks attracted by the squadron’s
jetsam. Most of the “Kamchatka’s” stokers were
civilians and their threats of strike action were
countered
by
threats of casting
them adrift in an
open boat to find
their own way back
to Russia. One
member of the crew
w a s
m o r e
concerned about
keeping in touch
with his family
back home in
Moscow (figure 25).
The
Admiral
himself had fallen
ill and retired to his
sickbed for days.
When he emerged
he was haggard and
was seen to drag his

left leg and it was whispered among his staff that
he had suffered a minor stroke.
Rozhdestvenski decided not to wait for the Third
Pacific Squadron, making its way to the Far East
through the Mediterranean and the Suez Canal,
but to press on while his ships were still capable
of sailing. On 17 March 1905 he pulled out of
Nossi-Bé with his barnacle-encrusted ships, the
flagship’s band playing the Marseillaise in
response to the bon voyage messages from the
French. Nearly 5,000 miles of open sea lay
between him and the next landfall on the other
side of the Indian Ocean. Every few days the
squadron stopped to take on coal from the German
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Figure 25.
A crew-member of the repair ship “Kamchatka” uses a local picture-postcard to write home to Moscow
during the Second Pacific Squadron’s long sojourn in Madagascar. Written 3 II 05 (old style) and 15
centime Madagascar stamp cancelled Helville, Nossi-Bé, 21 Fev 05 (new style).
Received Moscow 7 3 05 (old style). (Reduced to 75%)
It was the “Kamchatka”, illustrated above, that triggered the Dogger Bank outrage in October 1904 by
mistaking a flotilla of Hull fishing trawlers for enemy torpedo-boats. She refused to surrender at the Battle of
Tsushima and went down with colours flying on 27 May 1905.
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colliers, officers and men labouring
from sunrise to sunset in the blistering
heat and dust-laden air to fill every
corner of the ships with the vital cargo.
The squadron passed through the
Straits of Malacca and to Singapore,
where, in passing, the Admiral
received from the Russian Consul on 8
April official papers instructing him to
proceed to Camranh Bay in French
Indo-China and wait there for
Nebogatov and the Third Squadron.
Reaching Camranh Bay a few days
later, Rozhdestvenski was met by
Rear-Admiral de Jonquieres, secondin-command of the French Far East
Squadron, and politely informed that
under international law the Russian
ships could remain in the Bay for no
longer than 24 hours.
Rozhdestvenski’s response was to
withdraw his fleet out of sight of the
French commander, returning again on
the following day. He kept up this
subterfuge for many days.
While in Camranh Bay,
Rozhdestvenski sent the hospital ship
“Orel” to Saigon to contact the Russian
Consul there. A memento of the
“Orel’s” visit is shown in figure 26. On
the night of 26 May the ship was
captured by a Japanese cruiser, along
with a sister hospital ship, the
“Kostroma”, from Nebo gatov’s
squadron. The “Orel’s” mission was
regarded as intelligence gathering, a
hostile act which had breached her
conditions of immunity. Seizure of the
“Kostroma”, which had taken no part
in the Saigon mission, was later
declared illegal and she was released.
The “Orel” was retained as a good
prize and renamed the “Kusuho Maru”.
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Figure 26.
Saigon viewcard posted by Sister of Mercy on shore leave from Russian Hospital Ship “Orel”, anchored in
Camranh Bay, franked pair French Indochina 5c, cancelled Mythoi (near Saigon), dated in manuscript 9
April 1905 (= 22 April new style) ; transit Phanrang 24 April, Nhatrang 26 April; received St. Petersburg
22 V 1905 (old style). The message speaks of the wild animals seen and then says “The French authorities
do not allow the squadron to stay in their bay … today at 12 o’clock the squadron goes somewhere, we
don't know where...”
, Originally part of the Russian Volunteer Fleet, the “Orel”, shown above, was
converted to a hospital ship and attached to the Second Pacific Squadron. Seized by the Japanese as a prize
after breaching the conditions of her immunity by contacting the Russian Consulate in Saigon. A second
ship named “Orel” was added to the RVF in 1909 and served on the Vladivostok-Shanghai line.
(Reduced to 75%)
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France’s lax attitude towards neutrality was
strongly resented by Japan and threatened to draw
other nations into the conflict. Although paying lip
service to the strict terms required by international
law, French officials on the spot had frequently
turned a blind eye to the many infringements of
the code by the Russian fleet. If Japan chose to
treat French violation of her neutrality as an act of
war and called upon Britain to live up to the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance, France and Britain
would find themselves on opposite sides and the
precious entente cordiale lost in a clash of arms.
In the event, Japan decided not to stir up the
hornets’ nest.
The Third Pacific Squadron had left Libau on 15
February 1905, Admiral Nebogatov flying his flag
in the old battleship “Imperator Nicholai I” and
accompanied by the coastal defence ironclads
“Admiral Ushakov”, “Admiral Seniavine” and
“General Admiral Apraksin” and the cruiser
“Vladimir Monomach”, laid down in 1881. The
squadron's efficiency was in question from the
start, both on account of the poor state of the ships
and the rank insubordination of the crews. It
reached Port Said on 24 March and arrived at the
vicinity of Camranh Bay on 9 May, to be met by
Admiral Rozhdestvenski. Though outwardly
cordial, the relationship between the two Admirals
in the privacy of Rozhdestvenski’s cabin was cool.
Nebogatov complained afterwards that no plan of
action was discussed and that one of the few
orders he received from his Commander-in-Chief
was to repaint the funnels of his ships. On 25 May
Admiral Felkersham, who had been very ill from
the start of the voyage, died suddenly. He was put
in a coffin and his death kept secret, even from
Nebogatov, his pennant continuing to fly from the
flagship. By now suicides had become a daily
occurrence and mutiny was in the air because of
the bad food. “The journey of the damned” was
not yet over.

Japan’s day
Writing home to St. Petersburg from
his prison camp in Japan in the middle
of April, a Russian Naval Warrant
O f f i c e r co m m e n t e d : “ W e a r e
impatiently awaiting the sea battle
because we think it will bring us close
to a conclusion” (figure 27). His
sentiment was echoed all over a world
which had been
watching with
fascination as the voyage of the
Russian armada moved towards its
climax. On paper the two sides were
evenly matched; in the calibre of their
Figure 27.
Japanese card to St. Petersburg sent 31 March 1905 (=13 April new style) by Russian Naval Warrant
Officer held in POW camp at Matsuyama, Japan. Three-line SERVICE DES PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE
and oval Japanese censor chop,both in violet. Tokyo transit 26 April 05; received St. Petersburg 13 V 1905
(= 26 May new style) .
Message includes: “We are impatiently awaiting the sea battle because we think it will bring us close to a
conclusion”, referring to the impending Battle of Tsushima. (Reduced to 75%)
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big guns the Russians had the edge. In all other
respects there was no comparison. Overloaded
with coal, the Russian ships moved sluggishly; the
inexperienced crews had been at sea for seven
months and were physically and mentally drained
by their ordeal. By contrast, having disposed of
the Port Arthur squadron and rendered impotent
the few warships left at Vladivostok, Japan now
had many months in which to overhaul her ships
and recuperate her men and to sharpen their
nautical skills. The big problem for the
Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Combined
Fleet, Admiral Togo, was to ascertain which route
the Russian ships would take to reach
Vladivostok. There were three possibilities: the
direct route through the Straits of Tsushima,
between, Korea and Japan; a longer way round the
east coast of Japan and through the Tsuruga Straits
separating Japan’s two main islands; or the even
longer route through La Pérouse Strait between

Japan and Sakhalin Island. Rozhdestvenski gave
the game away by dismissing supply ships and
colliers to Shanghai. When this information
reached Togo he knew that the Straits of Tsushima
had been chosen. For the longer routes Rozhdest
venski would have needed the colliers.
On the morning of 27 May, as the Russians were
sighted entering the Straits, Togo, in his flagship
“Mikasa”, steamed out from his Korean base with
three other battleships and two armoured cruisers,
making up the First Division. Ships of the Second
and Fourth Divisions followed to complete a
formidable fighting force. As Rozhdestvenski's
fleet came into range, by a series of bold
manoeuvres Togo gained a position of advantage,
though for a time exposing himself to enemy fire.
The tactics and seamanship of the Japanese
commander drew admiration from the British
naval observer with Togo’s fleet, the monocled
Captain
( later
Admiral) W. C.
P a k e n h a m
(figure 28).

~~

m
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.

Figure 28.
Postcard showing “The loss of Russian fleet...” as imagined by a Japanese artist. Used from London to
Wellington, Somerset, 15 July 1906 , with KVII one-,penny stamp (not original).
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Most of the Japanese fire was directed at the
“Suvarov” and the “Oslyabya”, the latter still
flying the pennant of the dead Admiral
Felkersham. Soon both battleships were on fire;
the “Oslyabya”, with a huge hole in her side, went
down first. Four destroyers came in and picked up
about a third of her crew from the water. Astern of
the “Suvarov”, “Alexander III” and “Borodino”
were enveloped in smoke and flame. “Alexander
III” sank about 7 pm; of her 900 officer and men,
about sixty survived. As the day ended, the
“Borodino” went down with only one survivor.
During the night “Navarin” was hit by three
torpedoes. Everybody was ordered to jump
overboard, but only three men were saved. The
old “Dmitri Donskoi”, fighting to the end, with six
holes in her side, was scuttled on the shore. And
so it went on. There were many individual acts of
bravery, some unexpected. The little
“Kamchatka”, which should never have put to sea,
with all her senior officers killed, refused to
surrender and went down with colours flying. The
battleship “Orel”, which had more than her fair
share of land-lubbers and misfits, put up a
particularly courageous fight before she was
captured on the morning of 28 May.
In the meantime, Rozhdestvenski’s flagship
“Kniaz Suvarov” continued to draw gunfire from a
dozen Japanese ships. She was ablaze from end to
end, one of her masts gone and the decks piled
with debris and dead. Rozhdestvenski already
wounded and in great pain, received a shell
splinter to his head and another to his leg. The
torpedo-boat “Buini” came alongside to take off
the Admiral, who was now slipping in an out of
consciousness. From there he was transferred to
the destroyer “Bedovi”, which ran up both the
Admiral’s pennant and the Red Cross flag.
Rozhdestvenski was unconscious when the
“Bedovi” was stopped by a Japanese destroyer.
The captain of the enemy destroyer was
astonished to find that he had captured the
Commander-in-Chief of the Russian fleet. The
“Bedovi” was escorted under tow to the Japanese
naval base of Sasebo and the Russian Admiral put
into hospital. Amid the smoke and confusion it
was impossible to tell which Japanese ship had
sent the “Suvarov” to the bottom.
During the night of 27/28 May Admiral Enquist,
now flying his flag on the “Oleg”, together with
“Avrora” and “Zhemchug”, made several
unsuccessful attempts to break through to the
north. To elude the enemy ships he made for the
southern exit from the Tsushima Straits. He

I

reached Manila at the beginning of June, where
the ships were interned by the American
authorities.
By 11.15 am on the morning of 28 May Japanese
battleships, cruisers and destroyers had formed a
great circle around the remaining Russian ships,
now commanded by Admiral Nebogatov in the
“Imperator Nicholai I”. The carnage had been
terrible. Men were literally blown to pieces by the
Japanese broadsides and the decks of the Russian
ships were slippery with blood and bits of human
flesh. There were horrifying stories of wounded
men being thrown overboard or shot to silence
their cries. Nebogatov found a large white
tablecloth and had it hoisted as a signal of
surrender. Togo ignored it and continued to pound
the “Nicholai I” until her engines stopped. Only
then would the Japanese Commander receive
Nebogatov aboard and accept the surrender of the
Russian fleet.
The Battle of Tsushima was over and the post
mortem begun. Aside from superior seamanship
and higher morale, the speed of the Japanese ships
and the accuracy of their gunnery had played a
decisive role. At the beginning of the battle it was
reckoned that for every hit scored by the Russian
guns the Japanese replied with three. Later, the
ratio went up to four to one. Although the unequal
contest had dragged on for two days, Togo
believed that it was won in the first half-hour.
Japan had prepared for it for ten years. Of the
twelve Russian battleships, eight were sunk and
four captured. Of the cruisers, four were sunk, one
scuttled and three interned at Manila. Only the
“Almaz” (figure 29) escaped. Under cover of
darkness she had run undetected along the Korean
coast to Vladivostok, followed by two destroyers.
Of the remaining destroyers, four were sunk, one
captured, and one interned in Shanghai. Russian
casualties were 4,830 killed or drowned, just
under 7,000 taken prisoner and 1,862 interned in
neutral countries. Of the four Russian Admirals,
the Commander-in-Chief and his Second-inCommand were taken prisoner, one died before
the battle and the other fled to the safety of a
neutral port. The Japanese lost three torpedoboats. Their losses in men amounted to 110 killed
and 590 wounded, prisoners none.
The remnants of Russia’s First Pacific Squadron
lay sunk in the mud at the bottom of Port Arthur
harbour. Now, after months of preparation and
many more months at sea, her Second and Third
Pacific Squadrons had been wiped out in a matter
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Figure 29
A; A survivor of the Battle of Tsushima sends greetings to his nephew in St.Petersburg on a picturepostcard from Vladivostok 5 7 05, blue circular intaglio cachet reads CRUISER 2nd CLASS ALMAZ/
PACKET. Formerly the private yacht of Admiral Alexeiev, the “Almaz” was part of the ill-fated Second
Pacific Squadron. It was the only ship of the squadron larger than a destroyer to reach Vladivostok. In
World War I she was converted to a seaplane carrier and served with the Black Sea Fleet.
Handed over to France at the end of the war.
B, the “Almaz” and C, Admiral Eugene Alexeiev, Viceroy in the Far East, the original owner of the vessel,
the latter from a miniature postcard sent from Battersea, London, to Rochester, Kent, 13 March 1905,
using a KEVII halfpenny stamp (A & B Reduced to 75%)
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of hours. No nation had suffered a calamity at sea
of this magnitude for centuries. When the news
reached Russia the population was in a state of
shock, which rapidly changed to anger against the
government and the Naval Higher Command. The
fall-out from Tsushima was dramatic. The Grand
Duke Alexis, for twenty-four years the
Commander-in-Chief of the Imperial Russian
Navy, asked to be relieved of his post. Several
other resignations from the navy’s top-brass
followed. Preparations for a Fourth Pacific
Squadron were abandoned and the German
seamen recruited to man the ships were paid off
and sent home.Russia was facing the prospect of
losing the war. Time to find scapegoats.

surrender. Nebogatov and Clapier de Colongue
were sentenced to death, the sentences later
reduced to long terms of imprisonment.

Admiral Rozhdestvenski had returned from Japan
an emaciated and white-haired old man. He and
his chief of staff, Clapier de Colongue, and
Nebogatov were tried by court-martial in St.
Petersburg in the winter of 1906, along with
senior officers from the army. Rozhdestvenski had
insisted on being tried with his fellow officers,
whom he stoutly defended. He was acquitted on
account of being unconscious at the time of
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For more than seven months Admiral
Rozhdestvenski had borne an intolerable burden
of responsibility and had fought valiantly, making
the best use he could of second-rate ships and
poorly trained men. Nevertheless, he was made a
figure of fun by a section of the fickle Russian
public (figure 30). Admiral Togo received the
Grand Cordon of the Chrysanthemum, the highest
order in Japan. Only one man had ever received it
before. He became the “war god” of the Japanese
navy and the hero of a grateful nation.

8.
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a Hat.11y ... c11aMC9.

Figure 30.
Aftermath of the Battle of Tsushima.
Satirical cartoons express the Russian public’s dismay and contempt for the Naval Higher Command
(Reduced to 75%)
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THE RUSSIAN POST IN THE CHINESE EMPIRE
and
IMPERIAL RUSSIAN SHIP MAIL
Have you anything of Far Eastern or nautical flavour you would like to tell us about?
The articles now being serialised in the Journal under the headings “The China Shop” and
“The Captain’s Log” offer an opportunity to show your new find in the right company and to make your
comments and corrections or raise questions relating to these areas of collecting and research.
Please write, with photocopies where appropriate, to:
Dr. Raymond Casey
38 Reed Avenue
Orpington,
Kent BR6 9RX
U.K.

Writing an article for the Journal? - Some technical do's and don'ts
Please submit items to the editor as typed hard copy or electronic files. If you can only offer manuscript
please contact the editor first. It will help greatly if you can follow the guidelines below.

Hard Copy
TEXT Typing on one side of paper; clean black type; single column; double line spacing.
ILLUSTRATIONS Original item, print-out of scanned image, photograph, photocopy.

Electronic file
TEXT Normal or default body text in any of the common word processor formats, preferably in single
line spacing. There is no need to attempt to copy the format or even fonts used in the Journal but please
turn off auto-format modes. If you wish to offer paragraph formatting then do so manually.
ILLUSTRATIONS Any of the usual image file formats at a resolution of at least 300 dpi for a postcardsize image. Do not embed images in a text (e.g. Word) document - this creates a great deal of extra work.
Keep each image file separate. For colour reproduction, where the original item can not be made available
to the editorial team, please ask for a reference colour palette to include in the image. Do not send large
files over the ‘net’; they take too long to download. Floppy discs and CDs are acceptable.
Contact Dennis Page for technical advice and guidance.
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Advertising philately on postcards
Meer Kossoy (Israel)
A reproduction of an original postcard
sent in by John Walker was published in
the BJRP [1]. In his letter to the editor he
asked for help in finding answers to the
questions: when, by whom and for what
purpose was this card issued?
In publishing the present article the
author will endeavour to provide answers
to his questions in the hope that it will
also be of interest to other readers. He
would also like to introduce a number of
similar original postcards.
A partial answer to the questions above
can be found by analysing the card shown
in [1]. It can be established that it is a
postcard of Russia (Mi P26, issued 1913,
denomination 4 kopecks). The address
side is printed with the arms of Russia in
a rectangular frame on the top left and a
stamp bearing a portrait of Peter I
(Mi 82 / SG 129) on the top right. The
arms of both Russia and the stamp are
obscured on the card [1] by other
drawings typographed over them. For
instance, a logo of the magazine “Soviet
Philatelist” has been printed over the
image of the Russian arms. The logo
bears the inscription “PUBLICATION of
the MAGAZINE”/“Soviet Philatelist …”.

Translated by Alan Garside
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This logo enables an answer to be given to one of
the main questions raised – who issued cards of
this type? The inscription on the logo confirms
that the cards were issued by the editorial office of
the magazine “Soviet Philatelist”.
“Soviet Philatelist” was first published in August
1922 in Moscow. The magazine’s aims can best
be assessed from the advertisement announcing
subscriptions for 1923 which was published in the
first edition of the Catalogue of Postage Stamps of
the R.S.F.S.R. [2, p.32]. A slightly shortened
version of this advertisement is shown in figure 1.
According to the advertisement the magazine
would provide for:
a) theoretical development of philatelic
subjects;
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Figure 1.
Advertisement for “Soviet Philatelist”

b) popularisation and promotion of philately
among wide sections of society;
c) widespread news of philatelic life in the
USSR and other countries and also certain
other subjects.
The magazine would be published in Russian and
English. It enjoyed a wide circulation both in
Russia and abroad.
In September 1923 a constitution was approved
and the All-Russian Society of Philatelists was
formed. “Soviet Philatelist” became the society’s
official organ.
In the foreword to the catalogue [2, p.7] there is a
report that “Soviet Philatelist” would print all
additions, corrections and full information about
new issues of stamps. Of considerable interest to
researching philatelists is the announcement in an
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advertisement p ublished in th e
catalogue [2, p.31] – see figure 2. The
text reveals that a series of 12 philatelic
picture-postcards had been published
by the “Soviet Philatelist” magazine.
Given that the magazine first appeared
in August 1922 and the catalogue [2]
announcing publication of the series of
12 philatelic postcards was published at
the end of 1923 it can be deduced that
they were published during the interim.
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The postcards were advertisements for the
stamps they depicted, aimed especially at
foreign countries, but also serving to
popularise philately amongst Russian society.

Figure 2.
Advertisements for Philatelic Postcards and back numbers of
“Soviet Philatelist” for 1922.

postcard (as distinct from [1] which was).
The author knows of only one philatelic postcard
issued by “Soviet Philatelist” which is entirely
original, i.e. not printed on an Imperial Russian

Figure 3.
Postcard of Mi 155 / SG 199. “Into the Light”

0TKpbIToe n:ncbMo.
Carte-Postale.

Poslkarte.

I

T

Figure 4
Address side of figure 3
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Figure 3 shows the face of this card on which is
typographed in slate-blue a drawing of one of the
first standard stamps of the RSFSR (Mi
155 / SG 199, issued August 1921,
denomination 40 roubles). It is printed
on dense, white paper. The stamp
depicts a picture by the artist M.
Antonov, “Into the Light” a youth
victorious over a dragon.
Figure 4 shows the address side of
the card. In the top left-hand corner
the above mentioned logo of “Soviet
Philatelist” is printed in black
(dimensions of the logo 19x23
millimetres). There is no stamp in the
top right-hand corner but only the
printed outline of where to affix one.
The absence of a stamp is evidence
that this card is an entirely original
item issued by the magazine.
Presumably issuing entirely original
philatelic postcards proved costly,
since the decision was taken to
produce them by making use of
available supplies of Imperial Russian
cards which had been withdrawn from
postal circulation.
As a result of the October Revolution
of 1917 a new state was formed in
Russia – the Russian Soviet Federated
Socialist Republic (referred to as the
RSFSR). The Soviet government
forbade the use of the old symbols
such as the Imperial arms of Russia or
portraits of royalty.
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Figure 6.
Address side of figure 5

I'o.Aosa pa6'o 11ew.

Figure 5.
Postcard of Mi 208 / SG303.
Head of a Worker

In order to be able to use the Imperial
postcards withdrawn from circulation it
was necessary to obliterate the old
symbols – the arms of Russia and the
portrait of Czar Peter I. For this purpose
new drawings were printed over them.
It can be shown that during the earlier
period of their issue the “Soviet
Philatelist” postcards were printed over
with drawings different from those
described above in [1]. As an example
figure 5 shows the face of a card
(Mi P26) on which is typographed in
deep blue a drawing of a standard stamp
of the RSFSR (Mi 208 D / SG 303,
issued December 1922, denomination
10 roubles). The stamp depicts the head
of a worker, a drawing from a sculpture
by Ivan Shadr (1887-1941).

Figure 6SB.
Drawing of Hungarian Stamp
Mi 261. Karl Marx

Figure 6 shows the address side of this
card which bears a stamp and the arms
of Russia and also, printed over them in
black, new drawings can be seen.
To obliterate the image of the stamp with a
portrait of Peter I on the card it was printed over
with a new drawing depicting a stamp of the
Hungarian Soviet Republic (Mi 261, issued

June 1919 {with denomination
20 forints}) – see figure 6SB
(letter “S” indicates that the
drawing was printed on the
stamp and letter “B” indicates
a black drawing). The stamp
has a portrait of Karl Marx
(1818-1883) – the founder of
Scientific Communism. He
developed the theory and
tactics of the international
class struggle of the proletariat
and anticipated the socialist
revolution which took place
and was victorious in Russia.
In Hungary, also as a result of
a revolution, a soviet
republic was proclaimed in
March 1919, but it ceased to
exist at the beginning of
August in the same year.
However, the first portrait in
the world of Karl Marx
survived and now appeared
on a postcard issued in
Russia.

To obliterate the arms of
Russia depicted on the card a
new drawing was printed
over them in the form of the
Figure 6AB
arms
of the RSFSR – see
Arms of RSFSR
figure 6AB (letter “A”
indicates that the drawing was printed on the arms
and letter “B” indicates a black drawing).
A philatelic postcard on the address side of which
is printed a combination of new drawings “6SB”
and “6AB” we shall designate Type I.
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Figure 7 shows the face of a postcard
(Mi P26) on which are printed various
examples of overprints depicting a
trident – this is the arms of the Ukraine.
Overprints of this kind were made on
stamps of Russia from August to October
1918 in various postal districts and towns
of the Ukraine which led to a large number
of types and varieties of tridents. The
postcard with examples of tridents was
produced to help philatelists determine in
which town of the Ukraine overprints had
been made and also to check whether an
overprint was genuine by comparing it
with the original on the card.
On the address side of this card is printed
a Type I combination of new drawings.

';

r

Figure 8 shows the face of a postcard
(Mi P26) on which are printed various
examples of overprints on stamps of
Russia made during the period of the
English occupation of Batum (April
1919 – July 1920). The postcard was
produced to provide philatelists with
information about the stamps of Batum
and also to check whether an overprint
was genuine by comparing it with the
original on the card.
On the address side of this card is printed
a Type I combination of new drawings.
Presumably, printing a drawing of a
Hungarian stamp on a Russian postcard
was deemed counterproductive, besides
which, using a stamp of another country
is a philatelic incongruity. That is why
the drawing of a Hungarian stamp with
the portrait of Karl Marx was later
replaced with the logo of “Soviet
Philatelist” which served as an
advertisement for the magazine as well.
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Figure 7
Postcard of Ukrainian tridents
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Figure 8
Postcard of Batum overprints

By way of an example figure 9 shows the
face of a postcard (Mi P26 from the
collection of S. Stern, Israel) on which is
typographed in deep blue a drawing of a
commemorative stamp of the RSFSR
(Mi 195 / SG 283, issued November
1922, denomination 45 roubles). The
Figure 9.
stamp is from the series issued to
Postcard
of
Mi
195
/
SG
283.
5th Anniversary of October Revolution
commemorate the 5th anniversary of the
October Revolution. On the stamp the
artist I. Dubasov depicted a worker engraving the text of the commemorative plaque.
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Figure 10SB.
Logo of “Soviet Philatelist”

Figure 10.
Address side of figure 9

Figure 10 shows the address side of this
card which has a stamp and the arms of
Russia with new drawings visible which are
printed over them both in black. To
obliterate the image of the stamp with a
portrait of Peter I on the card it was printed
over with the logo of “Soviet Philatelist” –
see figure 10SB (letter “S” indicates that the
logo was printed on the stamp and letter “B”
indicates a black drawing) (dimensions of
the logo 19x23 millimetres) The logo bears
the inscription “PUBLICATION of the
MAGAZINE / Soviet Philatelist /
MOSCOW / Tverskoi Boulevard 12” in
Russian and English.

Figure 11
Postcard of RSFSR stamps

A drawing of the arms of the RSFSR is
printed over those of Russia – see figure 6AB
A philatelic postcard on the address side
of which is printed a combination of new
drawings “10SB” and “6AB” we shall
designate Type II.
Figure 11 shows the face of a postcard
(Mi P26) on which are printed various
examples of stamps of the RSFSR which
were issued during the period from
November 1918 to August 1923.
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On the address side of this card is printed
a Type II combination of new drawings.
Figure 12 shows the face of a postcard (Mi P26), on
which is printed illustrations of stamps from various
countries of the world: Estonia, Poland, Lithuania,
Germany, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Austria, Bavaria,
Hungary and Argentina. These stamps were issued

Figure 12.
Postcard of foreign stamps

during the period from January 1919 to September
1922.
On the address side of this card is printed a Type
II combination of new drawings.
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Figure 13.
Postcard of new soviet states’ stamps

Figure 15.
Postcard of design for children’s charity
stamp

Figure 14.
Address side of figure 13

Figure 13 shows the face of a postcard (Mi P26
from the collection of S.Stern, Israel), on which
are printed stamps of new soviet states: Hungary
(among these, with the stamp shown in figure
6SB, can be seen Georgia, Azerbaijan and
Armenia). All of these stamps were issued during
the period from June 1919 to February 1922.
Of considerable interest is the fact that this
particular postcard went through the post as a
registered item of local mail and was franked with
3 rare charity stamps issued in the series
“Philately for the Workers” (Mi 212 / SG 315
denomination 1+1 rouble, Mi 213 / SG 317
denomination 2+2 roubles and Mi 214 / SG 318
denomination 4+4 roubles.) The stamps were
issued on 1st May 1923.
The stamps of this issue were only on sale at
Moscow General Post Office on 1st May 1923

94

from 10am to 3pm. Half of the sum
shown on the stamp went to the postal
services and the other half went to the
famine relief fund. Thus the card was
franked with stamps of denomination 1
+ 2 + 4 roubles, totalling 7 roubles. The
postage was not paid for according to
tariff, which in the period 1.05.23 –
20.05.23 only came to 3 roubles for a registered
postcard. The stamps were cancelled with the
despatching postmark: “First day” - “MOSCOW /
Despatch Office 1 / No.2 / 1.5.23”.
Figure 14 shows the address side of the card
which bears a violet registered despatch mark and
the receiving postmark: “MOSCOW / 2.5.23”.
This date is further proof that the philatelic
postcard described above was not issued later than
1923.
On the address side of this card is printed a
Type II combination of new drawings.
Figure 15 shows the face side of one of the most
interesting of the philatelic postcards issued by
“Soviet Philatelist”. (Mi P26, from the collection of
S. Stern, Israel). Printed on red card is a drawing of
the d esign fo r a stamp “PH ILATELY of the
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Figure 17.
Address side of figure 16
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Figure 16.
Postcard of Mi XVII. Unissued USSR
airmail stamp

R.S.F.S.R. for the CHILDREN”.
This stamp was never issued and
few philatelists know about it.
Perhaps the drawing of the stamp
by the famous Soviet artist Natan
Altman (1889-1970) has been
preserved only on this philatelic
postcard.
One of the symbols of the State
arms is depicted on the stamp –
the hammer and sickle with the
inserted text: “ЦКПГ / при /
ВЦИК” (Central Committee for
Famine Relief of the All-Union
Central Executive Committee)
Underneath there is a symbolic
post horn. One interesting detail
is that in the circle of the horn
the word: “ROUB.(LE)” is
inserted, but no denomination is
indicated since it was proposed
to issue a series of stamps with
different denominations and
colours.
On the address side of this card
Type II
is printed a
combination of new drawings.

Figure 17SR.
Drawing of Mi 260A / SG 392

Figure 17AR
Logo of Soviet Philatelist
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On the address side of all of the
philatelic postcards described
above a combination of new
drawings Types I and II were
printed. However, the postcard
introduced in [1] was printed
with a combination of drawings
different from Types I and II.
Let us examine the combination
of drawings presented by [1].
To point to an example,
figure 16 shows the face of a
card (Mi P26) on which is
typographed in green a drawing
of an airmail stamp of the
USSR (Mi XVII /SG unofficial,
projected issue date August
1923, denomination 5 roubles.
Denoting the stamp with Roman
numerals indicates that it did
not go into circulation). A
drawing of an aeroplane by the
artist R. Zarrinsh is depicted on
the stamp.
Figure 17 shows the address
side of the postcard which has a
stamp and the arms of Russia
with new drawings printed over
them in red. To obliterate the
image of the stamp with a
portrait of Peter I on the card a
new drawing was printed over it
depicting a standard stamp of
the USSR (Mi 260A / SG 392),
issued May 1924, denomination
3 gold roubles)–see figure 17SR
(letter “S” indicates that the
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Figure 19.
Address side of figure 19

Figure 18.
Postcard of Mi 215C / SG 320a.
Red Army soldier

drawing was printed on the stamp and letter “R”
that the colour is red) (dimensions of the drawing
26x32 millimetres). The stamp depicts a soldier of
the Red Army, from a sculpture by I. Shadr.
To obliterate the arms of Russia depicted on the
card, a new drawing was printed over them
depicting the logo of the “Soviet Philatelist”
magazine – see figure 17AR (letter “A” indicates
that the logo was printed on the arms and letter
“S” that the colour is red) (dimensions of the logo
26x32 millimetres). The logo in figure 17AR
differs in colour and size from the one in figure
10SB.

Figure 19SV
As Figure 17SR with additional markings

important information for philatelists – “number
issued 5000”.
A philatelic postcard on the address side of which
is printed a combination of new drawings “17SR”
and “17AR” as well as the vertical line and new
texts will be designated Type III.

As well as the new drawings illustrated in figure
17SR and figure 17AR the card was also printed
with a vertical dividing line and with the spaces
either side of it headed “FOR LETTER” and
“FOR ADDRESS”. The new drawings, vertical
line and headings are printed in a deeper shade of
red compared with the drawings and text already
on the card. This is particularly noticeable by
comparing the shades of colour in which the
headings “POST CARD” and “FOR LETTER”
are printed.

Figure 18 shows the face of a philatelic postcard
(Mi P26) on which is typographed in red a
standard stamp of the RSFSR (Mi 215C /SG 320a,
issued May 1923, denomination 3 roubles). The
stamp depicts a Red Army Soldier from a
sculpture by I. Shadr. A card like this was
introduced earlier in [1].

On the lower part of the card, additional text is
printed in black with publishing details including

Figure 19 shows the address side of this card on
which is printed the above-mentioned combination
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of new drawings and texts typical of Type III.
However, compared with [1] and also with
figure 17 there are several differences, namely that
beside the drawing printed on the stamp there is a
violet overprint in the form of a figure “5”. This
figure is crossed out in pencil and alongside is
written a circled number “10”. On the lower part of
the drawing there is a violet overprint “15”. In this
overprint the first digit is somewhat distorted,
therefore the overprint was probably made with a
rubber stamp. The overprint is shown enlarged in
figure 19SV (“V” = violet).

To obliterate the image of the stamp with a
portrait of Peter I on the card a new drawing was
printed over it depicting a standard stamp of the
USSR (Mi 261C / SG 393, issued May 1924,
denomination 5 golden roubles) – see figure 21SR
(letter “S” indicates that the drawing is printed on
the stamp and letter “R” that the colour is red).
The stamp depicts a worker, from a sculpture by
I. Shadr.

There are no overprints at all on any of the other
philatelic postcards described above, not even on
the one with the same illustration presented in [1].
The author does not know the meaning of these
overprints, which were not made on the whole
issue but just on individual cards. It could be that
the figures indicated the price per card, which at
different times changed from 5 to 10 and then to
15 kopecks. Perhaps the card with the overprints
served as the sample of a batch of postcards and
was offered to customers for examination.
Figure 20 shows the face of a card (Mi P26) on
which is typographed in green a drawing of a
standard stamp of the RSFSR (Mi XIV C/SG T84,
prepared for use May 1923 but not issued,
denomination 2 roubles). The stamp depicts a
peasant, from a sculpture by I. Shadr.
Figure 21 shows the address side of this postcard
which has a stamp and the arms of Russia with
new drawings printed over them in red.

Figure 20
Postcard of Mi XIV C / SG T84. Peasant
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Figure 21

Figure 21SR

Address side of figure 20

Drawing of Mi 261C /SG393
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To obliterate the arms of Russia on the card a new
drawing was printed over them depicting the logo
of the “Soviet Philatelist” magazine similar to that
in figure 17AR.
A philatelic postcard on the address side of which
is printed a combination of new drawings “21SR”
and “17AR” as well as the vertical line and new

texts will be designated Type IV.
Presumably replacing the drawing 17SR with
drawing 21SR can be explained by the fact that
after civil war, famine and ruination in the USSR
there began an epoch of building a new life for
which a worker was a more appropriate symbol
than a Red Army soldier.

Figure 22 shows the
face of a card
(Mi P26) on which is
typographed in green
a drawing of a stamp
from the first series
issued in the USSR
(Mi 225C / SG 326a,
issued August 1923,
den o m i na tio n
2
roubles). The stamp
depicts a sower from
a drawing by the
artist G. Pashkov.
The series was
issued
for
th e
opening of the AllRussian Exhibition
of Agriculture and
Craft Industry which
took
place
in
Moscow from 17th
August until 2nd
November 1923.

Figure 22
Postcard of Mi 225C / SG326a.
Sower
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Figure 23
Postcard of Mi 227C / SG 328a.
View of Exhibition

On the address side of this card is printed a Type IV combination of new drawings and texts.
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On the address side of this card is
printed a Type IV combination of
new drawings and texts.
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Figure 24
Address side of figure 13
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Figure 23 shows the face of a card
(Mi P26) on which is typographed in
a rose colour the drawing of a stamp
(Mi 227C / SG 328a, issued August
1923, denomination 7 roubles). The
stamp depicts a general view of the
exhibition, from a drawing by G.
Pashkov).

Figure 24 shows the address side of a
postcard (from the collection of Y.
Levit, Israel) which has on its face side
a similar drawing to that in figure 23.
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On the card is printed a combination of new
drawings and texts typical of Type IV. However,
compared with Type IV there is a number of
differences, namely that beside the drawing printed
on the stamp there is a violet overprint in the form
of a figure “5”. This overprint is similar in type and
colour to the one shown in figure 19. In contrast to
figure 19, where the number “10” is entered in
pencil, here, another overprint was made on top of
the overprint “5” in the form of “10K,” (10
kopecks) – instead of a full stop a comma was used
in error. The explanation of these overprints is
perhaps much the same as for figure 19. The
overprints are shown enlarged in figure 24SV
(colour violet).
Analysis shows that all of the philatelic postcards
with drawings of the stamps Mi 260A / SG 392 or
Mi 261C / SG 393, that is, postcards with the
combination of drawings Type III or IV, were
printed after May 1924 (the date of issue of the
stamps printed on them). Therefore, it can be
established that the postcards with Type III or IV
drawings could not have been included in the
series of 12 postcards put on sale in 1923 – see
advertiser’s announcement in figure 2.
It can be concluded that Type I or II
combinations of drawings were printed on the
series of 12 postcards. Out of the series of 12
postcards 8 have been presented in this article (or
9 if the postcard shown in figures 3 and 4 was
included in the series).
Thus 4 or 3 postcards of the series have not yet
been described in philatelic literature and so the
author appeals to fellow philatelists to continue
the search for and to describe postcards of this
kind, since interesting discoveries are possible,
such as an unknown design for a stamp as in
figure 15.
It is possible that the 5 postcards with Type III or
IV combinations of drawings are part of a new
series, which was issued after May 1924. The
author has no information about the number of
cards issued in this series.
The questions arise, why are these postcards virtually
unknown to a wide circle of philatelists and why is
there no information about them? This situation can
best be explained by the fact that their issue was
relatively small – 5000 copies, and possibly the issue
of the first series was even smaller. The postcards
were issued 1923 – 1924 during the pre-war period,
and a great deal of valuable material was destroyed
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Figure 24SV
As Figure 21SR with additional markings

by the war. Furthermore, the postcards were
expensive therefore it is likely that a part of the issue
was not sold. As a price comparison, the
advertisements in figure 2 show that “Soviet
Philatelist” was 35 kopecks per copy while postcards
cost 50 kopecks each - 1½ times the cost of the
magazine.
Earlier in the article it was demonstrated that to
conceal the stamp of Imperial Russia printed on a
postcard a drawing in the form of the logo of
“Soviet Philatelist” was printed over it. It can be
confirmed that in order to continue to use old
stocks of postal stationery not only postcards but
also stamped envelopes and wrappers were
converted in this way.
As an example figure 25 shows the address side of
the envelope of an inter-town/city registered letter,
which according to the blackish-green wording
printed on the envelope was despatched by “The
Commissioner for Philately …. at the All-Russian
Agricultural Aid Committee of the All-Russian
Central Executive Committee”. This wording is
witness to the fact that in the first years of the
USSR philately played an important part in the
restoration and development of the country. The
letter was franked with four 3 golden kopeck
stamps
(Mi 244A / SG 360), overall sum 12
golden kopecks, which is fully in accordance
with the tariff (1.10.23-1.11.24) for an intertown/city registered letter. The stamps are
cancelled with the despatching postmark:
“MOSCOW / 21.5.24”.
If the upper pair of stamps is peeled back, beneath
them is revealed a 14 kopeck Imperial stamp with
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Figure 25SG
Logo of “Soviet Philatelist”

Figure 25
Adapted registered envelope

a portrait of Elizabeth II (Mi 85 / SG 132),
over which has been printed the logo of the
“Soviet Philatelist” magazine – see figure 25SG
(letter “S” indicates that the drawing was printed
on the stamp and the letter “G” indicates that the
drawing is blackish-green in colour) (dimensions
of the logo 26x32 millimetres).
Figure 26 shows the reverse side of an envelope
which has an advertisement for “Soviet Philatelist”
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“Enclosure of philatelic
material… / examined and
passed for unimpeded / export.
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printed on it in English and also a
receiving postmark:
“BAKU /
26.5.24” This letter would have
contained philatelic material (stamps
or vouchers), therefore, after
examination 3 international philatelic exchange
control stamps were affixed to the envelope
(2
stamps of 1 golden kopeck denomination (Mi IIa /
SG 401) and 1 of 10 golden kopecks denomination
(Mi IId / SG 404). These stamps did not signify
payment of postage but were used for the collection
of customs duty on philatelic exchanges. The
amount of duty depended on the quantity and value
of the stamps despatched, the value being defined
by the “Ivert et Tellier” catalogue. An enclosure of
stamps up to the value of 2,000
francs incurred duty of 12 golden
kopecks, which corresponds to the
overall sum of the control stamps
affixed to the envelope. The control
stamps are cancelled with a
triangular violet handstamp with the
inscription:

Sp_ec\ •

\

.

AUTHORITY: Decree of the
All-Russian Central Executive
Committee and the C.P.C.
(Council of People’s
Commissars) of 21.IX.22 and the
C.P.C. of the USSR of 2/VIII.23.
:.

....

Figure 26
Envelope with exchange control stamps
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No.2585 (number entered
in pencil). Commissioner
(Signature)”.
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Figure 27 shows the address side of a registered
inter-town/city wrapper in which printed matter
was despatched (indicated to the left above the
address). According to the text, printed in black,
the wrapper, just like the letter in figure 25, was
despatched by the Commissioner for Philately…

The wrapper was franked with 8 stamps,
denomination 3 golden kopecks (Mi 244A /
SG360) and 2 stamps, denomination 1 golden
kopeck (Mi 228I / SG335), overall sum 26 golden
kopecks. The stamps were cancelled with the
despatching postmark: “MOSCOW / 30.4.24”.
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Figure 27
Address side of adapted wrapper

If the stamp above the address is peeled back it
reveals beneath, printed on the wrapper, a 2 kopeck
Imperial Russian Stamp with the diagonal overprint:
“CHINA” (Mi S2 B) and over that is printed the logo
of “Soviet Philatelist” magazine – see figure 27SB
(letter “S” indicates that the drawing is printed on the
stamp, letter “B” indicates that it is in black)
(dimensions of the logo 18x23 millimetres).
Figure 27 SB
Logo of “Soviet Philatelist”
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Figure 28 shows the reverse side of the wrapper
with an advertisement for “Soviet Philatelist”
magazine printed in Russian and English as well
as the receiving postmark: “BAKU / 6.5.24”.
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Figure 28
Reverse side of figure 27
Editor’s note. Cards and covers are reproduced at 75%; details at 200%.

Advertising in BJRP
Reach the real collectors.
Would you like to take advantage of limited space available in future issues.
You can take the inside or outside back cover; a full or half inside page.
For further details and offers, please contact
Mr Terry Page.

30, Furze Lane, Purley Surrey, CR8 3EG, UK .
e-mail terry.page1@btinternet.com
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Shadrinsk Zemstvo stamp investigation -progress report
George G Werbizky (Vestal, New York)
Three journals, “The British Journal of Russian
Philately” No. 91, August 2004, England,
“Philately” No. 2, February 2004, Russia, and
“Rossica” No. 142, spring 2004, USA, published
my note that described and illustrated possibly an
unrecorded Shadrinsk zemstvo stamp, found on a
picture postcard, mailed in May, 1918. In that note
I requested journal readers to comment on this
find because I’m trying to establish if the stamp is
genuine or not. The response came from Messrs.
Alexander I. Epstein, Estonia, and late V. Yudkin,
Russia, both eminent and knowledgeable
philatelists. The problem is that their opinions are
diametrically opposed: it is Mr. Epstein’s opinion
that the postcard, including the stamp, is genuine,
white Mr. Yudkin thinks that the stamp is not
genuine. The summary of the two opinions is as
follows:
1. Both respondents agree that the Shadrinsk
zemstvo and government postal cancels are
genuine and that the 20 kopeck government stamp
represents the correct fee for a postcard for that
period of time.
2. The denomination of the 15 kopeck Shadrinsk
zemstvo stamp is in line with local Sovdep1 issues
in neighbouring zemstvos in the Perm guberniya:
15 kopeck Perm zemstvo and 10 kopeck Cherdyn
zemstvo. Other zemstvos, like Krasnoufimsk and
Solikamsk, surcharged existing pre-1917 stamps
with numeral “20”, states Mr. Yudkin. Thus there
is no argument on this point.
3. Mr. Yudkin continues: “The Shadrinsk zemstvo
postal cancel is applied very carefully, so that the
impression is complete. As a rule, the Shadrinsk
cancel was applied carelessly. It is possible that
the sender glued the 15 kopeck stamp himself in
Shadrinsk and then very carefully cancelled it at
the zemstvo PO and repeated the process in the
government PO. Further, the pattern of the
background of the stamp is unusual for locally
printed stamps.’

I

4. Mr. Epstein replies: “As I understand it, he
(Mr. Yudkin) does not consider the whole
postcard a forgery - and the precision of the cancel
is not a valid argument”. Here I can add that in my
collection I have several covers with Shadrinsk
zemstvo PO cancels. There are cancels that were
applied carelessly and there are cancels that were
applied with care and are complete. Mr. Epstein
continues: “Where else but in the area of Ural and
beyond Ural could the stamp have been printed if,
in fact, it was used in 1918? If this was a philatelic
swindle, other examples of this stamp would have
surfaced - just one stamp was not printed and the
producer and owner of stamps would have made
sure that there was advertisement for his product.
5. Mr. Yudkin has examined available documents
from that time and found no references to the
Shadrinsk zemstvo stamp. (For the sake of brevity
I’m not quoting these documents. If one is
interested, I’ll send him or her copies of the
letters.) Mr. Epstein argues that in all probability
the number of stamps printed was small and was
used up when the ‘Whites’ reoccupied this area. It
is also possible that other mailed items with this
stamp were lost in the turmoil of the Civil war and that is where the uniqueness of this postcard
comes from.
In summary, arguments ‘for’ are just as good as
arguments ‘against’. I personally vote ‘for’.
It is obvious that the argument ‘for’ and ‘against’
would have been settled if a printed reference had
been found. However, we know of zemstvo
stamps that were issued during the Civil War that
were discovered years later. Discoveries include
issues of Sovdeps as well as by White forces. I’ll
continue to search for definitive proof ‘for’ or
‘against’ this stamp.
1

Sovdep = Soviet deputies, administrative unit organized by
Bolsheviks as a replacement for zemstvos.
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Postal rates for banderols abroad in Imperial and
Soviet Russia (1866-1923)
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)
The following table with the foreign postal rates
for banderols supplements those given in my
previous article (BJRP 91, 64-66). The
Date

Printed matter
1,2

construction of the rates was based on the same
principles stated there. The same concerns the area
of their application.

Business papers

Samples

Registration

01.01.1866
19.06.18753
20.03.1879
01.04.1889

2 k/40 g
2 k/50 g
2 k/50 g
2 k/50 g

2 k/50 g
2 k/50 g, min. 7 k
2 k/50 g, min. 10 k

2 k/40 g
2 k/50 g
2 k/50 g, min. 3 k
2 k/50 g, min. 4 k

10 k + 5 k (for receipt)
7k
10 k

01.09.1917
10.03.1918
07.06.1920

4 k/50 g
6 k/50 g
1 r/50 g

4 k/50 g, min. 20 k
6 k/50 g, min. 30 k
1 r/50 g, min. 5 r

4 k/50 g, min. 8 k
6 k/50 g, min. 12 k
1 r/50 g, min. 2 r

20 k
30 k
5r

Early 19214
15.08.19215
25.08.1921
21.11.19216
22.02.1922
01.04.1922
30.04.1922
01.07.19227
25.10.1922
10.11.1922
09.01.19238
19.02.1923
06.04.1923
08.05.1923
20.08.1923
04.09.1923
16.09.1923
01.10.1923

2 r/50 g
2 r/50 g, min. 4 r
2 r/50 g, min. 10 r
10 r
According to the domestic postal rates introduced on this day
200 r/50 g
200 r/50 g, min. 1000 r 200 r/50 g, min. 400 r
1000 r
1000 r/50 g
1000 r/50 g, min. 5000 r 1000 r/50 g, min. 2000 r 5000 r
3000 r/50 g
3000 r/50 g, min. 15000 r 3000 r/50 g, min. 6000 r 15000 r
6000 r/50 g
6000 r/50 g, min. 30000 r 6000 r/50 g, 12000 r
30000 r
40000 r/50 g
40000 r/50 g, min. 40000 r/50 g, min. 80000 200000 r
9 r/50 g
9 r/50 g, min. 18 r
9 r/50 g, min. 45 r
45 r
15 r/50 g
15 r/50 g, min. 75 r
15 r/50 g, min. 30 r
75 r
30 r/50 g
30 r/50 g, min. 150 r
30 r/50 g, min. 60 r
150 r
70 k/50 g
70 k/50 g, min. 3 r 50 k 70 k/50 g, min. 1 r 40 k 3 r 50 k
1 r/50 g, min. 5 r
1 r/50 g
1 r/50 g, min. 2 r
5r
1 r 30 k/50 g
1 r 30 k/50 g, min. 6 r 50 1 r 30 k/50 g, min. 2 r 60 6 r 50 k
2 r/50 g
2 r/50 g, min. 4 r
2 r/50 g, min. 10 r
10 r
3 r/50 g
3 r/50 g, min. 6 r
3 r/50 g, min. 15 r
15 r
4 r/50 g
4 r/50 g, min. 8 r
4 r/50 g, min. 20 r
20 r
6 r/50 g
6 r/50 g, min. 12 r
6 r/50 g, min. 30 r
30 r
9 r/50 g
9 r/50 g, min. 18 r
9 r/50 g, min. 45 r
45 r

16.10.19239

4 k/50 g

4 k/50 g, min. 20 k

4 k/50 g, min. 8 k

20 k

Notes
1. To the States of the German Postal Union, Austria, the Netherlands, and Sweden. Mail to other States was prepaid
according to individual sets of rates.
2. This set included also the rate of 2 k per sheet of advertisements.
3. To the States – UPU members. Individual postal rates were applied to the non-members.
4. These rates were in effect not everywhere being applied only in some regions, in particular, Ukraine.
5. These rates were in effect not everywhere.
6. There was no common date of introduction of this and other sets of rates (the date indicated in italics is the date of
issuing the corresponding circular): they should be introduced after the reception of the circular.
7. In Roubles of 1922 = 10,000 former roubles.
8. In Roubles of 1923 = 100 Roubles of 1922.
9. In gold Kopecks.
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The Captain’s Log. 3
Raymond Casey
This section of the Log focuses on ship mail from
the Rivers Dnieper and Southern Bug, part of the
Black Sea basin. Compared with the strong
representation of the River Volga in ship mail
collections, material from these two rivers is much
scarcer and gaps in knowledge more numerous.
Many cancellations are known from one or two
examples only and the existence of others, as yet
unrecorded, is a foregone conclusion. All recorded
material relates to stretches along the lower
reaches of the rivers. Although a vast area of the

middle and upper reaches of the Dnieper and its
tributaries was served by post-passenger steamers,
not a single item of mail cancelled on one of these
ships has come to my notice. Here is a corner of
Russian postal history that deserves a closer look.
Ship mail collectors can help by checking their
holdings of Dnieper and Southern Bug mail
against the listings given below and reporting any
cancellations omitted and any items extending
known dates of usage.
Readers are reminded that the
same conventions and
abbreviations are used
throughout this series (see
BJRP No.90, p.44) and that,
unless otherwise stated,
illustrated material is from the
author’s collection.

Kiev

100 miles (160 km.)

RIVER DNIEPER

t

N

ikopol

Black Sea
Crimea

Figure 1
Sketch-map of middle and lower reaches of the River Dnieper (with two
of its tributaries) and the River Southern Bug. Town names are those
current during the Imperial regime.
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With a length of 1,420 miles
(2,290 km) the Dnieper is the
third longest river of Europe
after the Volga and the Danube.
It is an important traffic artery
and is Ukraine’s main river
network. Rising in the Valdai
Hills near Moscow, it flows in
a southerly direction through
present-day Belarus and
Ukraine, turning southeast at
Kiev and then swinging
southwest at Zaporizhzhya
(formerly Aleksandrovsk) to
enter the Black Sea via a long
estuary (figure 1). Its principal
tributaries are the Pripyat,
Sozh, Desna and Ingulets.
Since Imperial times the
configuration of the river has
changed, notably by the
building of the Dnieper Dam
near
Zaporizhzhya
(Aleksandrovsk) in the 1930s,
an engineering and
environmental disaster creating
an enormous flood-plain and
forcing 10,000 farmers off the
land.
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Xepoon"b.-llrrsson ..\t 4.
Odessa-Kherson
P. ~- II . T. u11.po.:u:i,1-.
,.rp
The transmission of ordinary
correspondence between Odessa and
Russian towns situated along the Black
Sea, such as Kherson, began in 1847 and
was carried out by government steamers of
the Novorossiisk Territory. In 1856, when
the Russian Company for Steam Shipping
and Trade (ROPiT) received its charter, the
Company was obliged to establish services
over this region, including a line between
Odessa and Kherson, at the head of the
Dnieper estuary (figure 2). In accordance
with the contract drawn up between the
Postal Administration and ROPiT, ratified
Figure 2
on 18 December 1857, mail was to be ROPiT wharf at Kherson with ROPiT ship "Graf Platov" alongside.
conveyed free of charge. For the most part
(From a picture-postcard in the collection of Mr. J. Moyes).
this was delivered to the ship or the wharf
in sealed bags by the post office, to be conveyed by
of the same publication states that all types of
the Company to the post office of destination.
correspondence can now be accepted on this line.
Sometime between 1872 and 1874 is the likely date
However, boxes for mailing letters addressed to
for the provision of ambulant post offices carrying
Russian destinations had to be displayed on each
identifying cancellers on the ROPiT ships serving
steamer. Letters had to be enclosed in stamped
the Odessa-Kherson line. Such a date coincides
envelopes or prepaid with adhesive postage stamps.
with the introduction of onboard cancellers for the
The keys for the external boxes were in the custody
Odessa-Batum and Odessa-Kerch-Poti lines.
of the commander of the vessel; those for the
Possibly similar cancellers existed for the Odessainternal boxes were held by the post office.
Kherson run, with posthorns or a fleuron at foot (T
Passengers were not allowed to carry sealed letters
& S, 1958, p.184), though to date nothing earlier
on their person (Sokolov, 1964, pp. 16-18).
than the 1880s has come to light and these are of a
At this early date mail would have been cancelled
different style, as described below.
at the office of dispatch or receipt on shore and
would not be identifiable as ship mail. As late as
1A. Steamship/ Odessa-Kherson. Single-circle 26mm
1872 only ordinary correspondence was accepted
diameter with PARAKHOD’ at top and ODESSA
on the Odessa-Kherson line according to the
KHERSON’ at bottom, rhomboid pattern of four
official post office list. However, the 1874 edition
small dots at sides, date in three lines (figure 3B).
rTfl'le'JH~

11

n;u,T0&1, ~.
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BCEMII'Hhllf Il
UNION PO~Tf

OTKPbITOE m1

-------··· ·---··-· f71~ .- ~ ~. .- "(.rLcil_
~---- ,. . . ,. ·-· - .l;..7,t
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-== k~:t · • ·

B

A
Figure 3
A. Block of 1k on card to Scotland cancelled on Kherson-Odessa Steamship 16 April 1904.
B. Similar block showing cancellation of Odessa-Kherson Steamship 6 May 1903 (month and year plugs transposed).
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1B. Steamship/Kherson-Odessa. As 1A but
with inscription KHERSON’-ODESSA at
bottom (figures 3A, 4). Known dates of usage
for both 1A and 1B: 1887-1905. The original
of figure 4 was offered as lot 447 in the sale of
the H.C. Goss collection in February 1958
(estimate £40) and again as lot 290 in the
second Goss sale in November 1958 (estimate
£75) (both Robson Lowe, London). It was one
of my earliest purchases, in the 1960s, from a
well-known London dealer. On each occasion
it was sold for the stamps franking the cover 
a vertical imperforate pair of the 7k 1883-88
issue - and no mention was made of the rare
ship cancellation. In this example the date - 13
May 1887 - has the month inverted. An
illustration of this postmark given by Luchnik
(1970, p.37, figure 1g) dated 1 May 1887,
also with month inverted, was probably taken
from the same example, the figure ‘3’ being
omitted from his drawing.
2. Odessa-Kherson/Steamship. Double-oval
31mm - 26mm X 20mm-15mm with
inscription ODESSA-KHERSON’ occupying
upper three-quarters and abbreviation PAR.
enclosed between small asterisks at the bottom;
date between bars across the centre.
The only known example is shown in figure 5. It
cancels a 3k stamp on the back of a coloured
viewcard of the quay on the River Dnieper at
Kiev, dated 27 12 12. It sent New Year’s greetings
to a zemstvo doctor at Zlatopol, Kiev Guberniya,
arriving two days after posting. This oval type of
canceller was almost certainly brought into use

h,,

C;

;I',?-/ / /,

=

,-

~ ~ # ~ / / ¥-;
c/4-L / :J~~ ·7 /{J-

Ut:l~K?-c. __,

c;__~ /4b,,/'(/
1/

Figure 4
Imperforate
pair of 7k
1883-88
issue on
cover to
A
B
Odessa.
A. Cancelled on Kherson-Odessa Steamship 13 May
1887 (month plug inverted).
B. Received (backstamp) Odessa Border P.O. same day.
around 1905-1906. The complementary postmark
used on the return journey, with inscription
KHERSON’-ODESSA, remains to be found. Like
its circular predecessor, it carries no serial letter or
number, suggesting the possibility that only one
vessel on this line was equipped with postal
facilities.

Figure 5
Viewcard of River Dnieper at Kiev addressed to Zlatopol, 3k
stamp cancelled oval Odessa-Kherson Steamship 27 12 12.
Received Zlatopol two days later.

Kherson-Aleksandrovsk
The 1972 postal guide says that only
ordinary mail was accepted on the
Odessa-Kherson from Kherson line.
By time the 1874 edition appeared the
line had been extended upriver from
Kherson to Berislav, Kakhovka and
Nikopol, and now accepted all types
of correspondence. This situation is
repeated in the 1878 and 1881 postal
guides. However, in the latter edition
the Odessa-Kherson and KhersonNikopol lines are listed separately. In
the 1886 edition the Odessa-Kherson
line is treated as one of the Black Sea
services and the line from Kherson is
further extended up the River Dnieper
to Aleksandrovsk. ROPiT guides and
timetables refer to these two routes
respectively as the Kherson Line and
the Dnieper Line.
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A ROPiT timetable poster of 1895 offers the
passenger using the Dnieper Line the choice of
travelling on a fast service or taking the more
leisurely postal steamer. The “fast” ship left
Kherson on Saturday at 5 o’clock in the evening
and arrived at Aleksandrovsk at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon (journey time 23 hours). The postal
steamer left at 15 minutes to midnight on Friday
night and reached Aleksandrovsk early Sunday
morning (exact time not specified) (journey time

about 30 hours). During the next few years the
service was considerably expanded and
accelerated. A ROPiT poster of 1904 (figure 6
shows that another 11 stops had been added
between Kherson and Aleksandrovsk and that a
flotilla of post-passenger vessels was operating
daily to and from these towns with a journey time
of only 28½ hours, despite the more numerous
ports of call).
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Figure 6
Part of ROPiT timetable poster advertising daily sailings of post-passenger ships from Odessa to Aleksandrovsk
and back with change of ship at Kherson. Note also Nikolaev-Aleksandrovsk line via Kherson and Nikopol (daily
except Saturdays). (Reduced to 60%.)
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It is possible that ships’ post offices on the
Dnieper Line used cancellers in the 1870s and
early 1880s inscribed KHERSON’ - NIKOPOL’
and NIKOPOL’ - KHERSON’, though none has
been discovered to my knowledge. What little is
known from this line is described below. All are of
the highest rarity, some recorded here for the first
time.

p.73) were wrong in thinking the example in the
Liphschutz collection was the only one known,
there are probably no more than 10 spread
through the collections. Mandrovskii (1987, p.34)
records it on stamps and pieces with date of usage
not established. The covers and card shown in
figure 7 fix a period of usage between 1885 and
1892, which agrees with inauguration of the
Kherson-Aleksandrovsk line between 1883 and
1886 as indicated by the postal guides. Whether a
complementary
KHERSON’
ALEKSANDROVSK’ postmark ever existed in
this style is questionable. A bigger question-mark
hangs over the identity of the company using this
unique canceller. My collection of ships’
timetable posters shows that more than one
concern ran a
passenger-cargo
service
along
the
lower
reaches of the
•
Dnieper, though
I have been
unable to find
mention of any
other
postal
service in these
waters but that
of ROPiT.

1. Aleksandrovsk-Kherson/ for obliterating stamps.
Oval frame 35mm X 24mm enclosing cursive
inscription reading ALEKSANDROVSK’KHERSON’ around periphery and DLYA/
UNICHTOZHENIYA/MAPOK’ across centre in
three lines. Sketch of smoking steamer at base, no
date (figure 7).
There
is
something of a
mystery
about
this
strange
postmark.
A l t h o u g h
Antonini
&
Grasset
(1984,
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A

“The smoking steamer”
( slightly enlarged)

Figure 7
A. 3k stationery card to Stuttgart, Germany, message in German, addressed from Kronau,
on the Ingulets tributary of the Dnieper, 26 May 1885; received Kherson two days later.
B, C. Cover (7k stamp on reverse) and 7k stationery envelope to Odessa; one received Kherson
4 August 1892 and Odessa next day, the other received Kherson 24 September 1886 and Odessa same day.
All cancelled by dateless “smoking steamer” oval postmark with cursive inscription
“Aleksandrovsk-Kherson/for obliterating stamps”.
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Yet I am reluctant to ascribe this unorthodox
postmark to ROPiT, which, in keeping with its
official status, used cancellers conforming to
standards set by the Postal Administration.
Comparison of this “smoking steamer” postmark
with the pictorial sealing label and logo of the
Company for Steam Shipping on the Dnieper and
its Tributaries raises a suspicion that this
Company, rather than ROPiT, may have been
responsible for its production and use (figure 17).
To date I have found nothing in the literature to
say that the Dnieper and Tributaries Company,
based on Kiev, ever ventured further south than
Ekaterinoslav, but the literature available to me,
like postal material, is incomplete. The earliest
known use of this postmark is on the card
illustrated in figure 7. It was written from Kronau,
a good 100 km up the winding River Ingulets, a
tributary of the Dnieper, and received at Kherson

A

two days later (28 May 1885). This would seem to
rule out ROPiT as the carrier, since that Company
did not serve the Dnieper tributaries. For the time
being, the question as to the source of the
“smoking steamer” postmark must remain
unanswered.
2. Steamship/ Kherson-Aleksandrovsk. Singlecircle 27 mm diameter with PAROKHOD’ at top
and KHERSON’-ALEKSANDROVSK’ at
bottom, serial number at sides, cross-shaped date.
Known period of use: 1901-1903.
The three cards shown in figure 8 bear the sole
representatives of this rare postmark known to me
and hitherto omitted from the literature. Two (with
serial ‘2’) are from the same correspondence, to
Pirot, Serbia, posted exactly a year apart. The third
bears the only known example of serial ‘1’. All are
poor to fair strikes. They are the tip of the iceberg.
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Figure 8
A. Picture-postcard to Ekaterinoslav,
3k stamp cancelled circular
Steamship /1/Kherson-Aleksandrovsk
10 VII 1903.
B, C. Two picture-postcards to Pirot,
Serbia, with similar cancellation but
serial number ‘2’ dated 19 VII 1901
and 19 VII 1902 respectively.
Postmark drawings idealised.
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The period of use no doubt extended from the late
19th century to about 1905 and discovery of more
serial numbers may be expected. Examples of the
reverse
route,
with
inscription
ALEKSANDROVSK’-KHERSON’, have yet to
surface. Perhaps this type of canceller was
preceded by one with the date in three lines,
similar to those shown in figures 3 and 4.
3A. Kherson-Aleksandrov/ Steamship. Doubleoval 30mm X 27mm and 18mm X 14mm with
abbrev iated inscripti on s: KH ER SON. 
ALEKSANDROV. at top, PAROKH. at bottom;
asterisk at right, serial letter at left; date across
centre, presumably enclosed between bars.

Figure 9 shows the only examples known to me,
one each of 3A and 3B on postcards. The former
has serial ‘b’ and is addressed to Grushevka,
Kherson Guberniya. The other is addressed to St.
Petersburg from the village of Klyuchevoe, near
Kakhovka, about 75 km upriver from Kherson. It
has serial ‘v’ and is struck in violet. Both cards
were written in 1905, an unexpectedly early date
for the appearance of double oval cancellers on
this line. It is a safe prediction that similar
cancellations with other serial letters will turn up.
Placement of the serial letter on the right hand side
is unusual though not unique among ROPiT
cancellers. I have found no previous record of
Types 3A and 3B in the literature.

3B. As 3A but with inscription
ALEKSANDROV.-KHERSON. at top.
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Figure 9
A. Picture-postcard to Grushevka, Kherson Guberniya, 1k & 2k stamps tied
by oval Kherson-Aleksandrovsk Steamship ‘b’ 27 7 05. Put ashore at Nikopol following day
B. 3k stationery card to St. Petersburg from village of Klyuchevoe, near Kakhovka, on River Dnieper, two
strikes in violet of oval Aleksandrovsk-Kherson Steamship 12 4 (05). (N.B. In these oval cancellations it is
assumed that the bars enclosing the dates have failed to print).
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The ROPiT timetable for 1902 treats the
Odessa-Kherson and Kherson-Aleksandrovsk
lines as two separate concerns. In the 1904
timetable, however, the two lines are joined
under the heading ODESSA-KHERSON’ALEKSANDROVSK’, though passengers
proceeding beyond Kherson had to transfer to a
ship of the Dnieper Line (figure 6). In the
official guides put out by the Ministry of
Transport (Ways of Communication) to at least
1913 the Odessa-Kherson and KhersonAleksandrovsk lines continue to be listed as
autonomous entities, with, presumably, the
same necessity for passengers to change ship at
Kherson. Cancellers bearing the inscription
ODESSA-ALEKSANDROVSK are known for
certain from 1907 and, as shown below,
probably existed from 1904 at least. Was the
postal clerk also required to change ship when
arriving at Kherson, carrying his equipment and
stock with him? This is another of the
unanswered questions-concerning postal
business on the River Dnieper.
1A. 1B. Steamship/Odessa-Aleksandrovsk.
Steamship/ Aleksandrovsk-Odessa. Single circle
cancellers bearing the inscription PAROKHOD’
at top and ODESSA-ALEKSANDROVSK’ or
ALEKSANDROVSK’-ODESSA at bottom,
cross-shaped date and serial number at sides
may be inferred to exist from the ‘doplatit’
mark illustrated by Luchnik (1970, p.40) and
reproduced herein as figure 10A. Unfortunately
no date or other information was given. But the
use of a serial number at both sides rather than
an asterisk at one side and a serial letter at the
other place it alongside the early KhersonAleksandrovsk marks (figure 8) as late 19th
century to about 1905. It may well have been
introduced in 1903 or 1904 when the OdessaKherson-Aleksandrovsk route was opened. The
number ‘4’ at the sides of the ‘doplatit’ mark
implies the deployment of at least four ships on
the Odessa-Aleksandrovsk run.

Figure 10 A
‘Doplatit’ (to pay) mark used on AleksandrovskOdessa line (after Luchnik, 1970).
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2A. Odessa-Aleksandrovsk/ Steamship. Doubleoval 30mm x 26mm and 19mm x 14mm with
ODESSA-ALEKSANDROVSK. at top and
PAROKH. at bottom; asterisk at left and serial
letter at right; date enclosed between bars
across centre. Serial letters ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘v’, ‘g’ and
‘d’ recorded. Known period of use: 1907-1914.
2B. As 2A but with top
ALEKSANDROVSK.-ODESSA.

inscription

By no means common, these oval postmarks are
the ones most likely to represent the River
Dnieper in collections. They superseded the
short-lived Kherson-Aleksandrovsk ovals.
Figure 10B shows a Kherson-Aleksandrovsk
registration label altered by hand during the
period of transition to read OdessaAleksandrovsk. The illustration is taken from a
photograph supplied by the late Georgii
Andrieshin, the original figure being unclear
(Andrieshin, 1990).

.m,

90

Figure 10B
Registration label printed for use on the
Kherson-Aleksandrovsk line and altered by hand
to read Odessa-Aleksandrovsk (from a
photograph supplied by G. Andrieshin).

Figures 11 and 12 (pages 113 & 114) show the
use of typical pairs of cancellers on the outward
and homeward runs (cancellers ‘a’ and ‘b’). An
overfranked picture postcard of the waterfront
at Kherson, sending a message to Vienna,
shows the use of canceller ‘d’ on the homeward
run (figure 13, page 115). Conversely, an
underfranked postcard sent to a village in the
Moscow region on the same run gives an
opportunity to see both canceller ‘g’ and its
‘doplatit’ mark (figure 14, page 116). A cover
to St. Nicholas Monastery in Odessa illustrates
the handling of registered mail on the
Aleksandrovsk-Odessa route (figure 15, page
116). Dated 27 9 14, this is the latest item of
ship mail I can recorded for the River Dnieper.
The German occupation of Odessa and the
Ukraine during World War I evidently put an
end to ROPiT services in that region.
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Figure 11.
A. Postcard to Kherson, 3k stamp cancelled by oval Odessa-Aleksandrovsk Steamship ‘a’ 4 9 10. (Full size)
B. 3k Romanov stationery card to Finland, showing use of canceller for reverse journey, reading
Aleksandrovsk-Kherson Steamship ‘a’18 6 13.
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Figure 12.
A. 3k stationery card to Kherson cancelled oval Odessa-Aleksandrovsk Steamship ‘b’ 17 9 07.
B. Cover from Kherson branch of the Russian-Asiatic Bank to Bad Elster, Germany, franked 3k & 7k
Romanovs on reverse (inset) tied by cancellation for reverse journey, reading Aleksandrovsk-Odessa
Steamship ‘b’ 19 3 13 (Card & cover reduced to 90%)
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Figure 13
Viewcard of the waterfront at Kherson sent to Vienna on the Aleksandrovsk-Odessa Steamship
‘d’ 5 8 13. The 7k Romanov stamp represents overpayment of 3 kopecks. (Full size)
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Figure 14
Greetings card to village of Pavlikovo, Moscow Guberniya, posted stampless in letter-box of ship of River
Dnieper service, postmarked oval Aleksandrovsk-Odessa Steamship ‘g’ 11 7 07 alongside oval
‘Doplatit’ (to pay) Aleksandrovsk.-Odessa ‘g’ with ‘6k’ inserted by hand.
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Figure 15
Registered cover to St, Nicholas Monastery in Odessa, franked on reverse Romanov 7k pair and 3k (2) to
make 20k rate, posted on ship of River Dnieper service and cancelled oval Aleksandrovsk-Odessa
Steamship ‘a’ 27 9 14. Registration label reads Steamship/Aleksandrovsk’-Odessa with number repeated in
MS in top left corner. Put ashore at Odessa same day. MS notation of receipt two days later and
handstamped private registration number applied
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Middle and upper reaches of the River Dnieper.
The existence of a mail-boat service along the
middle and upper reaches of the River Dnieper,
accepting only ordinary correspondence, is
mentioned in the 1870 postal list. Specifically,
Kiev, Pereslavl, Cherkassy, Kremenchug,
Verkhnednieprovsk and Ekaterinoslav are cited as
ports of call. The 1881, 1883 and 1886 postal lists
confirm that the Kiev-Ekaterinoslav line accepted
only ordinary mail. Shevelev’s guide, published in
1896, identifies the company running the postal
service in this part of the Dnieper as the Company
for Steam Shipping on the Dnieper and its
Tributaries. By this time its operations had
extended not only south to Ekaterinoslav (now
Dnipropetrovsk) but as far west as Pinsk and north
to Orsha and Mogilev, covering an enormous area
of the Ukraine river network. Later another
company was formed and named the 2nd Company
for Steam Shipping on the Dnieper and its
Tributaries. Based on Kiev, these two companies
worked in unison judging by their timetable
posters. In a poster of 1902 these two companies
offered sailings on express post-passenger vessels
as follows: 1, KIEV-EKATERINOSLAV, twice
daily. 2, KIEV-GOMEL (via the Sozh tributary),
twice daily. 3, KIEV-MOGILEV, daily. 4,
MOGILEV-ORSHA, daily. 5, KIEV-PINSK (via
the Pripyat tributary), daily. 6, KIEV
CHERNOBYL, twice daily. 7, KIEV
CHERNIGOV (via the Desna tributary), twice
daily. 8, GOMEL-VIETKA, daily. Leaving Kiev at
8 o’clock in the morning, the postal steamer for
Ries'l>.

Kiev.

Ekaterinoslav reached its destination at 4.30 in the
afternoon of the following day, having made no
less than 21 stops in its 260 miles peregrination.
This is but one example demonstrating that these
two companies offered a service that was speedier,
more frequent, covered a much wider area and
reached many more population centres than that
provided by ROPiT in the lower reaches of the
river. This makes it all the more extraordinary that
not a single item of mail cancelled on any of the
ships deployed over this vast territory has been
recognised. There are no records in the literature
and no relevant material has come to my attention.
Either such mail is so rare that it has escaped notice
or, more likely, the two companies concerned acted
solely as carriers, picking up and delivering bagged
mail from port to port, together with the contents of
their letter-boxes, to be dealt with on shore. If this
supposition is correct it follows that there were no
onboard facilities for cancelling mail.
A cover from Khotin, Bessarabia, to Kiev, dated 5
XII 1897 (figure 16B), was conveyed by ship along
the middle Dnieper for part of its journey and put
ashore at the town’s Steamship Pier, which had a
post office of its own (figure 16A). We may assume
that this office handled much of the outgoing and
incoming mail conveyed by the post-passenger
steamers of the two Dnieper companies. Were there
similar riverside offices at Ekaterinoslav, Pinsk,
Orsha, Mogilev &c.? Perhaps someone
knowledgeable in Ukrainian postal history will
enlighten us in this matter.

Ilapaxo~a.si: npsCTam..
Port de Dniepr.

Figure 16A
Viewcard showing the Steamship Pier at Kiev. (Full size)
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C

Figures 16B & 16C
5k stationery envelope with added 2k stamp on reverse used from Khotin, Bessarabia, to Kiev 5 XII 1897.
Conveyed by mail-boat on River Dnieper and put ashore at Kiev Steamship Pier 8 XII 1897. (Full size)
A paper sealing label used by the Company for
Steam Shipping on the Dnieper and its Tributaries
depicts a primitive steamship under way, as does
the logo shared with the 2nd Dnieper Steamship
Company (figure 17), taking us back to the early

A

days of steam navigation. The possibility that the
“smoking steamer” canceller used on the
Aleksandrovsk-Kherson run, on the lower Dnieper
(figure 7), is attributable to the former company
has been raised on a previous page.

B

Figure 17
A. Bicoloured (blue/black) sealing label used by the Company for Steam Shipping on the River Dnieper.
B. Logo used on timetable posters issued jointly by the Company for Steam Shipping on the Dnieper and its
Tributaries and the 2nd Company for Steam Shipping on the Dnieper &c. 1902-1903.
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RIVER SOUTHERN BUG
In early postal literature this river is called simply
the River Bug. It is now referred to as the
Southern Bug (Ukrainian Pivdennyi Buh or Boh)
to distinguish it from the tributary of the Vistula
also called the River Bug (Ukrainian Zakhidnyi
Buh or Western Buh). From its origin in the
Podolian Upland the river trends south-eastwards
across central Ukraine for 857 km (535 miles),
entering the Black Sea via a long estuary that
mingles with that of the Dnieper. Only the lower
156 km (about 100 miles) of the river is navigable,
open for about 250 days of the year, closed by ice
in winter. The main port is Nikolaev (now
Mikolaiv), standing at the head of the estuary.
ROPiT guides and timetable posters show that
ships ran daily between Nikolaev and Kherson
from at least the 1890s, the route eventually
extending up the Dnieper to Aleksandrovsk
(figure 6). Though described on the posters as
postal lines, I know of nothing to indicate that
these ships were provided with onboard facilities
for cancelling mail. Among vessels serving
Nikolaev this function seems to have been the
prerogative of the Odessa-Nikolaev line,
inaugurated when the ROPiT contract with the
Postal Administration was ratified at the end of
1857. The same rules applied as described above
for the Odessa-Kherson line. Whereas by 1874 the
Odessa-Kherson line was dealing with all types of
mail, the postal lists issued between 1870 and

1876 indicate that the Odessa-Nikolaev line
accepted only ordinary correspondence. The route
is not mentioned at all in the 1878,1881 and 1883
lists, but when it reappears in the 1886 list the
Odessa-Nikolaev line is recorded as accepting all
kinds of mail. Only three types of cancellation are
known from this line, all but the first exceedingly
rare. As with the Odessa-Kherson line, no mail
has been identified from the Odessa-Nikolaev
route earlier than the 1880s. The service must
have stopped early in World War I.
1A. Steamship/ Odessa-Nikolaev. Single-circle 26
mm diameter with PARAKHOD’ at top and
ODESSA-NIKOLAEV’ at bottom, rhomboid
pattern of four small dots at sides, date in three
lines.
1B. Steamship/Nikolaev-Odessa. As 1A but with
inscription NIKOLAEV’-ODESSA at bottom.
Known dates of usage for both 1A and 1B: 1889
1913. Exceptionally late uses of the OdessaNikolaev canceller is shown by the Japanese
postcard sent from Odessa to Nikolaev 15 August
1913 (figure 18) and the wrapper posted to
Switzerland 29 August 1913 (figure 19), both
bearing Romanov frankings. I can show use of the
Nikolaev-Odessa canceller only on blocks and
strips of stamps, all having dates between
September and October 1889 (figure 18A).

Figure 18
Postcard to Nikolaev, 3k Romanov stamp tied by circular cancellation dated
15 August 1913 reading Steamship/Odessa-Nikolaev. (Full size)
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Figure 18A
Vertical strip of three 3k Arms stamps with cancellation dated 21 May 1890, reading Steamship/ Odessa-Nikolaev.
Two blocks of 1k and vertical strip of three 3k with dates in September or October 1889 used in reverse direction,
circular cancellation reading Steamship/ Nikolaev-Odessa.

Figure 19
2k Romanov postal wrapper addressed to Vaud, Switzerland, posted on board ship, circular cancellation
reading Steamship/ Odessa-Nikolaev 29 August 1913.
2. Steamship/Nikolaev-Odessa/1/. Single-circle 28
mm diameter with PARAKHOD’ at top and
NIKOLAEV’-ODESSA at bottom, numeral ‘1’ at
sides, cross-shaped date. Known period of use:
1905.
This canceller is known to me only from
photocopies of two examples in the collection of
the late Georgii Andrieshin of Odessa, who
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specialised in local ship mail. The illustration
(figure 20A) is taken from a very badly foxed
postcard to Odessa, franked with a strip of three
1k stamps. The other example, with date 30 IV
1905, cancels a 1k stamp on piece and was figured
by Andrieshin himself in an obscure publication
(Andreishin, 1990) It is fair to assume that the
reverse route - Odessa-Nikolaev- existed, possibly
also other serial numbers.
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Figure 20A
Computer-enhanced illustration of cancellation
applied to strip of three 1k stamps on card to Odessa
formerly in the collection of G.Andrieshin, reading
Steamship/ 1/Nikolaev-Odessa 5 VI (19)05.

Figure 20B
Oval cancellation of Nikolaev-Odessa Steamship
service used during Soviet regime, originally
illustrated byAndrieshin (1990).

3. Nikolaev-Odessa/Steamship. Double-oval with
NIKOLAEV’-ODESSA at top and PAROKH. at
bottom, asterisk at left and serial letter at right,
date enclosed between bars across centre. Serial
‘a’ recorded.

(1990) from the Soviet period, reproduced herein
as figure 20B, obviously modelled on the Imperial
prototype.

The above sketchy description is taken from
records provided by Luchnik (1970, p.43) and
Mandrovskii (1987, p.34). Both these authors
assumed that the reverse route-Odessa Nikolaev 
existed, but neither gave dimensions of the
cancellation, date of usage nor any other
information. A similar type of oval cancellation
inscribed NIKOLAEV-ODESSA/ PAROKH. ,
without serial letter, was illustrated by Andrieshin
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A Siberian branch-line - Chusovaya-Solevarni
Leoanrd Tann
As will be seen from the accompanying maps
(figures 1 & 2) this was a branch that ran north
from what might be described as the PermYekaterinburg ‘loop’. From Perm, the ‘loop’ ran
no rt h -ea st vi a Ka l in o, Chu sova ya,
Goroblagodatskaya, turning southwards to
Yekaterinburg. The other branch ran south-east
from Perm via Kungur to link up at
Yekaterinburg.
From Chusovaya the branch-line ran northwards
turning slightly north-west to its terminus at
Solevarni. A short branch ran from Kopi north
east to Lunyevka.
I am grateful as always to my friend Philip
Robinson for clarifying a number of details, and
allowing me to use illustrations from his
‘Railway’ book. The actual postcards illustrated
here are in my own collection, except for
the two noted.

to Ekaterinburg

Figure 1

The first point to note is that the Railway
Timetable (figure 3 - next page) (1910
11) refers to the southern terminus as
CHUSOVSKAYA, rather than - as the
1914 official railway atlas - which I
have - CHUSOVAYA. But that is only a
detail of a variant, dependent on Russian
grammar - rather like Vladimirovka/
Vladimirskaya (in connection with the
branch-line off the Saratov-Astrakhan
line about which I wrote in a previous
BSRP Journal). The northern terminal
was originally called BEREZNYAKI or 
a l l o w i n g f o r pr on un ci ati o n 
BEREZNIKI. This was later changed to
SOLEVARNI -in January 1904, so both
names may be found as the northern
terminal. I must also mention that there
seems to be some difference as to one or
two names of villages on the line - which
will be mentioned further on.
The railway started operation in 1899 
possibly a touch earlier. There was
obviously a service on the tiny branchline Kopi-Lunyevka. The ‘Railway
Book’ (page 143 top line) records a very early and
scarce postmark LUNYEVSKAYA VYETV/P V

Figure 2
VERETIYA-CHUSOVAYA = Lunyevka branchline/Postal Van Veretiya-Chusovaya, dated 1898.
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I can find no
reference in my
railway atlases to
a
station
‘Veretiya’
although
the
Railway
Book
records
this
station on the map
of this line on
page
167
(extreme right,
centre). I can only
say that this is a
puzzle and I have
no
answer.
this
However,
p o s t m a r k
confirms that in
1898 there was a
postal
service
from Lunyevka
via Kopi down to
Chusovaya. For
how long did this
continue? I suspect
that it was quickly
superseded by the
postal vans on the
main branch-line,
and - as in many
other cases of a
very
minor
branch-line - mail
was bagged up,
put on the ‘shuttle
train’
from
Lunyevka down to
the main junction in this case Kopi and put on the
mail vans of the
trains serving the
wh ole
branch.
Suffice it to say,
any examples of
this minor branch-line postmark are very scarce.
The main branch-line was 196 versts (130 miles)
long, served by two trains a day - as will be seen
from the timetable - leaving Chusovaya at
11.17am, and at 9.45pm, and leaving Solevarni at
5.52am and 1.27pm. The Chusovaya-Berezniki/
Solevarni route was given the route numbers 226
(southbound) and 225 (northbound). Figure 4
shows a postcard from St. Petersburg. The stamp

Figure 4

Figure 5
is cancelled by a diametric ‘X1’ and
accompanying St Petersburg postmark 23 July
1903. Underneath at the right is a fine
POCHTOVYI VAGON No. 225, 29/VII/19.03,
serial 2 at base and there is an arrival postmark top
centre reading; BEREZNIKI/ ZHELYEZNODOR
PO / 30/VII/19-03. Figure 5 shows a postcard
with two fine strikes of the circular POCHTOVYI
VAGON No. 226, serial 2 at base, dated 16 / XII/
19-12.
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Figure 6

Figure 7
Figure 6 shows a slightly later postcard franked
with a 2k Romanoff + 1k Arms, with circular
postmarks PV No 226, serial 3 at base, 24/XII/1914 - Xmas eve - to Perm, with arrival postmark of
Perm 25-12-14 - Xmas day. Philip advises me that
he has recorded two oval types for route 226 - the
southbound route, which would be more
common - but no ovals for 225, the northbound
journey. Tentatively, I would suggest that the oval
types came into use in 1915 at the earliest, as we
see use of the old circular type in December 1914.
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I am delighted and honoured to show here two
further items - they are photocopies taken from
scans, so we can only do our best.
Figure 7 is a postcard in the collection of our
honoured friend Valentin Levandovsky of Russia.
It is addressed to Moscow, and bears two very
good strikes of the oval SOLEVARNI-226CHUSOVSKAYA 13-11-16, serial at base ‘a’.
Note the terminal is called Chusovskaya.
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Figure 8
Figure 8 is also a scan from our dear friend
Alexander Epstein of Tallinn - very poor ovals
unfortunately, but the few letters that can be made
out towards the right of the oval tell us it was also
SO LEVARNI-226-CHUSOVSKAYA. The
message is dated 21/IV/18 - after the Revolution,
and interestingly the card is franked with two of
the provisional surcharged stamps 10/7k Arms.
Finally, two items from my own collection figures 9 & 10 - both showing ovals of the

Solevarni Station post office - one as a despatch
postmark, the other as a receiving postmark 
SOLEVARNENSKO / VOKZ March 1912, and
July 1912. (Again, the form of the name is a
grammatical structure, Solevarni.) The ‘Railway
Book’ records the postmark of the Chusovaya/
Chusovskaya Station Office (page 62, 2nd line)
CHUSOVSKAYA / VOKZAL for 1916. It would
be nice if we could see a real postal item with this
postmark.

Figure 9
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Int riguingly,
I
show
below
figure 11, an item
that ‘came over’
very recently - a
postcard
with
postmark
ST
POLOVINKA
/
PERM
Zh
D
(Polovinka Station,
Perm Railway), to
Gatchina (receipt
postmark) in April
1914
Reconstruction of
the postmark with
thanks to Philip.
This is one of the
village-stations on
this branch-line.
We can state that this station had its own post
office in this period. It opens the question - did
any of the other village-stations have a post
office? Let me add that from my studies of other
branch-lines of similar type, it is not unusual for
one of the more important villages on the line to
have a post office.

Figure 10
I am sure that there is more to write on this
Siberian branch-line, and not only more on the
ovals of 225/226, but something more on the tiny
branch Kopi-Lunyevka. If any collectors have
such material, please let us see it/them - for an
addendum to be written up. The subject of
Russia’s remote branch lines is fascinating indeed.

Figure 11
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Letters to the Editor
From Ian Billings
Post-Soviet philately
I joined the Society in the early 1990s having
acquired an interest in the events and postal
history of the break-up of the Soviet Union. My
interest was sufficient for me to enjoy the
company of other members at the jubilee bash at
Birmingham. For a few editions there were
articles and news in the Journal about the ‘Former
Soviet Union’, but more recently there has been
very little.
Of course philatelically the situation has now
‘calmed down’ with only new issues and ‘illegals’
to concern us, but there is still much to be
discovered about the situation in Belarus, Ukraine
and the new republics’ approach to the mails
during the early 90s. I started researching my
material and even got as far as putting some of it
(Belarus) on a website (http://www.geocities.com/
Heartland/Estates/3337/bel01.html). The reason I
didn’t at the time provide this information for
publication was that it was by no means complete
and I hoped to add to it. Sadly business is so good
that I have had no time to go back to it!
The purpose of writing to you is to find out just
how many members are interested in this post-91
area of collecting and whether articles in the
Journal would be of any interest. I don’t expect
everybody to put pen to paper, but if you would
include my email address for people to comment,
I will let you have a summary of the outcome.
(bsrp@norphil.co.uk)
Many thanks,
Ian Billings, Norvic Philatelics
Website: http://www.norvic-philatelics.co.uk

From Anatoly Kiryushkin (Minsk, BY)
Observations on ‘A Soviet Puzzle:
Makachevka, Koktet(av) Oblast’ – Robin
Joseph, BJRP 85.
The sender was evidently a native Pole; the forms
“Stanislawa” and “Oborska” in the address are
typically Polish. Also, a Russian would not make
the mistake of writing POCCИЯ as POCИЯ. This
is quite apart from the fact that it was not
customary to refer to the country as anything other
than the USSR (this cover was sent from
Kazakhstan anyway). To refer to the general area
as “Russia” was typical of non-Russians. The
abbreviation “пол.” could possibly mean “поляк”,
indicating that the sender was Polish.
It is evident that the letter was not carried as an
item of ordinary international correspondence,
because the address would have included “C.Ш.
A.” or “U.S.A.”. I think it was probably carried in
a diplomatic bag or by some other type of courier
service to a Russian official representing a charity,
such as the Red Cross. It is possible that 21 Hill
Street did not even exist as an address. In this
regard, we need to know what the abbreviation
R.I.D. stands for.
It is possible that the sender was an ex-prisonerof-war or a West Ukrainian convict. By 1954
almost all such prisoners had been released from
the camps, but many of them settled temporarily
in North Kazakhstan as they had no rights to live
elsewhere while they were trying to find relatives,
or while applying for citizenship of other
countries, in readiness to leave the USSR. So I
think this letter was sent in an attempt to trace lost
relatives or friends, and it was carried by a special
courier service. Perhaps the R.I.D. was an
Organisation which helped in the search for lost
relatives, and “121 Hill Street” could in fact be an
address in even Moscow or Alma-Ata. If a relative
was found, the contents of the letter could have
been put into the ordinary international mail with
a proper address.

Back Numbers

Back numbers of BJRP are available from the President.
Issues from No. 45 are available at £3 each.
Contact:
Mr Alan Blunt, Riber House, 13 Auden Close,
Osbaston, Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 3NW
e-mail atblunt@aol.com
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Reviews
THE BALTIC AREA, (In Dutch)
Published by Filatelistengroep ‘Het Baltische
Gebied’, Netherlands. A4 softbound. Subscription:
€20. Editor, J Kaptein, Reigerskamp 7053607 JP
Maarssen, Netherlands.

No. 41, September 2002
A bumper number of 108 pages celebrating 20 years
of publication with a wide range of topics (and some
very long article titles!).
G Hahne goes back to the 16th and 17th centuries to
illustrate this ancient mail service in “Two Grand
Duchy letters from Vilna and their postal-historical
background”. H v Hofmann is also delving into the
same era to describe “The Swedish mail in Estonia
and Livonia”. In “Patent post in Livonia”, L Bočka
describes the operation of the patent post developed
in the Russian province of Livonia during the 18th
and 19th centuries. A Menzen explores some of the
information on the mail coach station that bears his
family name in “My favourite letter ‘Post Menzen’
from Estonia” while A v d Flier stays in the pre
adhesive period to show the various means of
communication with western Europe in “Many roads
from Riga”.
A de Bruin describes some of “The advertising sheets
of Russia: unknown but nevertheless very
interesting” that gave you cut-price postage rates
provided you did not mind writing your message
alongside adverts that ranged from ‘flat wanted, on
sunny side’ through ‘courses on needlework and
housekeeping’ to ‘Indian dates (sic) - available from
all pharmacists’. In “Between Riga and Tartu”, R v
Wijnen is prompted by a 1915 viewcard that
describes the depicted subject in Russian, Latvian
and Estonian and carries a military cachet inscribed
Riga, to explore the postal history of the eponymous
region.
T Löbbering describes the Imperial German civil
post in Dorpat in 1918 under the title of “Nine
diligent postal muses and a first lieutenant”, while H
Lukaschewitz describes the creation of “The Libau
edition of 1919”. V Doniela gives us “Military
zeppelins in Lithuania during World War One” and
A Epstein “Petseri - a postal history”. P Feustel
shares his 3-year survey in “Joys and sorrows with
kiloware - 10 senti Päts”, S Kraul describes 1920s
DIY sealing in “Sūtītāja laka” (Sender’s wax), and
the concluding part of J Poulie’s indicative study of
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“The postage stamps of Latvia” (Part 15) is
presented. J Mors declares that “The slogan hand
stamps of Latvia invite you today, as they did in the
1930s”, while W Fugalewitsch illustrates some
soviet Lithuanian post marks from his vast collection
in “How I became a collector of postmarks”.
A Cronin wins the prize for the longest title with
“Illegal usages of the Konstantin Päts stamps during
the Soviet Administration of Estonia, 1940 - 1941”,
and O Petri the shortest with “Jazno”, a postmark he
found on three soviet stamps.
Coming up to date, J v Heeswijk gives us “Postcards
and formula cards in Estonia since 1991” and
R Reuderink shows a range of Baltics covers from
1991 - 1992 in “How a stamp collector experienced a
political upheaval”.

No. 42, June 2003
Returning to normal format, this issue starts with
“Postmaster perforations of Russian stamps used in
Estonia”. A Epstein illustrates 3 examples of the
little-known local perforations of Imperial Russian
‘Arms’ used in Estonia. A de Bruin tackles the
sensitive issue of “Dutch nationals in the German
armed forces in the Baltic territory during the Second
World War”. Apart from listings of military field
posts and illustrations of two covers it is
predominantly a history of the event and the fate of
one ‘volunteer’ specifically.
In “Vindava Elev.” R v Wijnen pursues his interest in
cancels that differ from normal place names by the
addition of a suffix. In this case ‘Elev.’ stands for
‘Elevator’ and originates from a minor halt that
served the dockside area of Ventspils, Latvia where
bulk grain was loaded. J Kaptein and E Jasiūnas
outline the history of the Jewish community in
Lithuania up to the end of WWII and illustrate some
aspects of their lives with some 20 covers.
In “Latvia, Postal Instructions - 2”, R v Wijnen
concludes a study of explanatory and informative
handstamps applied to mail by the postal authorities
in Latvia in the period between the two wars. “The
1992 issue of Lithuanian tax stamps” by
L Veržbolauskas describes the first fiscal stamps of
the post-Soviet period and J Kaptein looks at Baltic
area postal material illustrations of “Statues…”,
many of them Soviet and now consigned to scrap
yards or even constituting a theme park! In “True or
false - Part 4” A de Bruin & O Petri point out
indentifying characteristics of forgeries of three
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popular sets of 1932/33 and J Kaptein &
E Schoenmaker illustrate five “Soviet franking
machine cancels from Latvia”. 10 pages of
reviews of literature and recent Society meetings
complete the journal.
Dennis Page

GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN
PHILATELY, No. 80 May 2004
(in German)
Published by Phil. ArGe Russland/UdSSR,
Germany. 64 A4 pages, softbound. Editor - Albert
Pflüger, Eckenheimer Landstrasse 13, 60318
Frankfurt, Germany.
Following a selection of “Errors and varieties in
stamps and covers of Russia and the USSR”
contributed by Society members, M SherwoodJenkins philosophises on the changing natures of
philately and of philatelists in a rapidly changing
world in “Trends in Russian philately”. ). H Kupec
describes the specialised system of rapid mail
transport in use in Russia in the 19th century before
mechanisation took hold in “Estafetten Post”. The
name refers to express carriage by relay, a system that
goes back to the 13th century in central Europe. In
fact a mediaeval pony express!
A Epstein argues the finer points of ‘reprint’ or ‘new
printing’ in relation to specific stamps in “Reply to
Dieter Bettner on the Levant”. A Pflüger welcomes a
recent event important to Russia collectors in “A S
Popov Central Museum for Communication opens
again” while L Rylkova describes some of its
treasures in “Rarities from the Russian State
collection”. There are some 20 pages devoted to
Society affairs, feedback from readers, reviews, new
stamps and new postal stationery.
Dennis Page

provisional handstamps that proliferated after
independence in “New tariffs for postal stationery in
the Kyjiv Oblast”. A Bissotto throws some light on a
topic that so far I had seen only ‘through a glass
darkly’ - “Kupons in place of roubles”.
The remainder of the issue catalogues “ First Day
slogans” and “Special slogans” from Ukrainian Post
in the second half of 2004, “Postal stationery from
1992” (continued) and “Coins of Ukraine”.

THE UKRAINE PHILATELIST, No. 70,
June 2005 (In German)
In “From recent Ukrainian postal history” V Viros'kyj
looks at a range of machine validating stamps
generated in the early years of post-soviet
independence, while A Bisotto continues his
exploration of a monetary maze in “Kupons for
roubles - the birth of the Karbovanec”. There are
listings of Postal Stationery, Special Slogans,
Maximum Cards etc in addition to the comments
on the political, social and economic state of
present-day Ukraine.
A strange mixture for a philatelic publication, but
it is a dying breed since the chairman/editor/
compiler can no longer continue in the task and
has found no successor.
Dennis Page

EASTERN EUROPE PHILATELY,
(in Dutch)
Published by Filatelistische Contactgroep Oost
Europa, Netherlands. 12-40 A5 pages, softbound,
quarterly. Editor G R J Jansen, Grotestraat 37,
7478 AB Diepenheim, Netherlands.
(This journal features one or two articles dealing with the
‘Russia’ area in each issue.)

THE UKRAINE PHILATELIST, No. 69,
January 2005 (In German)
Published by Ukraine Philatelist Association in
the Federation of German Philatelists,
Sudenburger Wuhne 12, D-39112 Magdeburg
Germany. 60 A5 pages, softbound.
Following 17 pages of current affairs, social and
political comment and society activities, the first
philatelic article is by O Citkov and presents a range
of “Oval ‘To Pay’ cancels…..in 1995/1996”.
V Viros'kyj continues a study of some of the

No. 2, Year 21, May 2003
H J Horstmann illustrates some post 1992 examples
in “Varieties on Azerbaijan covers”

No. 3, Year 21, September 2003
J Sangers & H J Horstman look at “Hetmans” (or
are they Hetmen?) a 1995 series planned and
partially printed but then rejected by the postal
authority: in “Love letter: returned to
Azerbaijan” (from Ukraine) J Sangers illustrates the
use of SG 48 handstamped in black.
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No. 4, Year 21, November 2003
With a selection of money orders, A Welvaart shows
“Russian postal items that are also of interest to
Poland collectors”.

No. 2, Year 22, May 2004
B v d Plas looks at “The OKSA issue of 1919” giving
a brief history of the circumstances in which it arose.
A Zonneveld presents covers that would have
travelled partly by boat in “The Caspian Sea, postal
conveyance between Russia and Persia”. There are
however no marine transit marks and all but one
originate in Russia; reasons for such a skewed
sample are argued.

No. 3, Year 22, September 2004
A J v Oosten shows “A card from Grants”, in 1946
an early example from the newly instituted
Kaliningrad district, that travelled to Neumünster in
Germany via Moscow and a British military
censor’s office.

from Rossica: “The Surcharged Stamps of South
Russia” and “The General Vlassov (?)
Stamps” (produced by pro-German white Russians
in WW2). Two new stamp issues and four covers are
discussed including two postcards with the un
numbered Sosnovitsy-Zambkovitsy TPO oval.

Issue No. 37 is a little more meaty. “Russian
Stamps Sold or Used in Finland” is a useful
illustrated summary complete with a check-list.
Then, Michel. P. Daulard gives an erudite historical
perspective to the Vlassov stamps discussed in the
previous issue (concluding that they were speculative
camp issues and nothing to do with Vlassov!).
Finally, R.Guerin offers some rates updates and a
forged 1993 Ukraine cover is exposed.
Terry Page

No. 4, Year 22, November 2004

NO SNOW ON THEIR BOOTS

A J v Oosten scores again, this time with “A card
from Priekulė”, now in 1951 within soviet
Lithuania and destined also for Neumünster under
British military censorship. In “A letter from
Omsk” P Uitenbogaard reports on two letters
each carrying two 21st century Russia stamps that
had had one corner snipped off and replaced by a
matching piece taken from another stamp. The
pieces removed coincided with the position at
which the cancel on a much cheaper c.t.o.
specimen would occur!
Dennis Page

Vasilii Zakharov - 375 pages.
The author, a member of BSRP who kindly
painstakingly translated the ‘mammoth’ article on
Postal Registration by Lev Ratner, has written a
book in memory of all the Russians who came to
Britain between 1917 and up to 1926. Not strictly
a philatelic publication but it will be of interest to
those who like to read about Russia’s history and
people. Vasilii’s book gives an introduction before
moving on to a little history of WW1 and the 1st
Russian tank division. His family history and their
activities spread across the world cover the next
two chapters which are followed by chapters on
the Russian community and societies, Russians in
emigration, Russian artists and art groups, how the
Russians worked and lived, the Russian church in
London, his own family in emigration,
mushrooming and other simple pleasures and
ending with the Final Years. I am sure that you
will find this a very interesting, factual and well
written book. If you wish to purchase a copy at £12.99

FRANCE-RUSSIE GAZETTE, (In French.)
Issued periodically by the Cercle France-Russie.
Enquiries to Igor Orobchenko (VP & Secretary
General) at the HQ of the Cercle, 61 Rue
Boissière, Paris 75116, France.
This society is the successor to the Cercle FranceURSS. I am grateful to its past-President, the late
Gabriel Citerne who enrolled me as an “adherent”
after introducing me to Russian Philately in the late
1960’s when I was an impoverished language
student in Paris...
The Gazette is simply produced in A4 “Newsletter
style” incorporating administrative news, short
articles and snippets.

Issue No. 36 consists of 12 pages, offering the
report of the AGM followed by two translations
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plus £2.80 for postage, write to Vasilii at Basileus
Press, The Firs, Oldcastle, Malpas, Cheshire, SY14
7NE cheques payable to B. Zacharov.

Lenard Tiller

THE HISTORY & POSTAL HISTORY
OF JAPAN’S WARS
Kenneth G. Clark - 250 pages.
The author has carefully ‘laid out’ this
publication; those who collect material or are
interested in this period will find the book very
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worthwhile. Not being a collector (yet) of this
period of Postal History, it is the sort of
publication I like because of its easy to follow
format. The book commences with a brief (but
very detailed in parts) history of the Sino-Japanese
War 1894-1895 which is followed, again in brief,
by a history of the Boxer Uprising in 1900. In
similar vein, we then have the events leading to
the Russo-Japanese War followed a brief account
of the war itself from 1904-1905 which has very
detailed list of events, with dates and a quite
detailed listing of the ‘forces’ of both sides.
Mr Clark then writes about his collection, of
which his 128 page Gold Medal Exhibit is detailed
in full at the end of the book. Prior to that there
are illustrations, examples of postmarks and text
of Postal History items from all the wars that have
been briefly explained aided by drawings of maps.
The book consists of about 250 pages of which
128 are of the Gold Medal exhibit itself with
approximately 70 pages of illustrations and maps
covering the other periods. I have no details of
where this book can be purchased (we have only one
copy for our library), however, should the book be of
interest to any of our readers and you are not able to
locate a copy, let me know and I will see where it can
be ordered from.

Lenard Tiller

FROM THE HISTORY OF THE ST.
PETERSBURG POST 1703 TO 1914
Manfred Dobin - 345 Pages.
The book describes the history of the development
of the St Petersburg post during the period from
1703 until 1914. It has been written in a similar
format to the previous catalogues of Manfred
Dobin and would greatly enhance and add to the
collection of those previous publications, should
you have them.
The book contains copies of a number of
documents of the Postal Administration,
photographs and images of postmarks and a
listing. It is in two sections. The first covering the
pre-adhesive period which deals with the St
Petersburg post in the 18th Century, the St
Petersburg head post office, the city post offices,
the city post, the ship mail, the railway mail and
the postal communication between St Petersburg
and its suburbs, rounding off with illustrations and
a table. Section 2 covers the period from 1858 to
1914. Commencing with the reorganisation of the
St Petersburg post which covers the head post
office, its offices, the city post, postal operations

in telegraph offices, railway mail, ship mail and
postal communications with the suburbs. There is
information on the order of handling the
correspondence and postal operations, insured and
postage due correspondence, cash on delivery
items, translation of addresses on foreign
correspondence, re-addressing mail, censorship,
‘Finland’ & ‘Disinfected’ postmarks, the city
public telegraph, address cards & open and closed
letters and some private postal forms of the St
Petersburg Enterprise of the Mineral Water
Company. Publisher - Standard Collection, St
Petersburg. - Readers interested in purchasing a copy,
let me know and I will enquire as to the price and
where it can be obtained. It will be a value for money
publication.

Lenard Tiller

ROSSICA
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately. 120 pages, softbound. Subscription (two
issues) US$30:00. Editor: Jeff Radcliffe, 1420
Valebrook Lane, Herndon, VA 20170, USA.

No. 142, Spring 2004
This issue starts with Bill Nickle writing on the
ephemera relating to the Tsar's visits to France,
Vadim Medish on some recent new issues and the
second instalment of George Werbizky's
“Unrecognised and unrecorded Zemstvo mail”.
Alexander Epstein comments on some Civil War
material from the last Rossica adding some new
information of his own; Gary Combs, Dick
Scheper and Noel Warr combine for a major study
of Moscow perfins; Greg Mirsky and Dave
Waterman continue their searches in Fly Specker
for minor varieties and V. G. Levandovsky
contributes a major article on the Amur railway.
Dave Skipton tells the story of early revolutionary
Mariya Spiridonova who fell foul of Lenin,
illustrated by some choice postcards. Meer Kossoy
lets us into the secret of the Tsiolkovsky “Essay”.
George Shalimoff writes up some “Soviet Union
Paymentby-mail forms”.
Edward Bubis and Margarita Nelipa give a
diversionary approach to looking at a postcard in
the Dikanka Circle, while Meer Kossoy (again)
writes on “Russian Army Mail from Armenia
1914-17.” A second article from Bill Nickle looks
at wooden cards sent through the post, and
Alexander Epstein returns with “Postal Stationery
for Russian Servicemen.”
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No. 143, Fall 2004

No. 144, Spring 2005

This issue starts with Leonard Tann writing on the
1916 postal stationery surcharges, and Trevor
Pateman helping us to “Make life easier” with the
Armenian overprints. Meer Kossoy offers an
explanation for a cachet found on some Moscow
letters in 1917; George Werbizky writes-up some
fine Zemstvo varieties on cover; Ed Laveroni shows
a registered cover from PW 147 with an octagonal
cancel; George Werbizky gives us the third
instalment of “Unrecognised and unrecorded
Zemstvo mail”; Messrs Mirsky and Waterman
continue their “Fly Specker” series; Alfred Kugel
writes on “Russian Postal Activity in Persia 1914
19” and illustrates two major items, both believed
unique, from Maku and Gumbet-Kabuz and Meer
Kossoy, once more, suggests an alternative view on a
cover written-up in Rossica 140-1.

The indefatigable George Werbizky starts this issue
with “More Zemstvo Covers” followed by Trevor
Pateman with “More About Fakes Using Archive
Material From Armenia” followed by George again
with “Zemstvo Mail Sent Abroad”.
Messrs Warr, Tann and Combs combine for Notes
on the Moscow Butyrka Rail Station and Dave
Skipton provides a translation of “Russian Mute
Cancels 1914-7 Addenda, Corrigenda and Positive
identification” by Arnold Levin. This latter article
contains twelve pages supplementing Levin's major
book on mutes and for those who did not buy it-why
not?

Some additions are appended to articles from the
previous edition on Spiridonova and wooden
postcards, then George Werbizky shows an annulled
by punch-holes Zemstvo MTO before Alexander
Epstein asks “When were they issued?” they being
the imperf. and high value perforated definitives of
1917 and the perforated definitives of 1922-3.
Finally Meer Kossoy, once more, writes on the
“Language of Postage Stamps” shown on many
postcards from different countries.

Messrs. Mirsky and Waterman's “Fly Specker” has
become a permanent feature of Rossica and shows
just what can be found on Russian stamps if you look
hard enough. Dr. V. G. Levandovsky writes-up
several items with the scarce On the Morning/
Evening Train cachet from the Transcaucasian
Railway. Another regular contributor Meer Kossoy
gives us “Temporary Post Offices in the Russian
Army”, in another translation by Dave Skipton.
Reviews letters to the editor and available books
finish off another fine journal from editor Jeff
Radcliffe.

Jack Moyes

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF

RUSSIAN MATERIAL
STAMPS AND ELUSIVE POSTAL HISTORY OF:
Empire, RSFSR, Soviet Union, Offices Abroad,
Civil War, World War I & II, Zemstvos,
Far Eastern Republic, Siberia
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Baltic States, Georgia, Ukraine

Mail Auctions Quarterly

The auction is comprised of 3000 lots of worldwide stamps and postal history,
approximately half of which are Russian material

Call or write for your FREE, well-illustrated catalogue to:
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Obituaries
EUGÈNE L. J. LEJEUNE,
1904-2004
With the passing of Eugène
Lejeune the Society has lost
possibly its oldest member cert ainly on e of its most
knowledgeable. Throughout his
long life, Eugène was a keen and
active philatelist, forming
important collections on many
subjects. Unlike many of his
generation, Eugène’s interests lay
more with postal history than
traditional philately, at least in the
Russian area, though he did collect
the early stamp issues of his native
country, Belgium. In our area, Eugène could speak
authoritatively on such diverse subjects as First
World War censor marks, Russian ship mail, Civil
War postage rates and machine cancellations.
Eugène was very active in organised philately in
Belgium, helping (even when well into his 90s)
with local exhibitions or displaying to local
societies. When passing through Belgium I twice
enjoyed the hospitality of Eugène and his wife
Maria at their cosy flat in Verviers. Eugène and I

would talk philately (and history,
geography, politics etc. - he was a
mine of information) while Maria
served up delicious home cooking.
I well remember my last visit, with
Martin Evans FRPSL, during the
international exhibition
BELGICA 2001. As soon as our
car pulled up outside, Eugène
appeared at the balcony of his flat
with a wave, and then shortly
afterwards could be heard hurrying
down the stairs (at 96) before
welcoming us, Belgian-style, with
a bone-crushing embrace.
Eugène remained fit and active until a few months
prior to his death, when age finally began to take
its toll. It is, however, gratifying to know that he
lived to see his 100th birthday on 14 September
2004. He died peacefully in his sleep exactly a
month later. Our sympathies go to Maria and her
family at this sad time.
P. E. R.

JONAS M. MICHELSON, RDPSA
1917-2005
The Society lost one of its longstanding members on 25 August
2005 with the death of Jonas
Michelson at the age of 87. Jonas
was born in November 1917 in
Russia, where his Latvian Jewish
family had moved during the First
The family soon
World War.
returned to Latvia, and Jonas grew
up in Riga. In the early 1930s his
parents separated, his father going to
South Africa where he had business
connections, while his mother
Sadly, she
remained in Riga.
perished in a concentration camp after the German
occupation of Latvia during the Second World War.
The sixteen year-old Jonas had joined his father in
Johannesburg in 1934, travelling via Berlin, London
and Southampton, and (as he told me with a smile)
selling some of his stamps to dealers to provide
pocket money en route. However, the bulk of his
Latvia collection remained intact.

Already an experienced stamp
collector in his late teens, Jonas
exhibited in the junior class at the
international JIPEX exhibition in
Johannesburg in 1936. During the
Second World War he served in the
Rand Light Infantry in North
Africa, taking part in the Battle of
El Alamein, and was Honorary Life
Vice-President of the Springbok
League, th e ex -servicemen’s
organisation, and Editor of its
journal. Throughout his life he was
a very active philatelist, adding to
his collections of Latvia and Russia, and also
working very hard for organised philately. His
collection of pre-stamp covers of Latvia was, in
particular, of a very high standard. In 1965 he was
invited to sign the Roll of Distinguished
Philatelists of Southern Africa - a rare honour
indeed. Jonas was Advertising Manager of the
“South African Philatelist” right up to his death,
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and had his own printing business where he
worked full-time until he was over 80. He was
very willing to use his printing expertise for the
benefit of philately, for example in 1995 he
printed and published the book The Postal History
of Imperial Russia in Pre-Independent Latvia by
N. Jakimovs and V. Marcilger.
Jonas attended over 50 annual congresses of the
Philatelic Federation of South Africa, and was
President of the Federation in 1987-88, later
becoming Honorary Life President. His energy
and enthusiasm for his hobby were unstinting. He
could always be relied upon for help and wise
counsel, and I twice enjoyed Jonas’ hospitality at

his house in the northern suburbs of Johannesburg.
He lost his wife tragically in 1993, following
injuries sustained during a robbery at their home.
Jonas was, naturally, badly affected by her loss,
but his strength of character prevailed, despite
becoming rather frail as he reached his mid-80s.
Fluent in Russian, Latvian and German, Jonas re
visited Latvia in 1995 and 1998, the latter visit
being with members of the Latvian philatelic
study group in Germany.
Rest in peace, Jonas, your many friends are
thinking of you.
P. E. R..

GEORGE MURDOCH MBE
1930-2005
George Murdoch, a long standing
member of the Society, died in
Dumfries on 8th March 2005. He
was educated in Edinburgh and
was among the first intake of
pupils in Scotland to take Russian
a s p art of his “High e rs ”
examinations, which gained him
entry to Edinburgh University
where he read Geography. Before
starting university, however, he
was called-up and did two years
National Service in the RAF where
he was trained as a pilot officer
and flew Hastings aircraft for
Transport Command. George
enjoyed a successful and eminent
scientific career as a soil specialist,
working largely on third-world agricultural
projects; for some time with the Ministry of
Agriculture, later with Booker-Tate, and as a
freelance consultant after his nominal retirement.
He was particularly known for his work in
Swaziland where he initially surveyed and
classified soil types and advised on agricultural
matters. He went on to be an authority on that
country achieving considerable popularity and
even becoming socially involved, especially
during the Independence period when he
broadcast from the newly opened radio station,
helped design the national flag and even
contributed to the choice of national anthem!
George’s first marriage, in 1954, was to Eunice, a
cartographer with whom he later worked in
Swaziland. Eunice died of cancer in 1991 and
tragically, their only son, Alex, died two years
later. In 1994, George met Muthoni and they
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were married later that year in
Kenya. They were very happy
together, particularly in his
recent years after returning to his
native Scotland.
George Murdoch’s philatelic
interests were very much in line
with his personality; far from
conventional and perhaps slightly
eccentric. He had little interest in
issued stamps or postal history,
preferring to concentrate on
“Cinderella” material which he
arranged and wrote-up in a
manner determined by his
overwhelming geo graphical
interest. He gave at least two
displays to the Society and on each occasion the
atmosphere was dominated by his puckish sense
of humour as he disclosed countless facts and
opinions on charity stamps, seals, labels, and later
on the bogus issues emanating from the post
Soviet republics. In recent years he was involved
in serious research on the free-frank seals of
Imperial Russia, including those of the Zemstvos.
He also possessed a very comprehensive
collection of Russian postcards and with the help
of a meticulous filing system was able to locate a
viewcard of almost anywhere.
George was an approachable, humorous and
generous man who will be missed by those who
knew him. Our sincere condolences go out to
Muthoni and the rest of his family.

Terry Page.
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